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FOREWORD

In 1969, the Committee on Standardization of Combustion Insta-

bility Measurements in the T-Burner, an ad hoc committee organized by

the ICRPG Working Group on Solid Propellant Combustion, produced the

"T-Burner Manual" (C. P. I.A. Publication No. 191). That report was

restricted to experience gained in testing propellants not containing a

metal. During the last few years, considerable use has been made of the

T-burner for testing metallized propellants. It is the first purpose of

this report to summarize much of that work, and to recommend as far as

possible standard procedures.

The present effort is considerably more ambitious than the earlier

work. Representatives of seven organizations have participated in plan-

ning the report, writing, and proof-reading the several drafts. Prior to

preparation of the final draft, a two-day workshop was held. The follow-

ing people contributed written portions of the report:

M. W. Beckstead Hercules, Inc.

R. L Coates Brigham Young University

J. E. Crump Naval Weapons Center

F. E. C. Culick California Institute of Technology

R. L. Derr Naval Weapons Center

P. L. Micheli Aerojet Solid Propulsion Co.

C. M. Mihlfeith Thiokol Chemical Corp.
E. W. Price Naval Weapons Center

R. Schoner Air Force Rocket Propulsion Labora-
tory

Mr. W. C. Andrepont of the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

served as contract monitor for th work and contributed many useful

comments throughout the duration of the work.

The T-burner remains the best available device for making labo-

ratory measurements of the response of a burning solid propellant to

sinusoidal oscillations in the near flow field. Besides its place in re-

search, it has been used quite extensively for qualitative testing to screen

propellants in development work and to check the behavior oi different

batches of the same propellant. The expvrience gained in those various

v
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applications forms the basis of this report.

Study of the T-burner itself continues, however; many questions

relating to some aspects of observed behavior, and to detailed interpre-

tation of data, have not been satisfactorily answered. Some of the con-

clusions reached in this report may therefore be found wanting at a later

date. Care has been taken to note all questionable items. Procedures

are labelled as recommendations only if they rest on generally recognized

firm grounds.

It as not been possible to include all the detailed information

necessary to construct and operate a T-burner. Reference is frequently

made to work discussedin recent reports which are easily obtained. In

addition to the first "T-Buruer Manual, " those reports, cited at the end

of the Introduction, constitute a minimal r-ference list.

The report is intended to be more than a manual, or guide to

operating experimental apparatus. Summaries of current analytical tech-

niques are included in the Appendices, and appealed to in the text. These

are useful both for interpreting experimental data and for showing how

results obtained with a T-burner can be used in studying the stability of

motors. Section 6 of the text describes this subject briefly.

I am indebted to all those listed above for their contributions,

their help, and their cooperation. I wish especially to thank Dr. R. L.

Derr, who aided greatly in an early re-organization and re-writing of

large portions of the report, and very carefully read the entire work.

Finally, I want to express my gratitude to Mr. F. T. Linton who

did all the art work for the report, and particularly to Mrs. R. Duffy

who patiently and caref-ly did all the typing for the many drafts.

F. E. C. Culick
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Background and Purpose

Several years ago, a manual (ref. I-1) for the use of T-burners

was prepared by a committee of the ICRPG Working Group on Solid Pro-
pellant Combustion. The purpose of that work was to sunmarize the ex-
perien,:es of the various investigators who had used the device, and to

specify, as far as possible, standards for the apparatus, test conditions,
and methods of data reduction. However, owing to the lack of data for
testing with metallized propellants, the manual was restricted to work

with un-metallized propellants.

Since the publication of ref. I-1, a considerable amount of effort
has been devoted to studying the unsteady burning of metallized propellants.

The T-burner remains as the only test device to yield data for the un-
steady burning of solid propellants over broad ranges of frequency and
pressure. There are many problems associated with the T-burner, par-

ticularly when used to test metallized propellants. Nevertheless, it is the
simplest configuration available if one is restricted to observing the spon-

taneous growth of oscillations or the decay following a pulse. Indeed,
much of the experience gained with T-burners is applicable to more com-
plicated configurations used for propelling vehicles.

Broadly, there are two main uses of the T-burner; as a means of
comparing qualitatively the behavior of different propellants, and as a test
device for measuring quantitatively the response of a burning propellant
to unsteady motions. The bulk of this report is devoted to the more diffi-
cult problem of obtaining quantitative information- the procedures for

making qualitative observations are necessarily covered as well. Almost
all of the material is presented within the context of testing metallized

propellants. The techniques oi testing un-metallized propellants have not
significantly changed since the publication of ref. 1-I.

In passing, it should be noted that ideally one would like to obtain
the response of a burning surface to steady oscillations having fixed am-

plitude and frequency. As the T-burner is presently used, and described

here, the ideal situation is not realized. The response is obtained always
under conditions when the amplitudes of oscillations are growing or de-
caying. Subsequent use of the data then implies certain assumptions --



particularly that the beh.vior is linear, and that the response is sensibly

independent of the rate of change of amplitude. Measurements in the

presence of steady oscillations require either that some sort of device

like a classical impedance tube be used, or that the fluctuations of the

mass flow leaving the burning surface be measured directly. Experi-

mental techniques are not presently available for realizing either al-

ternative.

The experimental and analytical difficulties peculiar to testing

with metallized propellant arise principally from the presence of particu-

late matter in the combustion products. This is a source of rather large

dissipation of acoustic energy, thereby reducing the tendency for insta-

bility of waves. One way of compensating so as to obtain spontaneous in-

stabilities is to use larger test grain, extending along the lateral bound-

ary. Another way of obtaining data is to introduce pulses and observe
the decay of waves. These test techniques are referred to, respectively,

as the "variable-area method" and the "pulsed method. " A combination

of these methods appears to be the best way of obtaning quantitative re-

sults.

A primary purpose of this report is to summarize erperience

gained, in the past several years. by workers in several laboratories

using the T-burner and testing methods referred tc above. The experi-

mental equipment is described in detail: recommended test procedures

are given; and methods of analysis and data reduction are covered in de-

tail. An important factor in the developments reported here is that a

large amount of data has been obtained for a single propellant (ANB
3066) using all the test techniques, and in several different laboratories

(refs. 1.2 to 1-7). Therefore, it bas been possible to study the experi-

mental aspects quite thoroughly, and to apply statistical techniques of

data analysis.

Even with the substantial progress made since the first manual on

? -burners was written, it is not possible to set down firmly established

cor u eres. Many issues and problems are far from settled, but in

!. _f the importance of the T-burner as an aid to treating the practical

;r bJern of c mbustion instability in motors, it is useful to bring togeth-

et-. sn -,ne volume, what is presently known. The remaining difficulties,



uncertainties, and limitations are carefully covered as they arise in sub-

sequent discussion, and are summarized in the last section.

1. 2 General Description of Testing with T-Burners

The T-burner is basically the same now as described in ref. 1-1.

It consists of a straight tube, having diamcter usually in the range I!- in.

to 5 in., with a vent in the center. Some T-burners having larger or

smaller diameters have been used, but for the frequency range covering

a few hundred to several thousand Hertz, diameters within the above

limits give satisfactory results. Propellant grains are almost always

mounted at the ends, but in addition there may be samples placed along

the lateral boundary (Figure 1.2-1). The primary purpose of this conifigura-

tion is to produce relatively low losses of acoustic energy, so that small

disturbances will be unstable. If the driving by the propellant is suffi-

ciently strong, then an acoustic instability will occur. Usually, the low-

est longitudinal mode is excited spontaneously, with frequency approxi-

mately equal to the average epeed oi sound divided by twice the length,

"/ZL. The techniques described in ref. I-I were based on observation of

the growth and decay rates, or by comparing growth rates for different

areas of burning surface. The most serious problern is determination of

the losses in the system.

It has already been noted that when metallized propellants are

tested, the increased losses associated with the particulate matter forces

development of more elaborate test procedures. As a result, it becomes

more difficult to obtain good reproducible data, and the interpretation of

test records is much more complicated. Details of the apparatus and

test procedures are covered later: here, only a brief introductory de-

scriptioni will be given.

The method of testing with variable area of burning surface is

based on the idea that the growth rate of unstable motions is (approxi-

mately, at least) proportional to the area of burning surface. The coeffi-

cient of proportionality is directly related to the response function for the

surface. Tests are made for different areas of surface. Then a plot of

the observed growth rates versus area will be, in an ideal case, a

straight line whose slope will be related to the response function. The

3
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(a) Simple end burner for pulse testing; (P) denotes typical locations

of pulsers or pressure transducers.
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(b) A T-burner with cylindrical grains for variable-area testing.

Figure 1. 2-1 Sketches of Typical T-Burners
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intercept, i. e., the value of the growth constant for vanishingly small

area, should be related to the losses in tne system. Roughly, the ob-

served behavior is consistent with this picttre, but the results are greatly

more complicated in detail, and present serious problems of interpretation.

For example, the use of grains extending along the lateral bound-

ary means that during all but a very small portion of the firing, the grain

either protrudes from the wall or is recessed. The influence of this geo-

metrical change must be accounted for in the interpretation of data. In

order to obtain good definition of the curve, growth rate versus area,

some firings must be done with rather large areas, large enough that

waves may grow immediately out of the ignition transient, and the data for U'

the growth period may be poor or unusable.

Consequently, it has become standard practice in several labora-

tories to incorporate in the burner a device which will suppress the insta-

bility until the flow field has reached steady state. For exam-,le, the use

of a paddle, obstructing the cross-, ection area at the center of the burner,

has been very successful. When the paddle is withdrawn, the oscillation,

if unstable, will grow. It is also possible to withdraw and insert the pad-

dle several times (generally no more than three) during a firing, thereby

yielding more data per firing.

The second primary method of testing metallized propellants

makes use of pUlseS injected at one of several possible locations (as indi-

cated in Figure 1.2-1(a)with either small explosive charges, or by using the

piston-pulser described in §3. 4. 1. 5. The use of pulses has long been

common for qualitative assessment of liquid rocket engines, but extensive

application to T-burners is quite recent. In the work described later, the

basis is the idea that the decay rate following a pulse during a firing is

proportional to the difference between ths rate of energy gain (due mainly

to the combustiun processes) and the rate of energy loss. Then if a pulse

is introduced after burnout, the rate of decay reflects the rate of energy

loss in the system. Ideally, then, combination of the two measurements

will produce quantitative results for the rate of energy gain, or the re--

sponse function, associated with the combustion processes. In practice,

reproducible accurate data are difficult to obtain.

For reasons which will be elaborated upon later, 3.4and§5, acombi-
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nation of the variable-area and pulsing techniques appears very attractive,

and in;y well be the best procedure for obtaining quantitative information.

On the other hand, for comparing the qualitative behavior of propellants,

both techniques have been successfully used separately. Pulsed testing

offers the advantage of obtaining directly an assessment of the influence

of particles on energy losses.

1. 3 A Precis of This laert

The technical description of the T-burner is conveniently divided

into four parts: analysis of the device, test methods, instrumentation

and data acquisition, and data analysis and interpretation. These four

subjects are covered in the succeeding four sections of the report.

In §2, the methods of analysis are described and a few important

results quoted. The purpose is mainly to provide sufficient information

that the reader may be aware of what is available, and to introduce the

basis for later discussion of the interpretation of data. The connections

between the analyses of T-burners and motors is briefly covered. More

comprehensive discussions of the details of the analyses appear in Ap-

pendices C - F. The sections on analysis are not prerequisite to the

other parts of the report and may be overlooked by those concerned prin-

cipally with the construction and use of T-burners.

The methods of testing are covered in §3. It would perhaps be

helpful to the reader unacquainted with the subject to examine first the

previous report on testing with T-burners, ref. I-1. The treatment of

the experimental procedures given here is quite lengthy and detailed.

Many of the items discussed arise because of tn- difficulties associated

with testing metallized propellants. Hence, it is well to understand first

those aspects which are important to testing un-metalized propellants.

A thorough discussion of the instrumentation used, and the vari-

ous methods of data acquisition, are given in §4. Owing to the problem

of reproducibility and rather large uncertainties in the data, the analysis

and interpretation of data have become a very important part of the ex-

perimental work. This subject is treated in §5. Especially, it should be

noted that because a great many measurements have been made, it has

become possible -- indeed, necessary -- to use statistical methods of

6



analyzing data. The subject is suix-Luarized in §5.4.3 and covered in

greater detail in Appendix B. Another feature which has received increas-

ing attention in the last several years is nonlinear behavior. Among oth-

ers, the discussion in §5 touches upon the questions of harmonic content

and limiting amplitudes of pressure traces.

Section 6 is intended to be o;- "icularly interesting to those con-

cerned with program management and the practical use of T-burners.

The discussion of §6. 1 covers various aspects of planning test programs

for T-burners, both for research and in connection with motor develop-

ment. In 96.2, the use of data taken with T-burners to study and predict

the stability of motors is covered.

Throughout the body of the manual, various difficulties and unre-

solved problems are mentioned as they arise. In §7, many of these are

surnmarized for convenient reference. That section is intended to pro-

vide a brief survey of problems which, for the most part, are not related

so much to practical operation of the T-burner as to fundamental aspects.

The discussion should serve as a caution to the careful user, and as an

outline of matters which merit close attention.
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2. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

IN COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

Z. I General Remarks on Current Analyses

Perhaps the most important point to appreciate is that analytical

work on combustion instability in general, and on T-burners in particular,

provides basically a framework for treating observations and measure-

ments. The physical situations are so complicated as to preclude a corr.-

plete theoretical analysis starting from first principles and ending with

precise values for the growth rates and limiting amplitudes of unstable

oscillationis in a motor. The treatment of these problems requires an in-

timate coordination of both analytical and experimental techniques.

A second important point is that effort expended upon the T-burner

is not so restricted as one might superficially assume. The T-burner ls,

after all, just a special kind of rocket motor. Thus, the same analyses

apply to both T-burners and full-scale motors. Because tests in T-burn-

ers are relatively inexpensive, and data under widely varying conditions

are quite easily obtained, the device affords a very convenient means for

':hecking certain features of analytical results.

The rov-erag# of analytical work in this report is necessarily re-

stricted to those parts which are most directly applicable to T-burners,

with particular attention paid to problems arising in testing alurranized

propellants. However, to provide a context and to show explicitly the re-

lation of work on T-burners to the problem of combustion instability in

motors, it is helpful to consider briefly the general situation. Figure 2.1-1,

adapted from ref. 2- 1, is intended to show how the problem is broken into

various pieces in order to isolate special analytical and experimental

problems. The overall formal framework is provided by analysis of the

gasdynamics for the chamber. Important contributions which distinguish

this situation appear either as source terms for the gasdyuarics or as

boundary conditions. These include the following.

(1) residual combustion and the influence of particulate matter

within the volume:

(2) the consequences of transient motions of the propellant grain:

(3) the action of the exhaust nozzle on unsteady motions in the

chamber;

9
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(4) interactions between the combustion processes at the burning

surfaces and motions in the chamber; in general, the combus-

tion processes are sensitive to both pressure and velocity

fluctuations.

The last three aie conveniently treated as boundary conditions.

The amount of energy dissipated by vibratory motions of the sam-

ple grains is negligible and can therefore be neglected. Corresponding to

the exhaust nozzle in a rocket motor is the center vent of the T-burner.

The influence of the vent has lately been the subject of considerable con-

troversy and research. Until quite recently, it had generally been as-

sumed that the center vent had no effect on the fundamental mode of a T-

burner, but this so far has not been satisfactorily justified by definitive

measurements (see discussions in §2.6.3 and Appendix G). So far as pre-

dictions of motor stability are concerned, the primary purpose of the T-

burner is to provide numerical values for the interactions between har-

monic disturbances and the surface combustion processes. The interac-

tions are conveniently represented as response functions defined below in

§2.6; these are frequency responses for a burning surface. It is primarily

because of these interactions, which convert a small fraction of the energy

released in chemical reactions to mechanical energy of fluid motions, that

instabilities occur. For analysis of the stability characteristic of a motor,

the response functions must be known: but because it is not possible to

compute these quantities, measured values are required, and hence the

interest in T-burners. It should be noted that important information re-

lated to particle damping can also be obtained from measurements taken

with T-burners.

The response functions cannot presently be measured directly; in

principle, this would be possible if one could measure (say, by optical

means) the fluctuations of the gases departing the burning surface. Con-

sequently, it is necessary to extract the desired information from meas-

urements of the unsteady pressure in the burner. Put most simply, the

purpose of analysis is the following.

With the developments described in §§2. 2-2.5, one finds a formula

for the growth constant CL: this appears in the linear analysis as the con-

stant in the exponential growth of the pressure amplitude. That is, a

11



small initial disturbance of pressure increases in time as exp(at). The

formula for L depends on the gasdyiiamics and all other contributions list-

ed above, including the response function. The idea then is to measure CL

and assume that all other quantities except the response function are known
by some means or other. Then one can use the formula to zoompute the re-

sponse function. There are two sources of uncertainty: the data for C. ex-

hibit considerable experimental scatter, and the other quantities are not

known accurately. For example, the influence of the center vent is in doubt,

and because particle sizes are not well known, the dissiation of ene - by

the particulate matter is also not known accurately. The strategy f- .o, 3d

is to analyze the gasdynarnics as completely as possible, and conduct s pa-

rate experiments +o try to determine other contributions to the growth rate.

The analyses may, in the first instance, he divided into two classes,

linear and nonlinear. By far the most effort has been expended on linear

analysis, although nonlinear behavior is a subject of increasing effort.

Most of the work in interpretation of T-burner data ( 5) has been based on

the linear analyses described in §',Z. Z and 2 3. An approximate nonlinear

analysis, described in §Z.4, ha-s been used It5.5) to try to gain understand-

ing of those processes which determine the limiting amplitudes of oscilla-

tions. Although the results to date must be regarded as more exploratory

han definitive, this problem in the long range has great practical impor-

tance, for in real motors one is really concerned with the amplitudes of

oscillation. In some cases, -instable motions of sufficiently small ampli-

tude can be tolerated.

The primary purpose of this report is to provide the information

necessary to use the T-burner effectively as an experimental device. Con-

sequently, analytical developments occupy a lesser position . For this

reason, the details of all calculations are included as a .pendices. Sections

2. -2. 5 serve orly to describe the analyses which have been used, and to

cite the important formulas used for the interpretation of data.

All analyses begin with the general couiservation equations for un-

steady fluid motion. La order to construct manageable problems, several

simplifying approximations must be introduced and are common to all the

treatments summarized here. The conservation equations are, of course,

highly nonlinear, and the first task is to produce simpler equations by



making use of small parameters to expand the thermodynamic and flow

variables. In solid propellant rockets and T-burners, there are in the first

instance two such quantities; the Mach number of the average flow, and the

Mach number of the acoustic field. The second is proportional to, and

hence serves as a measure of, the amplitude of the pressure oscillations.

It is an excellent approximation for T-burners that the Mach num..

ber of the average flow is much less than unity; generally, it is less than

01 over the entire chamber volume, except possibly for a very small

region in the vicinity of the vent. The acoustic Mach number varies from

nearly zero in the initial part of the growth of an unstable wave, to as

large as . 2 - . 3 or more when the waves have reached limiting amplitude.

All computations of unsteady motions in combustion chambers are

based on the idea that combustion and flow constitute deviations from

classical acoustics. Thus, the zeroth approximation is that the waves in

chamber are classical acoustic modes. described by the equations of lin-

ear classical acoustics; the equations for the acoustic velocity and pres-

sure in three dimensions are:

- au,
p , + Vp' = 0 (2. 1.1)

C),. (2..1.2

For a chamber enclosed by rigid walls, the velocity normal to the bound-

ary must vanish, so according to (2. 1. 1), the normal component of the

pressure gradient is zero:

au -a u)== p (2.1.3)
p n.-, = pn.=

In combustion chambers, there is necessarily a mean flow. If the

average Mach number is assumed to be small, and the acoustic Mach

number is assumed to be smaller yet (in a sense which is considered

briefly in Appendices E and F, but elaborated upon more thoroughly in

It is important to note that linear behavior (i. e., exponential growth of
the amplitude) is often observed at amplitudes much greater than the
lit. *t suggested by this criterion. The reasun for this apparent incon-
sisto-ncy may be connected with nonlinear behavior, although this has not
been proven.
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the references cited there), then eqs. (2. 1. 1)- (2. . 3) are augmented by

terms on the right hand sides which are linear in both the Mach numbers.

That is, aJl of the inhomogeneous terms are proportional to the average

Mach number, and to the acoustic Mach number.

The important feature is that, providing the combustion processes

are linearized, the governing equations remain linear, even though all

physical processes may be accounted for*. This system of equations can

be used as the basis for calculations of linear stability. The idea is that

an arbitrary disturbance within the chamber can be represented as a su-

perposition of its Fourier components, i. e., as a superposition of the

normal modes of the chamber. In order that the disturbance should be

stable, all of its components must be stable. Hence, it is sufficient to

study the linear stability of the normal modes of the chamber.

By this argument, the problem of linear stability comes down to a

calculation of the stability of harmonic motions, for by definition, the

normal modes vary harmonically in time. The actual modes in the cham-

ber are distorted by the action of combustion processes and the mean

flow, but it happens that within the approximations just described, it is

sufficient to know only the unperturbed classical modes for a closed

chamber. The formal and practical simplifications arising from this fact

are very great.

In all the analytical work, the first task is to determine the unper-

turbed acoustic modes. Two calculations are noted here. For the T-

burner with grains extending along the lateral boundary, the vauiatos of

cross-section area can be accommodafted by the one-dimensional analysis

({Z. 2 and Appendix C. 1). If the computation capability is available --

virtually a necessity to do stability calculations for a full-scale motor --

the numerical computation mentioned in Appendix C. 2 is likely to be more

efficient for extensive applications.

Linear analyses produce formulas for the growth constant 4 of a

small disturbance. The disturbance then has amplitude which varies as

exp(CLOt) in time. In all cases, 0. is given as a sum of integrals, each con-

Certain nonlinear features of velocity coupling, for example, rectifica-

tion, can be partially accommodated within such a formulation.
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taining the unperturbed mode shape as a factor in the integrand. The in-

terpretations of data discussed in this report are all based on formulas of

that sort.

The nonlinear analysis described in § 2. 4 also requires that the

unperturbed acoustic modes be known. Indeed, it is generally true that if

only effects which are linear in the average Mach number are retained,

then the unsteady behavior can be calculated without knowing how the clas-

sical modes are distorted.

One of the major sources of difficulty is the influence of viscous

forces. Two simple results have been very useful: the linear attenuation

by the acoustic boundary layer on a rigid wall, and the attenuation due to

relative motions of particulate matter and gas. But problems such as the

three-dimensi-,nal unsteady viscous flow at the center exhaust vent and in

the vicinity of lips or recessed ledges remain unsolved, both analytically

and experimentally. There are other viscous effects (generically refer-

red to as "flow-turning") associated with the flow entering the chamber

from the burning surfaces on the lateral boundary. These arise from the

physical process in which the incoming flow acquires acoustic energy.

The detailed problem has not been solved, but the one-dimensional analy-

sis provides an approximate representation.

4. 4 One-Dimensional Linear Analysis

The primary practical reason for carrying out analyses of the T-

burner is to provide formulas for interpreting data. Various analyses

differ depending on what aspects are empl sized. There are two in-

portant features which are explicitly and easily accounted for in the one-

dimensional calculatior: abrupt changes of cross-sectional area, and

acoustic/mean flow interactions associated with the flow entering along

the lateral boundary. These can be handled in an extension of a classical

three-dimensional analysis only by including viscous forces and treating

ztssentially a probtem of boundary layer theory. In the one-dimensional

analysis, the flow through the lateral boundary is represented by sources

of mass, momentum, and energy. The calculations described in this sec-

tion provide approximate means of estimating the boundary processes.

To a first approximation, the normal modes of a T-burner are

those of an organ pipe closed at both ends; the pressure varies as
15



cos(k~tz) along the tube (z - 0 at one end) and the eigenvalues, the wave-

numbers for the normal modes, are k. = tir/L. If Ia is the speed of

sound, then the natural or resonant frequencies are wUJ4 = k

Two influences must be taken into account to give results for the

acoustic modes which are sufficiently accurate for most practical pur-

poses: geometrical deviations from the straight tube, and the effects of

combustion on the speed of sound. The second really just means using the

correct speed of sound for the combustion products, including the par-

ticulate matter. In almost all work reported to date, the speed of souod

has been assumed uniform. A simple correction for a non-uniform value

has been given in ref. Z-2. In Appendix E, the way in which the influence

of partic date matter is accounted for is discussed, and explicit formulas

are given in Appendix D. Computation of the mode shapes and frequencies

fur a chaxnber having abrupt changes of area is also discussed in Appen-

dix C. Eventually, the frequencies must be found by numerically'solving

a transcendental equation. A few examples are included there.

The quantity which is most useful for interpreting experimental

data is the growth constant CL. Two ways of computing CL are discussed in

the Appendices- by calculation of the complex wavenumber and by con-

structing the equation for the balance of acoustic energy: both calcula-

tions of course begin with the general conservation equations. The im-

aginary part of the complex wavenumber is proportional to the growth

constant,which is one-half of the fractional rate-of change of time-aver-

aged acoustic energy in the chamber,

C IdE (2.2.1)

It is a very nice feature of linear systems that the formula for the growth

constant has the form of a sum of contributions; and some represent

losses. When the losses equal the gains, CL vanishes and the disturbance

is neutrally stable.

Equation (E. 33) of Appendix E is the general one-dimensional re-

sult for O.: if the mean velocity ub of the gases leaving the surface is as -

sumed to be independent of position on the burning surface, that equation

becomes:
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L (r){ (~)+ l~% j[~pL dqdz}
2E ~ p a 0 0 ab

combustion and exhaust nozzle

S L !/d) fdqdz
ZEL t0kt (2.2.2)

mean flow / acoustics ineractions ("flow-turning")

-_2 L L d
+ ( dz+. --- 66 .idzj6 ') -- P) dqdz

contributions from particulate matter

Note that resid,,al combustion within the chamber has been ignored.

Details are given in Appendix E for the application of Eq. (Z. Z. 2)

to T-burners. Combination of (E. 47), (E. 51), and (2. 2.2) gives

I r! Sbcl +Cos S +C S-s B
t - -7 1 . "--J e -t BsS 4 tntd (2.2.3)

e. CO CO0 CO

where ad represents the influence of all losses, and
k ab Is bs 94 osb (cb )2
-r L FT) +t (VF) (Z.2.4)

This formula contains all the formal mean flow/acoustics interactions

associated with "flow turning" in the one-dimensional approximation

The first part is the loss accompanying flow inward at the lateral burning

surface, and the second is the formal result representing a gain of en-

ergy at the center vent. An extended discussion of the influence of the

vent is given in Appcndix C. The losses represented by td are princi-

pally those associated with the particulate matter when metallized pro-

pellants are tested. Elementary calculations of the particle damping and

wall losses are given in Appendix D.

The factors (FT) and (VF) are not part of the theoretical prediction.
They are inserted to conform with the use of this formula to interpret
data. The values of (FT) and (VF) are then either fixed, or allowed to
float. See particularly §6. 2.
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The influence of the surface combustion processes are represent-

ed by the bracketed terms in Eq. (2.2.3). Velocity coupling has been ne-
glected. The symbols B stand for the combination- + u/, where Ar)

is the real part of the admittance function, proportional to the ratio of the

fluctuation of velocity cf the gases leaving the surface, to an impressed

fluctuation of pressure. Subscript ( )e denotes end burning surfaces (i. e.,

burnt gases issue parallel to the surface), and subscript ( )s stands for

side or lateral surfaces. It is assumed that the quantities B are constant

over the surfaces with which they are associated. Application of Eq.

(2. 2. 3) to interpretation of data is discussed in §§ 3 and 5.

Equation (2. 2. 3) simplifies considerably for some configurations

which have been used. In particular, pulsed T-burners often have only

grains at the ends, so Sbs =Sbe2 = 0. If all losses and whatever influ-

ence the vent may have are included in a d' then (2. 2. 3) may be written

C= c be d (2.2.5)
co

Now, because the chamber is uniforrr, wt/K .It e Za/L (see AppendixE ,

and at in the above equation is

ct
c ( ~(r) +,) . (2. 2.6)

This definition of C conforms with the common usage in discussions ofc

pulsed T-burners (§ 3. 3).

2. 3 Three-dimensional Linear Analyis

There are principally two kinds of analyses which have been used

to study the linear stability of three-dimensional motions. The formulas

produced for the growth constant CL are identical in most respects, but

neither analysis contains certain contributions -- notably the "flow-

turning" effect -- which are found in the one-dimensional analysis (§2. 2

and Appendix E). The reason for this is that the "flow-turning" is a

process which in the real flow occurs in a boundary region and necessar-

ily involves viscous forces: that is why it appears as a mechanism for

attenuating acoustic energy. The one-dimensional analysis provides an

approximate means of computing the loss. Only if viscous effects are

taken into account will a three-dimensional analysis contain this contribu-

tion. 18



No solutions for three-dimensional viscos flows are available for

the problems of interest here. All viscous effects have been appended to

the roe.ults of analyses which have involved essentially perturbations of a

classical inviscid analysis. Not only must the flow-turning effect be added

after the fact but, better known, so is the loss due to viscous stresses and

heat transfer acting in the acoustic boundary layer on an inert waU.

For most purposes in work with T-burners, a one-dimensional

analysis of the sort described in Appendix E and § Z. 2 suffices, although

it may prove desirable to compute the acoustic modes by using numerical

analysis ( Z. 5 and Appendix C. 2). The reasons for including a descrip-

tion of three-dimensional analysis here is to make more apparent the con-

nection between T-burners and full-scale motors, and to clarify the ori-
gin of a controversy concerning the subsonic vent, which has appeared in

the literature. As for the one-dimensional analysis, details are not in-

eluded; a more complete description is given in Appendix E.

Z. 3. 1 Calculation of the Complex Wavenumber. This analysis

(refs. 2-4, Z-6, 2-7) is developed in the same way as the one-dimensional

analysis. The main differences are that three-dimensional motions are

treated, and the source terms representing the flow in at the lateral

boundaries are missing. Of course, certain features of the inward flow

are contained in boundary conditions set on the three-dimensional oolu-

tions, but the processes occurring in viscous boundary layers are absent.

The normal modes, to first approximation, are those for a cham-

ber having the sa-ne shape as the motor or T-burner, but enclosed by

rigid walls. A sonic exhaust nozzle is closed by a rigid surface placed at

the entrance plane: a subsonic vent should be treated as an open orifice

or exhaust tube with the boundary condition that the pressure is constant

over the exit pl.ne.
Computation of the natural modes and frequencies must be done in

general numerically (Appendix C. 2). The correct speed of sound to use is

that for the gas/particle mixture, as shown by the formulation described

in Appendices E and F.

The differential conservation equations are combined to give an
inhumogeneous wave equation with inhomogeneous boundary conditions.

By comparison with the unperturbed problem for the chamber without
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combusti.n a-' I- , one can eventually deduce a formula for the complex

wavei i-xnber, of vhich the real part is the growth or decay constant, de-

fined as above in Eq. (2. 2. i). The formula for C. can be found from Eq.

(F. 17) in Appendix F: it will not be repeated here because it has esserti-

ally the same form as Eq. (2. 2. 2), which has been used more widely for

interpreting the results of T-burner tests.

2. 3. Z Calculation of the Balance of Acoustic Energy. The first

3tudy of three-dimensional motions (ref. 2-3) was based on this kind of

analysis. Application to T-burners was subsequently discussed in ref.

?-8, but, as noted above, the viscous processes associated with the in-

ward flow on laterai burning surfaces are absent. The original formula-

tion, and niore .'ecent application to T-burners (refs. 2-9, 2-10),involves

the assumption that the flow field is inviscid.

Of course, it is necessary to begin in any case with the conserva-

tion laws. The approach taken in ref. 2-3 is to treat them in integral
form and construct a relation for the balance of energy within the cham-

ber. What one is really interested in for questions of stability is the

acoutstic energy, th,- energy associated vrith the. unsteady flow field; cL

Eq. (2. 2. 1). However, the authors of ref. 2-3 chose to work with the total

energy. This has the Lonsequence, denonstrated in refs. Z-4 and 2-7,

that the influences of processes within the volume (e. g. attenuation by

particulate matter and energy released by residual combustion) cannot be

accounted for. The reason for this uniortunate feature is that in the bal-

ance of total energy in the volume, the energy change of the unsteady field

is compensated by an equal change in the energy of the steedy field. The

quantity one needs for the stability analysis (e. g. a associated with theP
particles) is lost in the bookkeeping.

For a linear stability analysis, one can simply add to the formula
for a whatever contributions are required. This is the way particle

damping has been included in the calculations reported in refs. 2-8 to

2-10. One must be able, of course, to compute independently the frac-

tional rate of change of acoustic energy sisociated with any process of

interest. That this is not always an obvious computation is shown by the

example of particle damping covered in Appendix D.
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A brief description of the analysis given in ref. Z-3 is provided in

Appendix F. The formula for c. can eventually be put in the form (F. 24):

-L uE LP=7+UTU~ paS+ md (2.3.1)

This differs from the formulas given in refs. 2-4, 2-6, and 2-7 by the

added term ( .u u. Before examining that term more closely, note

first that the other two terms are precisely those encountered in the

formula for +he complex wavenumber. Compare, for example, the first

group of terms in Eq. (E. 33) and the integral representing the combus-

tion coupling in Eq. (F. 17). With the definition (E. 34) of the admittance

function, one can write

[L (r ) . + p a r)A...e- j0j~) - L (r) 7b) (2. 3. 2)*
pa yPo pa yPC

Thus, (2. 3. 1) can be written

a Za u ) u m- dS+ +ad,  (Z. 3.3)
ZEN EN

The first integral in (2. 3. 3) extends over the entire boundary sur-

face, and therefore covers not only all burning surfaces but also the en-

trance planes of subsonic vents and choked exhaust nozzles. Ilfe last

will not be considered here.

With some re-writing, the first integral of (2. 3. 3) applied to the

burning surface will reproduce the terms containing B and B e in Eq.

(2. 2. 3). For the fundamental mode, the amplitude ^ of the pressure van-

ishes at the center of the burner, so the contribution from this integral

is very small over the entrance plane of a center vent; it is conventionally

dropped as being negligible. Let Ob denote all the contributions from the

burning surfaces, so (2. 3. 3) becomes

The minus sign arises because u . n is positive outward from the
boundary, whereas I( in the definition of Ar) is positive inward.
Note also that A b is defined as Zb/I where a is the average speed of
sound in the chamber.
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N
In the analyses of refs. Z-4 to 2-7, the last integral in this equa-

tion also appeared, but was dropped for the following reason. On all

burning surfaces the mean flow velocity is normal to the surface, so
- - - 2
u.u = __ %b. and the integrand is u(b) . But b is of the order of the
average Mach number (see §2. 6). This term is therefore of the order of

the cube of the Mach number and is negligibly small for those surfaces.

It should be recalled (Appendix F) that only terms of first order in the

Mach number can be retained if the formula (2. 3. 1) is used. In refs. 2-4

through Z-7 it has been assumed also that the value of this integral over

the center vent is negligibly small. However, in refs. 2-9 and 2-10, an

argument has been made that the integral is of the order of the Mach

number,and hence is significant for the center vent. These contrary

views, plus a formal result for the "flow-turning" term (m ), constitute

the basis for :ertain questions related to the center vent. These questions

are, rsued further in Aznpendix G. where various explicit forms

for the growth constant C are given.

2. 3. 3 Comparison of the Two Calculations. The most important

point to be made is that for linear problems the formal results obtained

from the two approaches just described must be identical. This is not

immediately obvious because the authors of ref. 2-3 chose to work with

the total energy. If one forms the integral balance of acoustic energy

only. then, as shown in refs. 2-4 and Z-7, the identity of the results is

readily established. Arguments concerned with the magnitudes of partic-
ular contributions and their interpretation are quite distinct from the

formal results.

In order to construct the equation for the balance of acoustic en-

ergy, one must carry through the same operations with the differeniial

equations (i. e. . the expansions in small parameters) as for the compu-

tation ot the complex wavenumnber (see the comments on pp. 2-4 and 2-5).

The most attractive feature of working with the balance for acoustic en-

ergy is that it appears to be less obscure and formal. Indeed, the fact

that twice the imaginary part of the wavenumber multiplied by the speed

of sound must equal the fractional rate of change of energy -- Eq. (2. 2. 1)
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is not imineiately obvious.

The new terms which were found in the one-dimensional analysis

must in either case be somehow "patched" onto the three-dimensional re-

sult. It is perhaps worth noting that tLe one-dimensional analysis was

originally carried out by using a calculation of the complex wavenunber.

The formulas for the one- and three-dimensional wavenumbers were

used as the vehicle for incorporating the one-dimensional results - - i. e.,

the approximations to boundary layer processes -- in the three-dimension-

al result. It is possible (see ref. 2-7) to construct a three-dimensional

analysis with source terms on the surfaces, which will eventually com-

bine all known linear results in a single analysis.

Perhaps the greatest advantage of working directly with the differ-

ential equations is that it has been possible to develop an approximate

nonlinear analysis. This is described briefly in the following sections.

The relationship (2. 1. 1) between the fractional rate of change of acoustic

energy and the exponential rate constant is strictly a feature of linear be-

havior. It is likely, therefore, to be very difficult (if not impossible) to

extend usefully to nonlinear behavi r, an analysis founded only on the

balance of acoustic energy.

2. 4 Nonlinear Analysis

Acoustic pressure oscillations in both rockeL motors and T-burn-

srs normally reach a limiting amplitude after a period of growth. To

reach a limiting amplitude requires a nonlinear mechanism, a process

that depends nonlinearly on the amplitude. Although some theoretical

and experimental t-tudies have been performed, the precise mechanisms

that lead to amplitude limiting have not yet been clearly defined. At the

present time there are two ways of examining nonlinear behavior analyti-

cally: by an approximate analysis, refs. 2-i and 2-12; or by applying a

numerical calculation, refs. 2-13 to 2-17. To the present, very little

quantitative nonlinear analysis has been done for T-burners, so the sub-

ject will be treated only briefly in this report.

Z. 4. 1 Aeproximate Nonlinear Analysis. The approximate analy-

sis discussed in refs. 2-11 and 2-12 was very strongly conditioned by the

methods of linear analysis described in &Z. 2 and §2. 3. 1, and motivated
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by the behavior observed in T-burners. The analysis was guided by the

observation that very often it appears that the unstable oscillatior con-

sists essentially of a single mode having a well-defined frequency but

amplitude changing in time. Figure 2.4-1 is an actual record taken

from ref. 2-18. The harmonic variation of the pressure appears to be

relatively clean with no overtones. Figure 2.4-2 shows the result of a

harmonic analysis of the record reproduced in 2.4-1(a). Evidently, the

proportion of oscillations at the higher frequencies is not necessarily

negligible.

In ref. 2-12 the pressure field is represented essentially as a

Fourier expansion in the normal modes in an attempt to simulate the

harmonic content seen in T-burner records. The amplitudes and phases

are time dependent, and must be determined. The problem is eventually

reduced to solving a set of nonlinear equations representing a set of

coupled nonlinear harmonic oscillatirs. A simplified method of solution

has been worked out, and results c~.n be obtained quite inexpensively. No

detailed treatment of the behavior ini T-burners is presently available.

Preliminary comparison (ref. 2-19) with some exact solutions for special

cases of instability in motors showE that the analysis may be acceptably

accurate and eventually very useful The main advntages of the approxi-

mate analysis, as compared with numerical analyses, is that it is vastly

cheaper and can be more readily applied to three-dimensional problems.

These remarks on the approximate analysis are included here be-

cause of the potential value of this approach. To date, useful results are

quite limited. Ultimately, the real value lies not s much in interpreting

nonlinear behavior in T-burners as in understanding nonlinear processes

in a more general way for application to motors.

2. 4. 2 Numerical Nonlinear Analysis. All the numerical solutions

(refs. Z-13 to 2-17) are for one-dimensional problems, so the results

must be compared with the analysis described in §2. 2. The same sets of

conservation equations are used. Only in refs. Z-13 and Z-14 have the in-

fluences of particulate matter been accounted for. Because the motions

of the particles were calculated as part of the solution, the equations

were not combined in the manner described in § 2. 2.
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A crucial part of the problem which has been properly included in

refs. Z-13 to 2-16 is the transient behavior of the combustion response.

Although it is possible to use only a crude model for coupling (see §2.6.1),

it is necessary to represent the combustion processes by a frequency re-

sponse which shows a peak, generally in the range of several hundred to

perhaps two thousand Hertz. Another aspect is nonlinear behavior of the

combustion response, which has been shown in ref. 2-14 to be very im-

portant under many circumstances.

Some numerical calculations have been done for T-burners in ref.

2-17: because the frequency dependence of the combustion response was ig-

nored, the results are of limited value for comparison with experimental

data. The computations do, however, provide some informtion in respect

to the limitations of linear calculations. The analyses reported in refs. 2-

l4to 2-16 can be extended to T-burners without fundamental complications.

2. 5 Calculation of the Acoustic Modes

It is clear from the discussions of §§ 2.2, 2.3, and Appendices E

and F that to obtain numerical results for linear stability, one must have

complete knowledge of the unperturbed acoustic modes. These are the

normal (harmonic) modes of oscillation in a chamr.ber having the sam ge-

ometry as the T-burner, or motor, but in the absence of combustion and

flow.

For simple geometries -- straight circular cylinders, for example--

the normal modes are easily computed. More difficult, but still amenable

to analysis, are the loLgitudinal modes in a straight tube having nonuni-

form cross-sectional area. All other cases can be treated only numeri-

cally. Numerical calculations of the acoustic modes, and the analysis for-

one-dimensional modes, are discussed in Appendix C.

2. 6 Some Remarks on the Data Required for Analysis of Motors and

T-Burners

The T-burner has already been established as a useful device for

quantitative testing of un-metallized propellants (ref. 2-2) and for qualita-

tive testing of metallized propellants (.ef. 2- ). But in order to perform

a stability -nalysis of motors using metallized propellants, a considerable

amount of quantitative information is required (refs. 2-20to2-22). The

most pressing items are the response of surface combustion to an un-
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steady flow field, and the losses associated with the particles in the com-

bustion products. At the present tine, it is not possible to compute a

prori the combustion response for real propellants. Experimental de-

termination is necessary. Currently, only the T-tburner can provide this

information.

However, to obtain quantitative results for the combustion response

from T-burner firings, it is necessary to have not only an analytical

framework within which data may be interpreted, but also certain other in-

formation which probably rnust be determined experimentally. The most

important problems are the dissipation of energy due to particulate matter

and the influence uf the center vent or exhaust nozzle. Indeed, much of

the need for the present report arises from difficulties associated with

those two items.

It happens also that for predicting the stability of small disturb-

ances in a motor, the losses due to p. rticulate damping and the e-diaust

nozzle are two of the three dominant stabilizing mechanisms. The third - -

which one must assume can be computed accurately -- is the "flow-turning"

effect discussed in Appendix E. The point is, that the intensive attention

given these questions in relation to T-burners, also pr'.duces very neces-

sary information for the treatment of full-s 2ale motoru.

2. 6. 1 Response and Admittance Functions. There are two func-

tions commonly used to describe the effect of small amplitude harmonic

pressure fluctuations on the burning of a propellant; the response function

R b and the admittance function Ab

R mb (2.6.1)

po

b

Note that a factor -y appears in Ab but not in Rb , although in some discus-

sions y is incorporated in Rb. As defined here, Rb equals n, the index

in the burning rate law, rc pn for slw variations (i. e., at low frequen-

cies).

The functions Rb and Ab defined here are for p ur e coupling

28
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only. Corresponding functions can be defined for velocity coupling to

represent the influences of fluctuations of velocity parallel to the surface.

The subject of velocity coupling is much more complicated and, while

fundamentally important to many casts of instabilities, is very poorly un-

derstood. Most of this report will be concerned with pressure coupling

only, but especially for long lateral grains in a variable area T-burner,

the presence of velocity coupling should not be ignored. A discussion is

given later in § 5. 4.4.

It is an implicit assumption that the dynamical behavior of burning

surfaces can be characterized by a response function which is essentially

a property of the propellant. For a given propellant, Rb and Ab depend

on frequency, pressure, and the temperature of the solid. All those vari-

ables can be controlled for T-burner testing. For practic." purposes,

one must then assume that the numerical values obtained in the laboratory

can be applied to a motor. Probably the most important features which

are different are the radiation flux incident upon the surface, and the total

mass flux past the surface, both being usually larger in a motor.

The significance of velocity coupling is also related to the assump-

tion noted. It is known that when the velocity parallel to the surface is

unsteady, the response of surface combustion depends on both the steady

and unsteady components of velocity. Consequently, the dynamical be-

havior will depend on the local environment in the motor. Laboratory

testing to obtain the necessary information is then a much more difficult

task.

It is mainly as a convenience that the response and admittance

functions are introduced. Because the mass fluctuation ( ^ ) and velocity

fluctuation () are not in general in phase with the pressure fluctuation,

Rb and Ab are complex functions of frequency. The rate at which work is

done (per unit area of surface) by the combustion processes on the acous-

tic waves in the chamber, is equal to the product the pressure fluctua-

tion and component of velocity fluctuation in phase with the pressure:

rate of doing work (r) poa a A (r) 2) (26.3)
per unit area % = b 

Consequently, the driving due to the burning surface is proportional to
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the real part of the admittance function. Owing to interactions between the 4

z_oilstic L-'-ci meani flowi fields, an additional term u - /a airises, and

as shown by Uit- formulas deduced in Appendi;, E, the driving by surface

Combustion ib propiortional to (r) +- b It is this combination which one

wislies to vl-taiz from T-burner data, and which is required for stability

analysis of rno,rs.

Tie r.oass flux and velocity are related by the definition mb = Pg U b
That, the aaniittanco and response functions are not independent. A very

simple L. Icaiait,oji, uutiined in Appendix E, leads to the identity

AL a .(R(2.6.4)

b!

Tht.o tcr. ~r- turir fluctuation AT is the difference between the actual tent-

pvrntirn fluctuation at the edge of the combustion zone, and the isentropic

tc-mpEratuire fluctuation accompanying the p.ressure fluctuation p. Thus,

Tis the nnisentropic part of the temperature ouctuation. An analysis

producing b ioch as those giving the formula (2. 6. 6) below, will also

give a formula for AT. Because it is the combination (2. 6. 3) which ap-

pears in the stability analysis, it is convenient to use a single symbol.

The r ,a s prt i l; denoted in this work by B e hor B b

A(. u b (end-burning surfaces)

e (2.6.5)

P - Ab + ) (lateral or side-burning
a surfaces)

A yet finer level of interpretation of data consists in correlating

the measured -.'ales of Rb with a model. To the present, this has been

attempted only jor th;7 model to which essentially all linear calculations

reduce fre . Z-Z 51. The respunse function is then given by the relatively

simple forrmila

Rb = n AB (2.6.6)
b X- (A+1) + AB

Here, n is again the pressure index and A and B are parameters depend-

The parameter it in (Z. 6. 6) is of course not the same B defined by
(1-). 1,. - .. \ t~ nftiion should resilt because the formula (R. 6. 6) for the
rotp,..st 'un. tir. will not he used in this report.
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ing on the chemical and physical properties of the propellant. The quan-

tity X is a complex function of the dim~ensionless frequency, . Plots

of the real and imaginary parts of (2. 6. 4) may be found in many of the

references cited (e.g. Z-1); R( r ) shows the qualitative behavior described

above: In particular, there is a rather broad band of enhanced arcplifica-

tion. It is this function which has been used to represent the linear tran-

sient beh&.vior in the calculations reported in refs. 2.13 to 2-16. More-
over, the only nonlinear calculations -- also discuised in those works --

rest essentially on the same basic assumptions.

While some attempts (refs. 2-24 and 2-25, for example) have

been made to deduce the values of A and B from T-burner data, the prob-

lem will not be discussed in this report. Obviously, rather extensive

measurements are required over wide ranges of both frequency and pres-

sure. The formula (2. 6. 4) does not include the influence of a metal in the

propellant, except for changes in the thermodynamic properties. No

analysis of the influence of a metal additive on combustion processes has

been done. Consequently, the value of trying to determine the parameters

A and B is questionable.

2.6.2 Dissipation of Acoustic Energy Due to Particulate Matter.

Two major sources of energy loss for unsteady motions in a solid propel-

lant rocket motor are the exhaust nozzle and particles suspended in the

gases. While the exhaust nozzle affects mainly longitudinal modes, the

damping due to the particles tends to stabilize all modes. The attenuation

varies strongly with frequency, and for a given particle size there is a

frequency for which the attenuation is a n-,aximum. For the particle sizes

produced in motors, the optimum frequency is usually greater than,

roughly, a kilohertz.

In T-burners, the energy losses associated with viscous forces

and heat conduction at the lateral boundary may be important, but it ap-

pears that for metallized propellants these are dominated by particle

damping. A second major source of loss -- at least for the even modes--

is the center vent, discussed in the following section. As implied several

times in earlier discussion, the contribution to the growth constant C

from particle damping is sufficient that it must be known quite accurately

to determine quantitatively the influence of the combustion processes.
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Even if the T-burner is used for qualitative assessynerat of the behavior of

prcpellants, at least a limited knowledge of particle damping must be

available. It may be, for example, that different propellants produce

different results in T-burner firings because the condensed products of

combustion are different. An important advantage of testing with pulsed

T-burneis is that a more direct determination of particle damping can be

obtained.

For these reasons, there has been and still is considerable con-

cern with particle damping. Unfortunately, there are some serious un-

certainties which are far from being satisfactorily clarified. The total

weight fraction (Cm } of particulate matter can be determined quite accu-

rately from the composition of th.2 propellant, but neither the size distri-

bution nor the average size is well known. There is some basis for

making rough assumptions about the size distributions, and some experi-

mental information is available (see, for example, the recent work re-

ported in refs. 2-Z6 to 2-L8). But for the most part, he influence of the

particles is interpreted in terms of a single average diameter, 1. It is

then sufficient to use the simplesi representations of particle damping,

discussed in Appendix D. That practice will be iollowed throughout this

report.

Much of the work which has been done on the problem of particle

damping in T-burners is also relevant to the stability of motions in mo-

tors. However, one must bear in mind that for several reasons, the

sizes of particles produced can be significantly different in diiferent ge-

ometries. For oxample, both the average and oscillating flows may in-

fluence the behavior of the aluminum on the propellant surface. Residual

combustion and/or agglomeration may affect the particle sizes in the gas

phase. These problems are important, but remain unsolved.

2. 6. 1 The Influence of Exhaust Nozzles and Vents. Because the

T-burners operate with a center nozzle or vent, work which has been

done on sonic exhaust nozzles for motors (e. g. refs. 2-Z7 and 2-28) is in-

applicable. Moreover, because the center vent is generally not choked,

the problem of its influence on unsteady motions is difficult. Three ex-

treme cases have arisen: that the vent may cause a gain of acoustic en-

ergy for the fundamental and odd modes, a formal result of the one-
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dimensional analysis (ref. Z-5); that the vent may produce a substantial

loss, in particular for the fundamental mode (ref. 2-9); and, what until 4

fairly recently had been assumed without question, the vent has no effect

on the fundamental and all odd harmonics.

These divergent possibilities are the substance of the problem

associated with the treatment of the center vent. A more complete discus..

sion will be found in Appendix G. It is an important question, because the

values of the response function deduced from data depend directly on what

contribution to the losses (or gains) is assigned to the vent. One definite

statement can be made: there is no doubt that the center vent in any case

is a source of significant energy loss for the even modes. The reason for

this is that the pressure fluctuation at the vent is then large, and even in

the absence of mean flow, radiation of energy from the vent is significant.

It must be emphasized that the corresponding problem of the

exhause nozzle for a motor is quite different and better understood. Cal-

culations appear to give reasonably good results, at least for longitudinal

modes. The reasons for difficulty with the center vent in a T-burner are

that the flow is subsonic, and the average flow mubt turn into the direction

normal to the direction of most of the acoustical motions.
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3. TEST METHODS 4

In this section, the different methods for T-burner testing are

described in detail. The one-dimensional analysis, described in 12, is

discussed and applied to these different methods to show how they can be

used (I) lor qualitative testing to determine the relative stability proper-

ties of propellants; and (2) for quantitative testing to determine the re-

sponse parameters and damping required for the motor stability analysis

described in §Z. 6.
The apparatus necessary to conduct T-burner tests is discussed in

terms of the different methods. It is not recommended that the user of

this report select a T-burner method and focus attention on subsections

devoted to that method alone. Rather, a careful reading of this entire

section is suggested so as to gain insight into the problems that can be

encountered in T-burner testing with aluminized propellants. It is also

recommended that the T-burner manual for un-aluminized propellants

(ref. 3-I be obtained for convenient reference while reading this section.

3. 1 General Debcription of Different Test MAthods

With heavily aluminized propellants, the acoustic damping result-

ing from A,2 03 product droplets is so high that spontaneous or self-

excited oscillations will not occur in the T-burner unless relatively large

burn surface area (sufficient for the combustion response to overcome the

high damping) is used. Accordingly, the growth/decay method described

in ref. 3-I for non-aluminized propellants having an end disc configuration

cannot be relied upon for the testing of aluminized propellants.

Two basic test approaches have been employed to study aluminized

propellants in the T-burner. One is to pulse the T-burner with an auxili-

ary -harge (pulser) and measure the decay rate of the resulting pressure

on-:ilations: thc other is to kie sufficiently large propellant samples to

induce spontaneous oscillations. In the latter case, the growth rate of

pressure oscijlations is measured. Based on these test approaches, three

T-burner test methods have evolved.

3. 1. 1 Pulsed During Burning/After Burning (DB/AB) Method. In

this method, auxiliary charges (pulses) are fired during burning and imn-

mediately after the propellant burnout (ref. 3-2). A direct analogy can be
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drawn between the operation of the pulsed DB/AB method and the standard

growth/decay method employed for vci-aluminized propellant testing (ref.3-i,.

For non-aluminized propellants, acoustic energy gains normally

exceed acoustic energy losses during propellant burning. Thus, spontane-

ous oscillation growth will occur followed by an oscillation decay when the

propellant burns out. The net acoustic gains are measured from the growth

of oscillations during burning and the acoustic losses are measured from

the decay of oscillations at burnout. The difference between the growth

and decay rates is indicative of the combustion response.

Similar data are obtained from the pulsed DB/AB method. The

first pulse, during burning, corresponds to the growth period in the

growth/decay method. and the second pulse, immediately alter propellant

burnout (when the burner is presumably still filled with a normal distribu-

tion of A, 2 0 3 droplets) corresponds to the decay period in the growth/de-

cay method. For the pulsed DBIAB method, the difference between the

decay rates measured during and after burning is indicative of the com-

bustion response.

3. 1. 2 Variable-Area T-Burner (VATB) Method. In this method,

propellant samples are used having sufficiently large burn area to provide

spontaneous pressure oscillations in the T-burner (refs. 3-3 to 3-6).

Tests are conducted with different propellant surface areas and the net

acoustic energy gains are measured from the rate of oscillation growth.
If the rate of oscillation growth is plotted as a function of propellant burn

area at the time of oscillation growth, the slope of the curve is indicative

of combustion response and the extrapolated intercept at zero burn area
is indicative of acoustic energy losses (or damping) in the T-burner.

This method of T-burner testing is described in ref, 3-1 as an alternate

to the growth/decay method for non-aluminized propellants.

For testing of non-aluminized propellants, end discs of propel-

lants can be used. The sample area on each end of the burner ranges

from the value of the burner cross-sectional area down to the lowest value

for which oscillations occur spontaneously in the T-burner. For testing

of highly aluminized propellants, however, samples having burn area

larger than the cross-sectional area of the burner are required for spon-
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taneous osciilations. Thus, cylindrical or cup-shaied 11Bsallnt bSaMples
are normally required for the VATB method wheni auffi h l ed 1Optbelhts

are tested.

3. 1. 3 Pulsed - Variable Area T-burner (Pulse .YATflL} Wh_
This method is esientially the same as the VATB method. H6*,Vwr, hoar

tests are conducted with propellant samples hkvblg a burn area IeAb than
that required for spontaneous oscillations in the T-burner. For theIh

test conditions, the T-burner is pulsed during burning &ha the net acous-

tic energy losses during burning are measured £rafh th& rate of dicillatior,

decay. These decay rate data are plotted as a fuhcti6n of s&nplk buththg

area: the combustion response and the T-burner damping are inferred

from these data as described for the VATB method.

Because analysis of data from the VATB and pulsed-VATB method

are the same, these methods will be described under the kbhekal heading

of VATB Method in most discussions that follow. In practice, data from

both of these methods are combined and analyied to obtain instability

characteristics for an aluminized propellant. The important advantage

gained from using both techniques is that a grbatbi, range of burning sur-

face area is covered. This produces better quantitative results, as later

discussions will show.

3.2 Applications of the One-Dimensional Analysis to T-Bdft"r TeitinL

3. 2. I Description of Methods in Terms of the One-Dimensional

Analysis. The net acoustic energy gains (or losses) associated with linear

combustion pressure oscillations in a T-burner are represented by a

growth constant CL. A formula for CL is derived in Appendix E and has been

quoted above as Eq. (2. 2. 3). *

ce , m

aroustic driving from end- acoustic burning from side-
burning surfaces burning surfaces

(3.Z. 1)

An additionl contribution from velocity coupling will be discussed in
§5.4.4; see Eq. (5.4.6).
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Qm= L S p 2(FT) + 2"-C"-g - (C't j (VF} ) 2

co f o

The parameters ,! wn in this equation are defined in Table 3. Z-1. IThe

first term in C arises from losses associated with the flow - at the lat-
eral burning surface, and the second term arises from the vent. The yer

factor, VF, is introduced to account for pre2sent uncertainties in the T-

burner acoustic a'..1l'sis (see Appendix C). The factor FT is shown be-

cause in some treatments of the data it has been included as a floating pa-

rameter; see §6. Z. Here and elsewhere, the Mach number is by definition

the ratio of the speed of gases leaving the burning surface, and the aver-

age speed of sound in the mixture: Mb = U

Three quantities in this equation characterize the stability proper-

ties of an aluminized propellant used in a T-burner: Be, B s , respc :.se

functions for pressure coupling; and M d' the net acoustic damping, main-

ly due to condensed material suspended in the gas. A fourt pararr ;er,

characterizing the response to velocity coupling, will be ir odu ed in

&6. 2. The response functions provide a measure of the d ing character-

istics of the propellant, and the net acoustic damping provide measure

of the aluminum oxide droplet size created by the burning propellant. In

addition, the quantities FT and VF shown in Eq. (3.Z.2) might be regarded

as parameters; the values deduced from the one-dimensional computations

must be approximate at best.

If the acoustic energy gait. associated with end- and side -bL rning

surfaces could be measured during the growth of oscillations in a T-burn-

er, calculation of the two response functions would L-e a simple matt( r.

Unfortunately, a method for direct measurement of these quantities - not

known. T-burner data consist of net acoustic energy gains during rowth

of oscillation amplitude or net losses during decay of oscillations. rhe

different T-burner methods represent different approaches that have been

followed to infer the parameters of interest from these net acoustic ener-

gy measurements. In the following, the pulsed (DB/AB) and VATB methods

are described in terms of Eq. (3. Z. 1).

3. Z. 1. 1 Pulsed during burning/after burning (DB/AB) method.

For this method, the net acoustic energy decay rates during and

after burning are measured. For the case of propellant discs located at
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Table 3.2 .1 Definition of Parameters Contained in Eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.2.2)

L -

Sb. 2
. ..I.,.., -

S b e, '? ,C P C

kLb-.I
symbol definition

1. parameters determined from co-rekltion of T-burner data

B response function for end-burning surfaces
e (Eq. E-36 of Appendix E)

B response function for side-burning surfaces
s (Eq. E-37 of Appendix E)

O d  net acoustic daxnpirng in the T-burner

2. acoustic energy quantities measured in a T -burner test

Lnet growth (or decay) constant for pressure
osillationB (§ 5. 1)

W angilar frequency o' pressure oscillations (§5. 1)

3. pararnete:.s calculated from the T-birner geometry

K Itnormalized wave number (Eq. C. 12 and Fig. C-
2 of Appendix C)

e 2 mean acoustic energy correction factor (Eq.
C. 14 and Fig. C-8 of Appendix C)

C amplitude correction for side-burning surfaces
(Eq. C.16 and Fig. C-Il of Appendix C )

C mode shape correction factor (Eq. C. 1 I and
Fig. C-6 of Appendix C)

g9 flow turning faztor (Eq. C. 15 and Fig. C-10 of
It Appendix C)

p normalized grain length (3 = ZLb/L)

Sbe end-burning area (Sbe I -- D c/4, SbeZ

Z(DoW -D 2 )/4

Sb. side-burning surface of one grain (Sbs=D c Lb)

S cross-sectional area of T-burner chamber
co 2

S c  cross-sectional area of grain bore (vD c/4)
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each end of the T-burner, the net acoustic energy loss for the pulse dur-
4

ing burninR is

O. 4fs (!-B + 4fRb(- )VF+3d.)
CO CO

The net loss for the pulse after burning i.;

S?. = IMd' (3.2.4)

where it is assumcd that mean burning and mean flow from the T-burner

flow has ceased at the time of the second pulse

if the crucial assumption is made that tne magnitude and mechan.

ism of acoustic energy losses represented by CLd are the same for both

pulses, the response function for end-burning surface can be calculated

as

Be = 7 7S M b(VF) (3.2.5)
bel co

In a similar manner, the response function for side-burning sur-

faces can be determined from pulsed (DB/AB) tests using short (P << 1),

flush (Sco/S c = 1. 0) cylinders. Thus,

-B - M (VF) . (3.2.6)
Bs 4f (S bs/Sco) b

In principle, therefore, the pulsed (DB/AB) method can be em-

ployed to measure directly the net acoustic damping in the T-burner, "ld'

and measure data necessary to infer the two response functions B ande

SBs
3. Z. 1. 2 Variable-area T-burner (VATB) method.

There are several methods of using Eq. (3. 2. 1) to interpret VATB

test data. These are distinguished by the propellant grain configurations

Test procedures for determining the optimum time for the second pulse
are given in §3. 3. 3; additional conments pertaining to mean flow condi-
tions are given in §7.
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used in the T-burner and the assumed form of Cid. In one method (refs.

3-1, 3-4, and 3-5), the crucial assumption is made that the magnitude and

mechanism of acoustic energy losses represented by M d are independent

of changes in propellant geometry. In other words, ' d is assw-ied con-

stant over the area ratio variations considered in a VATB test series.

In the second method (refs. 3-5, 3-6), the dependence of Od on changes in

frequency is taken into account, but the losses are still assumed constant

with area ratio.

In the following, the VATB method is described in terms of differ-

ent grain geometries with Cid assumed constant. The method of data

analysis where Cd is treated as a frequency-dependent variable is dis-

cus sed separately.

(a) cylindrical grains. One propellant grain configuration that can

be used in the VATB is the cylinder, where Sbe/S co 0 and S b/Sco 1 0.

In this case, Eq. (3.2. 1) can be written as

= ( ) ( B +C1 . (3.2.7)
It e, co

The form of this equation is that of a straight line if Md and B are

assumed constant. The coordinates are (Q-O m ) versus the bracketed
term in front of B ; the slope of the line is B ; and the intercept of the

line on the (a-CL m ) axis is Cid, as bhown in Figure 3.2-1(a). Since a VATB

test series provides data consisting of the growth constant, 0., for differ-

ent area ratios, S bs/S co, these can be plotted on this coordinate system,

and both B s and O d determined by fitting a straight line through the data.

It should be noted that a large extrapolation could be necessary to deter-

mine Ld if large area ratios, Sb/S co, are required for self-excited os-

cillations in the T-burner. This problem can be eliminated if the T-

burner is pulsed at lower area ratios. It can be seen that the use of cylin-

drical grains alone provides a value for net damping, ad' and only one of

the important response parameters (viz., Ba ).

(b) end disc grains. For propellant grains that have end-burning

surfaces only (viz., discs), the net acoustic energy gains in the VATB

are given as

*FT and VF have been assumed to be known when this approach was used.
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t coe_ J I Se e+ d . (3.2.8)

Here, the coordinates for plotting the VATB data are (%-(m) and

the bracketed term in front of B e. The data should fall along a straight

line of slope Be and the line should intercept the (M-Mm) axis at add, as

shown in Figure 3. 2-1(b). Again, it must be assumed that the response

parameter (in this case, B ) and Md are constants. In general, the use of

end discs in VATB testing for metallized propellants will not provide suf-

ficient a..oustir. energy gains to exceed net damping in the T-burner. As

a result, pulse testing must be relied upon for data that would be r orre-

lated in this manner. Accordingly, the use of end discs alone in the vari-

able-area method rx. -. t be categorized under the pulsed variable-area
method.meth. (c) ci ri. F'or propellant grains that have end- and

side-burning sirfaces (viz. , cups), Eq. 13. 2. 1) cannot be simplified to

permit analysi: on a two-dimensional plot. In terms of the plots described

for t-: twc, 'evicL. cases, VATB data res-ting froT cups can be plotted

in three-dimensional space having the coordinates shown in Figure 3.2-

1(c). The data should define a plane having slopes

Bin the Ma versus (-L( )C) plane,L ' CO

and c (3. Z. 9)

h in the Qa-a versus r-be] 4Cos(9 K 1 Z pOe.
e \2Ln _9' S9o 1 pae.KI co co

Cup grains seem appealing for VATB testing because, theoretical.

ly, both the end and side re ponse parameters (B. and B.) can be evalu-

ated from a VATB test series. However, it has been found that there is in-

sufficient variation in the end area ratio, Sbe!S co, to provide adequate data

%.n define accurately the orientation of the data plane within the B.e plane.

Thus, this approach to V.P.TB must be viegxed with skepticism until test

procedures are improved. This aspect of VAIB testing is discussed in

§.". ?. 3. 2.
" Through statistical anadysis of IG4 VATB datum p, Ants, reasonable values
of BV have been obtained (ref. 3-7). The number of VA rB tests required to
obtain this set of data is considered r-ohobitive in terms of cost to deter-
mine the response fu nction for a propellant c. one pressure and frequency.
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(d) _Sd assumed to vary with frequency. 11 the assumption is made

that the net damping in the T-burner is due to particle damping only, the

expression for C. given in Appendix D as Eq. (D. 24):
p 2 2 "

pICm X 4- zIr C l+w z2

where

p

The correlation of VATB results in the determination of a mean particle

diameter, a, rather than "d- The effect of this substitution is to take in-

to account variations in ad due to frequency changes that occur during a

VATB test series; such variations in frequency result from changes in

the gas/particle speed of sound and mode distortions which are dependent

upon the propellant grain geometry. An exam-ple of this approach to cor-

relating VATB data is presented in ref. 3-6.

3. Z. 2 Applications of the T-burner to Obtain Qualitative Data.

One important purpose of conducting T-burner tests is to establish the

relative stability properties of two propellants. This use of the T-burner

has been encountered in several differen types of studies.

(a) Quality control of production propellants. When a rocket mo-

tor is marginally stable, the T-burner can be used to identify changes in

stability behavior arising from changes in the propellant response or

damping characteristics. The effect of mix-to-mix as well as lot-to-lot

variations on motor stability can be determined with the T-burner at rel-

atively low cost (ref. 3-8).

(b) Systematic variations in propellant ingredients. In the pursuit

of propellant additives that minimize propellant response or maximize

damping, the T-burner can be used to measure relative changes in these

properties for systematic changes in ingredients (refs. 3-9 and 3-10).

(c) Optimum motor conditions for minimizing instability. T-

burner tests can be employed to determine the dependence of propellant

response on frequency and pressure. More specifically, the pressure

and frequency where the response is maximum can be determined. BaRed
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on these data, changes can be made to an unstable motor to minimize

the risk of instability.

For qu itative T-burner testing, it is assumed that changes in

either one of the response functions, Be or Bs, are indicative of the

overall propellant response. As described below, additional assump-

tions are made regarding the form of the mean flow/acoustic interaction

term, a,,. These assumptions may not be justified for the quantitative

determination of the response functions Be and B s, but for relative

comparison of propellant response, no large error is introduced into the

results.

3. 2. 2. 1 Pulsed during burning/after burning (DB/AB)

method.

For this test method, either end disc or cylinder grains ca i be

used at each end of the T-burner with area ratio Sb/Sco approximately

unity. Assuming that the mean flow/acoustic interaction terzrn is zero,

and noting that C is unity and mode distortion is minimal for short cyl-

inders and end discs, Eq. (3. Z. 1) is written as

S be d
: 4fSb - - - e B d '(3.2.10)

co
where B- B = B

e s
The net acoustic loss resulting from the pulse during burning is

S bel:4f - B + cd"
co

The net acoustic loss resulting from the pulse after burning is
CLZ  = C d '

By assuming that the acoustic damping during burning is equal to

that after burning, the propellant response is

B - 4(f(Sbe fo 3.Z. 11)

In practice, the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3. 2. 10)

is usually referred to as the "combustion alpha" or CL.. Thus, the al-

ternative response parameter used for comparing the stability proper-

ties of different propellants is
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*c (3.2 12)

Qualitative tests using the pulsed DB/AB method provide, there-

fore, a direct measurement of the acoustic damping (approximately the

particulate damping) in the T-burner and the response function, B, or

the combustion alpha, c, for the propellant. Data of this type may be

found in ref. 3 -11.

3.Z.2.2 Variable-area T-burner method. Qualitative data

are obtained from the VATB method by assuming a value for the vent

factor, VF, and testing with cylinders of different lengths; the growth

alphas are correlated using Eq.(3. 2. 7) to obtain the response function,

B, and the net damping in the T-burner, 0 d" For relating the response

function B to the combustion alpha c V the following expression is ob-

tained from Eqs. (3. Z. 11) and (3. Z. 12):

= 4fB .
3. 2. 3 Application of the T-Burner to Obtain Quantitative

Data. The T-burner can be employed to determine the end- and side-

burning response parameters (Be and B ) for use in the three-dimen-

sional stability analysis, described in § 2. 3. The approaches of T-

burner testing to obtain quantitative data of this type are not markedly

different from those outlined in the preceding section for determining

qualitative data. The primary difference is in how the one-dimensional

theory is used to correlate the data.

3. 2. 3. 1 Pulsed during burning/after burning (DB /AB)

method.

In this method, end discs must be used in tests to determine Be

and cylinders for tests to determine B . The test approach is that de-

scribed in §3. 2. 1. It should be noted that the vent factor, VF, must be

known before B and B can be evaluated. A discussion of this factor ise 5

given in Appendix G.

3.Z. 3.2 Variable-area T-burner method.

Testing with the VATB method for quantitative data is accom-

plished as described in §3. 2. 2. Again, a value for the vent factor, VF,

is necessary to use this method. Cylindrical grains can be used to obtain
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B . . Ideally, end discs of varying area ratio, S /S or cups of vary-

ing length can be used to obtain B . Unfortunately, correlation of data to

obtain B has not been successful; variable-area testing using end discs
e

i: not promising because of the small contribution from the partial end

discs. Thus, the VATB method is limited to obtaining B and ed" The

response function due to end burning surfaces can be obtained from

pulsed DB/AB testing.

3.3 Pulsed During Burning/After Burning (DB/ AB) Method

In this subsection, the pulsed DB/AB method of testing aluminized

propellants is described in detail.

3. 3. 1 Hardware Configuration. The basic hardware for the
pulsed DB/AB method ir essentially the same as that described in the T-

burner manual for un-aluminized propellants (ref. 3-1). In the following,

specific features of hardware necessary for testing with the pulsed DB/

AB method are discussed. Design details pertaining to T-burners util-

ized in pulsed DB/AB testing can be found in refs. 3-Il, 3-1Z, and3-13.

3.3. 1. 1 T-burner chambers.

Pulsed DD/AB testing has been done with T-burner chambers
having 1.5 in. diameter (refs. 3-11, 3-12, 3-13). A detailed discussion

of factors to be considered in selecting the chamber diameter is given

in §3. 4. 1. 1. In one configuration, the T-burner chambers are coupled

to a center block that contains the T-burner vent as shown in Figure

3. 3-1(a). This approach allows variations in T-burner length (for

changes in frequency) by leaving the center block mounted in place and

replacing the chambers with those having the desired length.

In a second configuration, the T-burner chambers are a single

tube with an exhaust tube attached at the vent location, as shown in

Figure 3.3- I(b).

The T-burner test frequency is determined by the length of the

T-burner chambers, L, and the speed of sound of the gas/particle mix-

ture in the T-burner, a;

f0 a/ZL (Hz)

Since the speed of sound of the gases in the T-burner is influenced by

heat loss to the walls, it cannot be calculated accurately. A plot of ob-
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served frequency versus T-burner length is presented in Figure 3. 3-Z

to aid in the selection of T-burner lengths when a particular frequencyis

of interest. Note that this figure is for one propellant and should there-

fore be used only as a guide. Both the speed of sound itself and the change

with length will depend on the composition of the propellant.

Recommendations: Either of the two T-burner chamber configura-

tions shown in Figure 3. 3-1 is recommended for pulsed DB/AB testing.

The single-tube configuration has a smooth interior wall that does not in-

troduce acoustic losses due to cross-sectional area discontinuities; how-

ever, if designed and machined properly, the multiple chamber/center

block configuration is not susceptible to these type losses. A chamber

diameter of 1. 5 in. is recommended for the pulsed DB/AB T-burner.

3. 3. 1. 2 Surge tank.

A surge tank is recommended for pulsed DB/AB testing. The

surge tank is normally coupled to the T-bvrner with a heat exchanger

tank between the surge tank and T-burner, s shown in Figure 3. 3-3.

The heat exchanger reduces the temperature of the combustion products

and, therefore, serves to decrease the pressure build up in the overall

system by extracting thermal energy from the gases. The heat exchang-

er can be a small tank packed with a bed of chain.

If pressurizing gases are to be stored in the surge tank between

tests, it is recommended that the valve that isolates the surge tank from

the T-burner be between the heat exchanger and surge tank, as shown in

Figure 3. 3-3. In this way, the heat exchanger will trap a large fraction

of the aluminum oxide in the exhaust products and minimize wear to the

valve seat.

'he heat exchanger and surge tank system used at one pulsed

DB/AB T-burner installation consists of a I cubic ft. chamber packed

with 35 lbs. of iron chain for the heat e:cchanger and a 5. 76 cubic ft.

chamber for the surge tank. This installation also has a "uniflow" sec-

tion which is detailed in Figure 3. 3-3. The series of cones with 5/8 in.

diameter openings permit unrestricted flow from the T-burner to the

surge tank system; however, due to the spaced conical arrangement,

backilow from the surge tanks to the bu.*ner is impeded. This feature

eliminated a problem of low frequency burner - tank coupled oscillations
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stimulated by the pulse under some burner test conditions.

Additional comments and considerations pertaining to surge tank
installations are given in § 3.4. 1. 2.

3.3. 1. 3 Ignition Oystem.

The requirements for an igniter in the pulsed DB/AB method are
the same as that for the growth/decay method described on pp. 30-32 of
ref. 3-1. In one laboratory that utilizes the pulsed DB/AB method, an
igniter is used with an ignition aid material coating on the propellant

suri".e. The teardrop igniter consists of a nichrome bridge wire
(0. 004-in. diameter by U. Z00-in. length) attached to No. 32 cotton-
covered wires. The igniter assembly is dipped into a pyrotechnic mix

to form a teardrop having a nominal weight of 60 mg.

Additional comments pertaining to igniter fabrication and a for-
mulation for pyrotechnic paste are given in Section 3. 4. 1. 3.

3.3. 1.4 Pulser.

The pulser used in the pulsed DB/AB method (and pulsed VATB

method c) introduces the pressure disturbance that is utilized to measure

the acoustic energy losses in the T-burner. Ideally, the pulser should
introduce a gas/particle mixture identical to the combustion products
that prevail in the T-burner due to propellant burning. in addition, the
pulser mass injection rate should be tailored to excite fundamental mode

and minimize excitation of the higher modes. Tailoring criteria for
pulsers have not been developed; however, experimental studies of har-
monic excitation for several different pulsers are presented in ref. 3-5.

Brissant pulsers are not desirable because they excite higber modes of
oscillation and possibly disturb the behavior of aluminum filigrees and

agglomerates loosely attached to the propellant surface.

Two types of pulsers have been tested: squibs and piston pulsers.

Table 3. 3-1 shows the different squibs that have been considered.

For the 1. 5-in. T-burner, most tests have been done with the
Bermite Mk Z black powder (90 mg) squib. It is reproducible, and cre-
ates sufficient strength to allow acceptable pressure amplitudes. The
ARC special squib (manufactured by the Northern Flare Division of At-

See §3.4. 1. 4 for comments on pulsers used in the pulsed VATB method.
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lantic Research Corp. ) uses the same hardware as the Mk Z but contains

45 mg of FFFG powder and 45 mg of BKNO 3 . Recently, this squib has

been uc' as a replacement for the Bermite Mk 2.

Table 3.3-1 Squibs Used in Pulsed T-Burners

Manufacturer Designation Strengtn

Bevr.ite Mk 1 2 psi

Bermite Mk 2 4 psi

Atlantic Research Corp.
(ARC) special 7 psi

Holex 1395 20 psi

Holex 6100 40 psi

::Nominal peak-to-peak ampli :ude at 500 psi and 800 Hz burner (1. 5-in.
diameter).

Data indicating the pressure pulse amplitude generated by the

Mk 2 pulser are shown in Figure 3. 3-4. These data were extracted from

pulse decays obtained during burning with ANB 3066 propellant at a nom-

inal pressure of 500 psi in the 1. 5-in. diameter NWC T-burner at five

different T-burner lengths (frequencies). The plotted pressure ampli-

tudes are the mean values of the peak "usable" pressure amplitudes for

five test series; each series consisted ,)f ten or more tests. The data

bars indicate one sample deviation about the mean value.

The piston pulser is shown in Figure 3. 3-5. This type of pulser

is being developed by Aerojet Solid Propellant Co. and is described in

detail in ref. 3-14. It consists of a small piston in a cylinder that is

coupled to the T-burner chamber. When the piston is driven forward,

the gases in the cylinder are introduced into the T-burner and the pres-

sure pulse is created. The piston is driven by a small pyrotechnic

charge in the breech when initiated by a squib. The stroke is tailored to

provide both the desired mass injection (mean over pressure) and the

duration. The piston weight also is used to tailor the firing duration.

Soft metal spacers at the end of the breech are used (1) to absorb shock

impact from the piston, (2) to alter resonant cavity features of the pu.lses,
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and (3) to reine kt-u,. d . ation if necded. The gases vent through a
subsonic orifice.

Recomrnmendationi: It is recommended that either the Mk 2 or

ARC special squibs be used as pulsers in the pulsed DB/At3 T-burner.

The piston pulser could become an acceptable replacement for squibs in

the future. It is suggested th-.t r,-cent literature on pulsers be examined

before making a selection.

3. 3. 1. 5 Transducer and pulser location.

In principle, only one high-freiienty transducer is necessary in a

T-burner test. This transducer --an be mounted at the center of either

end cap or along the T-burner chamber wall near either end cap. A sec-

ond high-frequency transducer at the opposing end provides redundance of

data.

Harmonic content can be obtained from electronic filtering (spec-

trum analyzer) of the output from a high-frequency transducer mounted

near the end of the T-burner harrnber. Osciliati )ns in the even longitudi-

nal modes can be measured by mOunting a high-frequency pressure

transducer at the t enter of the T-burner (vent location).

Two loL ations have been used for pulsing the T-burner. Must

commonly, the pulsers are located at the center of the end caps, as shown

in Figure 3. 3-1(a). In the second case, the puls.-rs are located at the

quarter ave points, as shown in Figure 3. 3-1(b,.

The argument for pulsing at the ends .s that the pulser gases enter

the chamber synmetric to the axis of the T- urner and rapidly deve .p

into a standing longitudinal \\ave with minimrn distortion due t, reflection

from the T-burner walls. Argments for the qua-'ter wave location are

(1) this location is at tne pres;ure nodal point for even modes: thus, ex-

citation of even mnudos is minirnized: and (2) this location is downstream

from the propellant surface which could be altered by the sweeping action

of the pulse gases when they enter.

Recommendation: Either of the pulser locations described above

can be employed in pulsed DiB!AB testing. 11sufficient data exist to es-

tablish which approach is optimum. It should be noted that locating the

pulsers on the end caps makes it necessary to mount the high-frequency
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transducer on the side walls.

3. 3. 2 Propellant Grain Configurations.

3.3. 2. 1 Disc, cylinder, and cup grains

The pulsed DB/AB method relies upon direct measurement of the

decay of waves due to acoustic energy losses in the T-burner immediately

after propellant burning, before the combustion products are changed due

to venting. It is therefore necessary that the propellant grains burn out si-

multaneously and have no small slivers which continue to burn during the

second pulse. Whereas simultaneous burnout can be achieved by precise

machining of the propellant web thickness and simultaneous ignition of the

grains, prevention of slivering is achieved by uniformly igniting grains

that have uniform web thickness.

Three grain configurations have been tested using the pulsed DB/

AB T-burner: end discs, cylinders, and cups. Of these, the end disc grain

is preferred for qualitative testing. For this grain configuration, products

from the igniter can be spread uniformly across the propellant surface and

the web thickness is constant; thus, similtaneous and uniform ignition of

the grains .an be achieved reproducibly.

For q(lantitative testing in which a distinction is made between the

response functions associated with end- and side-burning surfaces, tests

can be conducted with both cylindrical and end-disc grains. The cylinder

f geometry does not present any new problems associated with ignition;

however, difficulties associated with uneven burnout can be encountered if

the grain is long (see 53. 4. 2. 1). Methods of testing to determine if un-

even burnout occurs in the pulsed DB/AB method are given in .3. 3. 3.

The cup grain is not suggested for pulsed DB/AB testing. Although

uniform ignition of the propellant is possible, unifcrm burnout is precluded

due to the fillet of propellant that remains at the outer periphery of the cup

base; see Fig. 3.4-4. Removal of this 'fillet' material byrnachining could

elininate this problem. However, the cup grain would be expensive to fab-

ricate. In addition, to use the cup grain in quantitative testing would require

tests with cups of two different lengths to separate B and Be s

Recommendation: For qualitative testing, end disc grains should

be used in the pulsed DB!AB method. The amount of propellant and the

cost for machining are minimized for this grain configuration. For quan-
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titative testing, end disc and cylindrical grains are recor-i-mended. Cup

grains are not recommended for use in the pulsed DBiAB method.

3. 3. Z. 2 Methods of mounting the propellant grains.

Methods for mounting end disc grains are described on pp. 25-30

of ref. 3-1. A schematic of a typical mounting is shown in Figure 3.3-6,

and a detailed assembly proced,'re is given in refs. 3-11 and 3.13.

rwo methods for mounting cylinder grains in the pulsed DB/AR

T-burner are shown in Figure 3. 3-7. One method gives a time during

burning when constant cross-sectional area prevails in the chamber

(hereafter referred to as flush conditions). The second method gives

flush conditions when the cylinder grain "burns out. " Both of these

mounting configurations are used in a series of ptilsed DBIAB tests with

cylinders (see §3.3.3).

To provide a flush condition during burning, shown in Figure 3. 3-

7(a), the cylinder is recessed into the chamber wall and the bore diame-

ter of the grain is slightly smaller than the inside diameter of the chan-

ber. The small protruding web of propellant provides a short burn time

before flush conditions so that the chamber is filled with combustion

products when flush conditions occur. Burning of the outer and end sur-

faces of the cylinder is undesirable: thus, these surfaces are inhibited.

Inhibitors that create char material should not be used on the edge of the

cylinder facing the T-burner vent. Such residue can cause acovistic dis-

turbances. A light coating of silicone grease (e. g. Dow Corning No. 11)

has been found to restrict burning on this surface without char material

forming.

For the flush condiLion at barnout, shown in Figure 3. 3-7(b), the

propellant grain protrudes into the chamber and the outer diameter of the

cylinder is approximately the same as the inside diameter of the T_

burner chamber (allowance must be made for inhibitor). As in the flush-

at-burning configuration, only the bore of the cylinder is allowed to burn

and the end of the grain facing the T-burner vent is coated with a non-

charring inhibitor.

3. 3. 3 Test Procedures. The testing procedure for the pulsed

DB/AB T-burner is described in terms of (1) the number of tests recom-

mended to determine a and Mtd for a given pressure and frequency, and
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Figure 3. 3-7 Mounting Cylindrical Grains for Flush Conditions
During and After Burning
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(2) the details of hardware and instrumentation preparation for a test

series.

3. 3. 3. i Recommended test series.

This section describes what pulsed DB/AB tests should be con-

ducted for a given frequency and pressure level. A typical test record for

ANB-3066 propellant is shown in Figure 3. 3-8.

For flat samples, the timing of the DB pulse is chosen such that

(a) the burner has had time to be flushed of igniter products, filled

with propellant products, and approach equilibrium gas tempera-

ture (typically the equivalent of 90 cycles after ignition at 800 H.);

(b) the burner pressure has leveled off after the ignition transient

and all oscillations stimulated by ignition have decayed;

(c) sufficient time is allowed after the pulse for the system to recover

to steady conditions before burnout (time depends on decay rate of

pulse,which can be estimated or determined in the first firing of a

test set).

In the case of ANB-3066 propellant, the use of 0. 125-in. thick propellant

samples arid a DD pulser firing at apprnximately three quarters of the

time to burnout easily met these requirements, as can be seen in Figure

3.3-8.

In the case of the DB pulse with cylindrical propellant charges, it

is recommended that the above requirements be met and the pulser fired

at the time when the burning propellant is flush with the burner walls.

With flush conditions, an analytical correction (Appendix C) is not re-

quired, and undesirable flow effects associated with a step or lip are

minimized. It is recommended that data for determining a mean CI from

DB pulses be derived from a minimum of five tests.

The All pulses are fired to determine the damping alpha. If the

appropriate TABO for a d for a propellant is known from previous testing

(as in the case of lot-to-lot propellant quality control testing), a series of

five tests with the AB pulser fired at that TABO is iecommended.

If there is no a priori knowledge of the appropriate TABO, a se-

ries of ten tests should be conducted in which an AB pulse is fired at dif-

ferent times following burnout. A recor nended time interval is 0. 010

seconds over a 0. 100 second period. This procedure is necessary in
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r

order to determine the Cd from the series of AB alphas (CL). An exami-

nation of the at2 versus TABO relationship (see 65. 1. 1.2) obtained would

indicate whether, and atwhat TABO's, additional firings are needed.

The reasoning behind this procedure for determining ad is that if

a pulse is fired while the propellant is still burning, a value of CL2 com-

parable to that obtained from a pulse during ai will be obtained; at a

later time, as the propellant is burning out, a somewhat higher decay

alpha will be measured because the contribution from the propellant* will

be less and the decay will be more nearly indicative of only damping. At

a time when propellant burning has ceased completely, a2 will be at its

largest value; thereafter, it will be smaller due to cooling of the gases

(decrease in frequency) and due to a reduction in particle damping be-

cause of particle agglomeration and condensation and due to back flow

from the surge tank. Thus, there will be a time after burnout (TABO)

when a 2 will have the largest value. The largest value of '2 (which oc-

curs at a particular TABO) is taken to be the damping that would be

present during burning and is designated as a It should be pointed out

that the damping measured in this manner is somevhat less than the ac -

tual damping, since it is determined by taking the largest value that can

be measured during the disappearance of one perturbing effect (gradual

burnout), and the appearance of others which reduce the decay rate. How

much these perturbing processes overlap has not been determined, and

hence how much this "maximum" value of the damping deviates from the

damping which actually occurs during burning is not known. From tests

of several propellants it appears that the relationship between CLd and

TADO is z- function of propellant composition, pressure, and frequency.

The approximate TABO's for ad for a few propellants that have

been extensively tested are: ANB-3066, 0 - 0. 030 seconds at 500 psi and

820 Hz; medu.rn-energy CMDB, 0.060-0. 080 at 350 psi and 820 Hz; and

a high-energy CMDB, 0. 080- 0. 140 seconds at 1000 psi and 880 Hz.

In the case of AB pulses with cylindrical grains, the above pro-

cedure is recommended,with the additional condition that the "burned out"

The trend described here is for the case of a propellant with positive
combustion response. The idea is the same, but TABO trends are cor-
respondingly chan-edwhen a is negative.
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propellant sample be flush with the burner wall. Since flush :onditian=

are desired for both the DB and AB pulses, separate tests are conducted

to obtain DB and AB pulse data using the grain configurations shown in

Figure 3. 3-7.

To summarize, the minimum number of tests recommended for

any one test condition depends upon the a priori knowledge the investigator

has on the propellant and on the propellant grain configuration to be

tested. The following matrix based on tests at 800 Hz can be used as a guide:

TABO for OLd Flats Cylinders

(m sec) C1 M total C1 M z total

known 5 5 5 5 5 10

tuknown 5 10 10 5 10 15

DB and AB pulse data are obtained from a single test.

DB and AB pulse data are obtained from separate tests designed to give
flush conditions.

Ordinarily, one is interested in test results over a range oi .re-

quencies and possibly a range of pressures. Thus, the above mat''ix

should be considered for each frequency and pressure desired.

3. 3. 3. 2 Preparation of instrumentation and hardware.

Lb preparation for a test series, a transducer calibration is first

made. Checkout of instruments prior to each test consists of verifying

filter, oscilloscope, oscillograph, amplifier, and pressure transducer

settings. Once the instruments are set, a group of tests (as many as 10

to 15) may be fired with no major changes. Instrumentation channels that

record pulse data are calibrated by introducing an oscillating voltage of

known frequency and amplitude into the system in place of the pressure

transducer output (AC calibration). An oscillograph recording is nade

for the appropriate frequency and filter setting for a given test series se-

quence; the deflections are measured as a part of the data reduction pro-

cedure.

The following sequential Pteps are followed in assembling the

center-block type T-burner:
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(a) The suitable burner parts are chosen from stock, inspected,

and wiped clean -- especially joining surfaces.

(b) A light film of grease (e. g. Cow Corning No. I I silicone

grease) is wiped over male threads and ends of tubes.

(c) Burner parts are assembled by hand, and all joints are "made

up" by applying a pipe wrench to each end of the assembly and torqueing

tight.

(d) The interior of the assembly is visually inspected to assure

that sections line up properly and that there are nu gaps at any of tht,

joints.

(a) The burner assembly is then placed on the neck assembly and

turned up tight.

(f) Previously prepared sample holders are placed in the counter-

bores provided in the end adaptors and the end caps screwed on with

final tightening by a pipe wrench.

(g) The appropriate electrical connections are numde to the squib

and igniter wires.

Following the assembly of the T-burner, (1) the surge tank pres-

sure is adjusted to the desired pressure with high-pressure air; (2) the T-

burner and heat exchanger tank are pressurized with nitrogen to the de-

sired press-are and the ball valve connecting the two tanks is opened- and

(3) the firing sequencer is activated, which starts the oscillograph, acti-

vates the oscilloscope camber, fires the igniters and pulsers, and stops

the oscillograph.

After firing, the valve that isolates the heat exchanger tank and

surge tank is closed, and the T-burner is depressurized. Then the end

cap and sample holders are removed from the T-burner, the residue ex-

haust prt~tud..ts are drawn off through an exhaus system, and the T-burner

is cleaned.

3. 3. 4 Operational Limitations. The pulsed DB/AB T-burner has

been operated successfully over a frequency range of 220 to 2000 Hz and a

pressure range of 200 to 2000 psi.

It appears that the upper frequency limit might be extended to

3500 Hz: the limiting factor is that the pulse decay rate becomes quite
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high as the frequency increases, and a sufficient number of decay cycles

may i.ot occur to permit usefully accurate measurements to be made. At

the 1.,w frequency end, there are the problems of filling the T-burner

cham.3er with respresentative combustion products and obtaining sufficient

temperature before the pulses are fired due to the small amount of propel-

lant that is burned. The use of thicker propellant samples (longer burning

time) might improve this situation somewhat.

It appears that the pressure range over which the T-burner can be

operated could be extended. Operation at lower pressures probably

would depend only on the combustion characteristics of various propel-

lantE. The upper pressure limit, as far as the hardware capability and

practical gas (nitrogen and air) supply is concerned, is approximately

2500 psi.

3.3. 5 AnExampleofRaw Data. Figure 3. 3-8 shows an oscillo-

graph record of . pulsed DB/AB T-burner firing. Details on data reduc-
tion are given in 5. 5. 1.

3. 4 Variable Area T-Burner (VATB) Method

In this subsection, the variable-area T-burner (VATB) method of

testing aluminized propellants is discussed in detail. Included are both the

VATB and pulsed-VATB methods. An attempt has been made to organize

this section so that it contains all of the information necessary to use the

VATB method. However, there are unavoidable areas of overlap between

the pulsed DB/AB and the VATB method. Where such overlap occurs, ap-

propriate reference is made to the pulsed DB/AB method sections.

3. 4. 1 Hardware Configuration. The VATB method is described

in the T-burner report for unaluminized propellants (ref. 3- 1); however,

at the timr- of writing that report, only limited VATB data were available

to guide writing that would describe VATB hardware. Accordingly, it is

recommended that the user of this report follow recommendations con-

tained horein when a conflict of ideas exists between the two reports.

3. 4. 1. 1 T-burner chambers.

' -burner chambers for the VATB and pulsed-VATB methods have

bf.en designed for cups or cylinders with a propellant bore diameter

smaller than, equal to, and larger than the inside diameter of the T-
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burner: these are referred to as protruding, flush, and recessed grains,

respectively. Typical T-burner hardware for different types of grain

configurations are shown in Figures 3. 4-1 and 3. 4-2. Additional corn-

ments on the selection of grain configuration are given in 3. 4. 2.

The test frequency for a T-burner having end discs is determined

by the length of the T-burner, L, and the speed of sound of the gas/par-

ticle mixture in the T-burner, a:

to 2L (Hz)

For the VATB, propellant grains can cause shifts in the acoustic

mode shape due to changes in cross-sectional area of the T-burner cham-

ber. In addition, the speed of sound is higher due to the larger propellant

grains. For selecting a T-burner chamber length to conduct VATB tests

at a desired frequency, the plot of observed frequency versus T-burner

length shown in Figure 3. 3-2 can be used. However, this plot is valid

only for prop -11 -Ant grains that are flush to the inside wall of the chamber.

For grains which protrude or recede, a modest shift in frequency will oc-

cur. The shift due to geometry effects can oe determined from Figure

C- Z of Appendix C and similar results.

Recommendation for selecting T-burner length

Based on existing VATB data, it appears reasonable to use Figure

3. 3-2 for selecting the chamber length when recessed propellants are

used. For protruding grains, the chamber lengths determined from Fig-

ure 3. 3..Z shold be increased by approximately 25 per cent.

The inside diameter of the T-burner chamber has not been stand-

ardized. T-burner chamber sizes for different laboratories are sum-

marized ini Table 3. 4-1.

Table 3. 4-1 T-Burner Chamber Diameters

nside
Diameter
(inches) Laboratory Method

1. 8, 2. 5 Lockheed Propulsion Co. (ref. 3-4) VATB

2.0 Thiokol Chemical Corp. (ref. 3-5) VATB

1.5 Aerojet Solid Propulsion Co. (ref. 3-11) pulsed VATB

1.5, 2. 9 Hercules, Inc. (ref. 3-6) pulsed VATB
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Factors that should be considered in the selection of T-burner di- 4

ameter are as follows:

Cost: smaller diameter T-burner chambers reduce the quan-

tity of propellant required for a test series. In additior., the cost of the

chambers and assoc iated hardware (e. g. the surge tank) is reduced with

smaller T-burner diameter. The T-burner chamber size also has an im-

pact on the turn-around time between tests. Smaller chambers are easier

to handle

Geomrnetry: in VATB testing, smaller diameter T-burner

chambers allow the Lse of shorter grain lengths (3) for a given area ratio

(S bs /Sco). Thus, smaller diameter produces smaller shifts in frequency

during a single VAl 11 test, redu es the potential for velocity coupling,

and reduces the mean il,.,cacou-tit. interactions (see § 2 and Appendices

E and F for mtr, dist ussiun on these aspects).

Wall Losses: in theory, dissipation of acoustit energy in a

tube shows wall losses inversely proportional to chamber diameter (ref.

3-15). The dependence ,-n frequency has been verified experimentally.

However, available data show that the offec.t of D on wall losses iscO

negligible t,,im;ared to parti'.le damping. Thus, this aspect is deemed

unimpurtant in T-burner tests using metallized propellants.

Conbustion Efficie.ity: some propellants show a reduced

burning rate in the smaller test hardware listed in Table 3.4-1 (ref. 3-16).

It has been su 4;,cstrd that this reduced burning rate is a result of poor

combustion efficiency. Tests in the larger hardware apparently improved

the combustion efficiency and increased the burning rate. In addition, it

was noted that da a scatter was reduced tor these prupellaxits when a

larger T-burner c. amber was employed.

Reconnendation for T-burner chamber diameter

Bas(ed on the foregoing, it is recommended that a chamber diame-

ter ol 1. 5 in. ( an btc enployed in T-burner testing.

.3. 4. .2 Surge tank versus sonic orifice.

The VATB can be operated in two exhaust modes. First, a sonic

orifice can be installed at the exhaust port. The orifice is designed for a
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choked flow that results in the desired test pressure. A second approach

is to couple the T-burner exhaust port to a large volume surge tank that

is pressurized to the desired test pressure. In this mode of operation,

the exhaust flow is not choked at any time.

Sonic Flow Orifice: the advantage of the choked nozzle ap-

proach is simplicity in construction and lower cost because the additional

tankage and plumbing necessary for a surge tank system are not re-

quired. However, there are several disadvantages to the choked nozzle

that offset these attractions. First, the design of the choked nozzle to

provide a desired pressure has the usual complications of nozzle design

(viz., accuracy of burn rate characteristics for the propellant, varia-

tions in propellant burn area and delivered C", as well as the problem of

deposition in the nozzle throat where metallized propellants are con-

sidered). Because pressure is an independent variable in T-bucner

tests, large pressure variations resulting from these uncertainties can-

not be tolerated, and considerable test data will have to be rejected if the

delivered pressure differs markedly from the desired level. A second

disadvantage of the choked nozzle results from the possibility that oscil-

lations could grow during the pressure transient leading to the desired

equilibrium pressure. This could occur in cases of large L_ where fill-

ing times are large. The use of a suppressor (discussed in §3.4.1.3) to

delay oscillations during this transient period eliminates this problem.

Surge Tank: the advantage of the surge tank approach is that

pressure in the T-burner can be controlled accurately.

The mean test pressure is dictated by the pressure in the surge

tank. Pressure transients are eliminated as long as the flow area front

the T-burner to the surge tank is sufficiently large to minimize pressure

drops and the surge tank has adequate volume and heat loss character-

istics to preclude pressure buildups in the overall system during a test.

Small volume surge tanks can be used with success if chain is placed in

the tank so that the hot gases are cooled as they enter the tank or a regu-

lated hot valve is incorporated in a surge tank vent.

There are several disadvantages associated with the use of a

surge tank. First, the tankage and plumbing are expensive and must be
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fabricated from material that can withstand a corrosive environment.

Second, the surge tank must be acoustically isolated from the T-burner

to prevent communication of the low frequency associated with the surge

tank to the T-burner. This can result in low frequency modulation of the

oscillations developed in the T-burner. Third, heating of the propellant

and contamination of the propellant surface by hot combustor products

stored in the surge tank can introduce an unknown variable in the T-

burner tests (i. e. , the surface of the propellant sample could be heated

or altered so that the burning rate changes during a T-burner test). This

disadvantage can be overcome by pressurizing the T-burner with clean

nitrogen before opening the valve connecting the T-burner to the surge

tank. Fourth, the surge tank is subjected to corrosive gases that can at-

tack and weaken the tank walls. As a result, particular care must be

given tc material selection and operating procedures to minimize the risk

of a tank rupture. It is recommended that periodic hydrostatic tests be

made of all tanks and tubing exposed to exhaust products to ensure that

corrosion has not fexceeded :ritical limits.

One method o :iiminating acoustic coupling between the T-burner

and surge tank is to minimize the natural frequency of the surge tank.

This can be accomplished by packing chains in the surge tank to reduce

the gas temperature and therefore the speed of sound of the exhaust

gases. Anoth( r method is to e, ploy a lung : -_X ' pi. Leading '0 the

surge tank. . .... ese piecautions still result in acoustic coupling, an ori-

fice or a series of baffles can be incorporated in the surge tank vent, as

shown in Figure 3. 3-3.

Sizing of the surge tank can be accomplished through a simple

energy balance such as the following (ref. 3-15):

V = m R (T + - T cPf-Pi i

This simple calculation yieLds a conservative value for the surge tank

volume because it does not include heat losses due to 'the presence of
chains in the surge tank. Typical surge tanks for VATB testing have a

free volume on the order of 20 to 35 ft 3 (refs. 3.4, 3-5, and 3-6) with
heat exchangers containing ,- 75 to 100 lbs. of chain.
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For the surge tank approach, the diameter of the VATB must be

greater than the critical diameter for choked conditions. The precise

value for the vent diameter depends upon the surge tank configuration, the

mass flow rate expected, and the maximum acceptable pressure rise. If

acoustic coupling between the surge tank and T-burner occurs at an unac-

ceptable level, isolation can be achieved by minimizing the vent diameter.

It should be recognized, however, that pressure rise during the test in-

creases with decreasing vent diameter. Another observation is that a

large vent tends to reduce the even harmonics significantly (ref. 3-6). re-

sulting in a more linear waveform. Typical surge tank - VATB installa-

tions are shown in Figures 3.4-3 and 3.4-4. Additional comments pet-

taining to surge tanks are given in §3. 3. 1.2.

Recommendation

The surge tank approach is recommended for VATB testing. How-

b -.ver, the sonic flow orifice approach is acceptable if the aforementioned

disadvantages are addressed properly.

3.4. 1. 3 Suppressors.

Following ignition ( f a metallized propellant in a VATB. condi-

tions in the chamber are nonuniform and changing until ignition products

are exhausted and equilibrium conditions are achieved. ro avoid growth

of oscillations during periods of nonequilibrium, a means is required for

suppressing oscillations for a time following ignition. For metallized

propellant testing, two approaches have been employed. In one approach,

a paddle is introduced at the center of the T-burner to divide the T-burner

into two chambers and acoustically isolate the propellant grains (ref. 3-

17). Similarly, a butterfly valte can be used as described in ref. 3-18.

Typical paddle suppressors are shown in Figures 3. 4-3 and 3. 4-5.
I

Crowth of oscillation occurs when the paddle is rapidly removed from the
"F-burner chamber. in. the second approach, a Hlelmholtz resonator (HR)

is incorporated into one end of the T-burner (ref. 3-19). A typical

Helmnholtz resonator is shon in Figure 3.4-6. The resonator is tuned to

the fundamental frcquency of the T-burner. Growth of oscillations occurs

when the resonator volume is closed to the T-burner chamber.

I lhe time between ignition and first growth should be based on the

length of the T-jurner and the mass rate of flow of gases in the T-burner.
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A lower limit for suppressicn time can be determined by dividing one half

of the T-burner length by the average gas velocity in the T-burner chan-

ber.

Both the padd7.e and Helmholtz resonator have proved effective in

damping oscillations in a T-burner. Characteristics of these suppressors

have been st kdied in detail (ref. 1- 17). These are outlined -n Table 3.4-2.

Table 3.4-Z. Characteristics of Suppressors

Paddle Suppressor Helmholtz Resonator

The paddle does not require The HR must be tuned for each
tuning. frequency tested. This is critical

and an lead to problems where
large frequency shifts occur in a
test. When tuned properly, the
damping is less than that found
with the paddle.

Under severe conditions tshort There is a small acoustic loss
T-burner length. high flow rates, associated with the decoupled
and high nm.tal loading and with HR. This cOuld be a problem at
extended use, the paddle erodes, high frequencies.

The pad:jle is mounted at the center The HR couples at one end of the
of the T-burner. Thus, the ends of T-burner. Thus, a hole must be
the T-burner are not affected by its bored in propellant grains if a
presence. cup is used.

The travel time of the paddle is Th. travel time of the HR is less
long compared to the HR. For high than the paddle.
growth conditions, the paddle can
still be in the chamber during the
first cycles of the i ruwth period.

A mechanical shock can be trans- A mechanical shock can be trans-
mitted to the T-burner when the mitted to the T-burner when the
paddle retracts. lIR pintle seats.

Rec oramendatiuns

The lost significant factor in selecting a suppressor is the prob-

lem of tuning the Helmholtz resonator. This constitutes such a disadvan-

tage that the paddle is recommended for suppressing oscillation in the

VAT B.

3.4. 1.4 Ignition system.

Two igniter approaches have been used in VATB studies. One
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uses a bag igniter containing BKNO 3 pellets. The second uses a hot wire/

pellet igniter with pyrotechnic paste on the propellant surface.

Bag Igniter: a typical bag igniter design used in VATB tests

is shown in Figure 3. 4-7. One bag is placed at each end of the T-burner.

Although the bag igniter introduces considerable combustion products and

residue from the bag, the suppressor holds off oscillations until igniter

products have been swept out of the T-burner. The bag igniter is nor-

mally designed to provide a large pressure spike that can denote the time

of ignition.

Hot Wire/Pellet Igniter: this igniter approach is similar to

that described in the CPIA T-Burner Manual (ref. 3-1) for nonmetallized

propellants. The initiator may be made from a short length (3/8" - l")of

nichrome wire soldered to copper leads. The leads are 32-gauge enam-

eled copper wire. A small tablet of pyrotechnic paste is molded around

the nichrome bridge wire. The hot wire/pellet is then mounted so that the

pellet is centered in the VATB propellant grain. To ensure rapid and uni-

form ignition of the grain, the surface to be ignited is coated with a thin

layer of pyrotechnic paste. A typical pyrotechnic paste formulation is

given in Table 3.4-3

Table 3.4-3 Typical Formulation of Pyrotechnic Paste (ref. 3-4)

Ingredient Wt. % Representative Sources

Magnesium 57. 16 Reade Manufacturing Co.

Potassium perchlorate 23.80 Kerr - McGee
(15 micron)

Barium nitrate (15 micron) 14. 28 _-Harshaw Chemical Co.

Vistanex-MM, L-120 4. 76 Enjay Chemical Co.

Hexane

Vistanex is pre-dissolved (50 parts hexane per 10 parts Vistanex) to
serve as binder/vehicle for paint-on application.

both of the aforementioned igniters have been found to give rapid

and uniform ignition of propellant grains in VATB tests.

Wire fragments that remain in the T-burner can produce unknown
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BROKEN PELLETS OF
MA~GNESIUM TEFLON 0.009" PYROFUZE WIRE

NO.24 BELOSOL WIRE
LACQUER INSULATED

vsI

BELDSOL WIRE

(a) BAG IGNITER USED PYROFUZE W!RE
FOR PULSE TESTING WRAPPED ON

TINNED AREA.

POLYETHELENE BAG
POWDERED BKNO3

PLASTIC INSULATED

M105 ATLAS MATCH
MAGNESIUM TEFLON PELLETS

(b) STANDARD BAG IGNITER

Figure 3. 4-7 Bag Igniters Used in VATB Testing (ref. 3-6)
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and nonreproducible effects on the acoustic losses in the T-burner. For

various VATB approaches, igniter wires have been introduced through the

center block, through the side of the T-burner chambers downstream

from the prop-lant gzain, and through the end cap. The approach of in-

troducing the wires through the end cap minimizes problems associated

with wires remaining in the T-burner during testing. However, holes

through which the wires are introduced or any other surface irregularities

must be considered as possible nonreproducible sources of damping and

should be minimized to the extent possible. It has been found that wires

in all three approaches are expellee from the T-burner or vaporized pri-

or to the oscillation growths if sufficiently fine wire (e.g. 32-gauge) is

used. The use of heavier wire should be avoided.

3. 4. 1. 5 Pulsers.

The pulse units used in variable-area testing provide the same

function as those used in pulsed T-burner testing. Both the Bermite MkZ

and ARC spec*al squib have been used with satisfactory results in a 1. 5"

variable area T-burner (see ^ 3. 3. 1.4 for a discussion of these pulse

units). However, for pulsing in larger diameter hardware, a stronger

pulse is needed. For use in a 2. 9" T-btarner, pulses have been provided

by use of ,, Mk2 0 squib, 1 gram of black powder and a 0. 008" brass

rupture disc, as shown in Figure 3. 4-8 (see ref. 3-6). This combination

results in oscillations with an initial amplitude of approximately 20 psi in

the 2. 9' burner.

Recommendstion

For 1. 5" or 2" hardware, either the Mk 2 or ARC special squibs

may be used with satisfactory results. For larger hardware, a stronger

pulse unit must be used, tailored to give the desired pulse amplitude de-

pending on the volume of the burner.

3.4. 1. 6 Transducer location.

When cylinder grains are used in the VATB, the high frequency

transducer can be mounted in the end cap without interference from the

propellant. When cup grairs are used, however, the transducer can be

mounted behind the end disc of the propellant (as described in ref. 3-1,

pp. 25-30) or a hole can be bored i.a the end disc so that the sensing sur-
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face of the transducez is exposed to the acoustic field. Either approach

should give valid data. The mean pressure in the VATB should be meas-

ured at the center of the T-burner (vent location). See additional corn-

ments in 81. 3. L 6.

3. 4. 2 Propellant Grain Configurations

3. 4. 2. 1 Cups versus cylindrical grains.

VATB testing of metallized propellants requires Sb ISco > 1. 0 if

spontaneous instability is desired. Both cylinders anid cups have been

used in the VATB. See also refs. 3-21 to 3-23 for a modified form.

The relative merits of using cylinders or cups are as follows.

For cup grains, burnout is not uniform because a fillet is gener-

ated between the lateral and end-burning surface (see detail in Figure

3. 4-4). Also, nonuniform burnout can result from the end of the cylin-

drical section of the cup burning out before the end adjacent to the fillet.

6This burnout phenomenon has been observed with cylinder grains. Tests

have shown (ref. 3-ZO) that cylindrical grains of length greater than two
inches, in a chamber of 1. S-inch diameter, burn out at the end closest to

the T-burner vent 15 - 20 msec before the other end. Since delay after

burning data are not required for the VATB test technique, this is not a

crucial problem. However, nonuniform burnout could be a source of er-

ror in the determination of the propellant burning rate during the T-

burner test.

If pulsers are located at the ends of the T-burner (pulsed-VATB

method), a small hole must be drilled in the end %isc of the cup. This

hole could create an acoustic loss. No modification is necessary for a

cylindrical grain.

For cup grains, both lateral and end-burning surfaces drive oscil-

lations. Thus, based on the T-burner theory, correlation of cup data

should yield both the end and side response functions (Be and Bs). How-

ever, attempts at correlating cup data from a VATB test series have not

been satisfactory (see § 3. 2. I and 3. 2. 3. 2). For inhibited or recessed

cylinders, only lateral surfaces are present, and the side response func-

tion can be obtained.

Recommendation

It is recommended that cylindrical grains be used in VATB testing.
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3, 4. 2. 2 Recessed versus protruding grains.

Two mnethods for mou.nting propellant grains have been utilized in

VATB testing: (1) the propellant grain protrudes into the T-burner cham-

ber as shown in Figure 3.4-1; and (2) the propellan grain is recessed in-

to the chamber wall as shown in Figure 3. 4-2.

For protruding grains, the outer surface and the surface facing

the end cap are inhibited. If the end surface closest to the vent burns, its

contribution to acoustic driving must be included in Eq. (3.2. I), viz. , the

area ratio S belS/I is non-zero. On the other hand, if this end surface

is inhibited, the inhibiting material must not produce char that would pro-

trude into the acoustic and mean flow field.

For recessed grains, the bore diameter is slightly larger than the

inside diameter of the T-burner, as shown in Figure 3. 4-2. The small

web of propellant that protrudes from the chamber wall serves to fill the

T-burner with combustion products before the burning surface is flush

with the chamber wali. Only the bore of the grain is allowed to burn. All

other surfaces are inhibited. The end surface that protrudes above the

chamber wall before flush and recessed conditions occur should be coated

with a non-cl arrig nmtaterial that iz removed as the grain surface burns.

The change in T-Lurner cr ss-secti_nal area due to a recessed or

protruding propellant grain could lead to complications in VATB data in-

terpretation. More specifically, three-dimensional flow phenomena (e. g.

flow separation and vortices) could occur at this area discontinuity.

Since such phenomena are not represented by the T-burner analysis [Eq.

(3.2. 1)1, correlations of VATB could yield inaccurate results. This

problem can be minimized by obtaining VATB data when the propellant

grain is close to flush conditions. Because of this, the recessed

grain configuration is preferred over the protruding grain configuration.

The recessed grain configuration is flush to the chamber wall shortly

after igritioi. and providcs burn time when multiple growth (or decay)

measurements can be made (see 3. 4. 3) with the propellant near flush

conditions.

In one laboratory (ref. 3-6), the recessed propellant grain has a

taper in the end of the propellant as shown in Figure 3. 4-Z. This taper
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-educes the effect of charnges in cross-sectional area and is specifically

designed to maintain the area ratio Sbs/S constant throughoutt a test.bsco
The latter feature is important when the rate of oscillation growth is slow

compared to the burn rate of the propellant. However, the advantages of

the taper are offset soiewhat by increased costs in grain fabrication and

complexities in test hardware.

Recommendations

The recessed grain configuration is recommended, and data should

be obtained when the grain is close to flush conditions with the chamber

wall. The use of - tapered grain is optional.

1. 4. Z. 3 Case bonded versus cartridge loaded grains.

One method ,,f fabricating propellant grains is to cast the propel.

lant into a phenolic sleeve. The cured sample is then mounted in a lathe

and the center perforation is bored in th. sample. An alternative is to

machine the grains from large blocks of propellant.

The approach of cazting propellants in phenolic sleeves allows

cartridge loaning of the grains. If the grain is machined from a large

block of propellant, the grain must be secured in the T-burner by a not-

ting compound, or it must be of such a dimension as to allow a pressure

fit. The latter approac.h requires that an inhibiter (e. g. grease) be ap-

plied between the grain and the T-burner case.
Re commre nd ati ons

Both approaches are satisfactory. The selection of case bonded

or cartridge loaded grains should be based or. the availability of casting

equipment.

3. 4. 3 rest Procedures.

3. 4. . I Recommended test series.

The scope of test i,.ograms required to characterize the acoustic

response of a propellant is usually determined by factors such as motor

geometry, ballistics, budget limitations, etc. Assuming all these things

are accounted for, the present subsection addressed how the testing

should be performed to obtain the desired data at a given pressure and

freq uency.

Generally, 10 to 15 datum points distributed over a range of area
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ratios, aro desired to give statistically signiiicant re5,puse functiors.

The range of area ratios tested can be increased by using the pulsed/

VATB approach, which -.- ili increase the confidence level of the data. To

minimize the actual nurnbcr of tests performed, multiple cycling of a

suppressor (or multiple pulsing) can provide more than one datum point

per firing.

Typical test conditions often lead to a burning duration of - I sec.

Approxur ately OO rnsec are usually needed to recyclk a suppressor and

allow for a growth neriod (lonkger times are required for low growth rate

conditions'. Allowing for the ignition transient, three growth rates are

typically obtained for such conditions. "rhus, the desired quantity of data

can be obtained with as fe,., as 4 or 5 tests using this approach. When us-

ing this sn~all iumber of tests, data should be obtained at a minimum of

3 different area ratios. Actually, when testing a new propellant with un-

known characteristics, more tests ar* usually needed, as it is rarely pos-

sible to obtain nutiple grcwths consistently unless the propellant charac-

teristics are surnewhat understood. For example, there are area ratios

for every propellant that will not produce oscillations of sufficient strength

to pcimit a growth measurement. To circumvent this situation, it is usu-

ally best to test at the largest availabe area ratio first and then at smaller

area ratios. In this manner, the area ratios that don't produce osciliations

can be determined by plotting growth rate vtrsus area ratio. Using the

pulsed/VATB technique, testing shruld begin with the lowest area ratio

(pulse testing), followed by the largest area ratio (spontaneous oscilla-

tions). Interpolation will then allow c,ptimurn conditions to be selected for

the remaining tests.

3. 4.4 Ope.'atiunal Limitations

3. 4. 4. 1 Pressure, frequency, and temperature.

The upper pressure limit for VATB testing is dependent upon the

strength of the T-burner and associated plumbing and surge tank. in ad-

dition, since the burn time decreases with increasing pressure, another

upper limit can be defined at the pressure where burn Lime is so short

that growth os oscillations is precluded. The true upper limit for mean

pressure is the smaller of these two l4mits.

General rules for frequency limitations cannot be defined for
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VATB tests. At low frequencies. long T-burner chambers must be ern-

ployed. These long chambers have larger exposed area that can lead to

heat loss, and therefore a longer equilibration period over which oscil-

lation suppression is necessary. Thus, the lower frequency limit for

VATB testing is dependent upon burn time and the time necessary for the

T-burner to establish equilibrium conditions. Factors affecting these are

pressure, propellant burn rate characteristics, vent size, and propellant

web thickness. Another problem that is encountered at low frequencies is

the undesired presence of higher modes of oscillations. This problem is

discussed in more detail in 5. 2. 3. Based on available VATB data, the

low frequency limit is approximately 200 - 300 Hz.

Because metallized propellants -re usually much more stable at

increasing frequencies, spontaneous oscillation growth requires higher

burn area ratio S b/S co, and therefore longer grains. Since there is an

upper limit to the grain length (see § 3. 4. 4.2), the upper frequency limit

is different for the pulsed VATB and VATB methods. For frequencies

where spontaneous growth requires grain lengths longer than the specified

upper limit, the pulsed VATB mthod must be relied upon for data. An ap-

proximat, upper l imit for the VATB method is 1100 Hz (for a 1. 5" T-

burner) and 2000 Hz for the pulsed VATB method (for a 1.5" T-burner).

With regard to temperature limitations, it is recommended that

the propellant temperature be maintained at * 5 0 F about the desired test

temperature.

3. 4. 4. 2 Propellant grain,

Propellant grains that are flush to the inside diameter of the T-

bui .ier (S /S v 1.0) are preferred for VATB testing. However, basedcLO C

on available VATB daia using metallized propellants, consistent trends

are realized in the range 0. 6 <S !S < 2. 0.cO c

For conditions where the propellant is relatively stable, large

values of S b/S are necessary to achieve inherent instability. Thus,

Sb/Sco can be achieved by increasing the grain length, or the propellant

bore diameter (decreasing S co/Sc ). if the lower limit on S co/Sc is
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reached, the length of the grain must be increased. In doing this, atten-

tion must be given to the possibility that acoustic driving due to velocity

coupling is being introduced in the T-burner. The important parameter

that should be considered is not the length of the propellant grain, Lbp but

the non-dimensional length of the propellant grain, P3 ZL b/L. If velocity

coupling is to be avoided, P must be maintained as small as possible.

For low frequency tests (long T-burner chambers) this is not a problem.

However, for high frequency tests (short T-burner chambers) when the

losses are large, large values of 13 may be necessary to achieve self-

excited oscillations. To minimize errors introduced by neglecting ve-

locity coupling, P 0. 1 is desirable. For larger values of P, some ac-

counting of velocity coupling may be required (see §5. 4.4).

3. 4. 5 An Example o Experimental Results. Figure 3.4-9

shows an oscillograph tra,:c of pressure oscillation growth periods for a

VATB test. Included are the suppressor activation signal and the fire

pulse for the test. Details on data reduction are given in 55. 1.2.
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FIRE PULSE

SUPPRESSOR ACTIVATION SIGNAL

FILTERED A C

PRESSURE TRACE

DC PRESSURE TRACE

Figure 3. 4-9 Reproduction of a VATB Test Record (ref. 3-5)
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4. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION

Similar instrumentation is required for using the pulsed, pulsed-

variable area, and the spontaneous growth variable-area T-burners (refs.

4-1 through 4-6). The instrumentation consists basicplly of high quality

pressure transducers, signal conditioning devices

such as amplifiers, an electronic filter, and a recording system such as

an FM tape deck and/or oscillographs. An event sequencer is also needed

to control the ignition, actuation of the suppression device or the pulser,

time delay between spontaneous growths or pulses, and the termination of

tests.

4. 1 General Description of Instrumentation

Figure 4.1-1, taken from ref. 4-4, shows the simplest form of the
instrumentation required. A more elaborate system is shown in Figure

4.1-2. The specific instrumentation and detailed arrangements vary with

each facility, depending on the available equipment. The most important

considerations in designing and operating T-burner instrumentation are to

ensure durability, adequate frequency response capability and resolution;

to reduce intrinsic noise to very low levels: and to generate both immedi-

ate and permanent records which can be examined manually and later

processed electronically.

The capability of processing the data electronically, either simul-

taneously with the test or at a later time, is often not essential. Direct

display of the band pass filter's signals on the oscillograph can be a more

economical option. The pulsed DB/AB method (refs. 4-6 and 4-10) has

been developed successfully without expensive recording equipment.

Tests based on the variable area, and pulsed variable-area methods can

also be conducted without incurring the large expense of an FM tape deck.

However, for work at high frequencies, the use of a tape deck may be re-

quired to obtain detailed information.

An option to get a quick-look at the data can be advantageous for

.nonitoring the tests as they are performed. An oscilloscope fitted with

a Polaroid camera or an oscillograph can be used for this purpose (refs.

4-1, 4-2, and 4-8).

Detailed specifications for each unit of the instrumentation are not
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presented here because of the highly specialized nature of such informa-

tion. Typical instrumentation is listed in Table 4. 1. Optional instruments

are enclosed by the dashed lines in Figure 4. 1-2.

TABLE 4. 1 Typical Instruments Used in

Existing T-Burner Facilities

Pressure Transducers:

Oscillatory Pressure: Kistler Model 701A, 603A, and 701H;

Photocon Type 403: Dynagage Model 403

Mean Pressure: Norwood 111, Tabor Z06, Dynisco PT 79T

Amplifiers:

Kistler Model 568 and 504

Bay Laboratories, Inc. Model 3512

Filters"

Krohnite Models 310-AB, 3700 R, and 330 MR

Spencer Kennedy Laboratories Model 302

Burr-Brown Model HPB-10R0

Oscillograph:

Honeywell X,-odel 1508 Visicorder; CEC Models 5-114, 6-124, and

5-133

Tape Recorders:

Ampex Models AR-200, FR-1300, and ES-100; Sangamo 47B

Precision Instruments Model 400A

Oscilloscopes:

Tektronix Model 555 and Model 535

Beattie-Coleman Periscope for Polaroid Camera

From references 4-1. 4-3, 4-5, 4-6, 4-8, and 4-9. The identification
of specific manufacturers models is not an endorsement of the product.
Components of quality comparable to those listed could be substituted.

Detailed instrumentation diagrams are given on page 99 of ref.

4-2, page 9 of ref. 4-5 for the variable area method; and page 16 of ref.

4-9, Figure 8 of ref. 4-3, and reference 4-6 for the pulsed methods.
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4. 2 Pressure Transducers

Twr, basic types of transducers have been utilized in T-burner

testing. h.Qst commonly, a piezoelectric transducer is uses to measure

the incipient oscillations and a strain gauge type to measure the mean

pressure. Kistler Instrument Corp. 's model 603 and 701 transducers and

the Dynagage model 403 have been used extensively at several facilities.

Kistler model 504 and 568 charge amplifiers and the Kistler model 562

calibrator are used in conjunction with the piezoelectric gauge. Mean

pressures have been measured with Norwood Ill, Taber 206, and Dynisco

PT 79T gauges.

Transducers should be checked for the effect of acceleration of the

T-burner on the data. This can be accomplished by blind mounting an

identical pressure transducer next to the regular transducer and pressur-

izing the burner. Actuation of the suppression device provides the impulse

needed to accelerate the transducer (4-5).

The high temperature gases will not affect the flush mounted

Kistler unit for duratiens of several seconds, with only a thin film of sili-

cone grease as protection. The coating of grease also protects the trans-

ducer from chemical attack by the corrosive products of combustion.

Periodic calibration of the pressure transducers is recommended.

Calibration after 10 ) routine tests should be adecuate (refs. 4-4 to 4-6).

Recalibration sooner may be required if a major pressure excursion is

noted, or if the transducer is exposed directly to the combustion products.

Maintenance and care of the transducers, cables, and a3sociated equip-

ment can be found in the manufacturers' literature.

4. 3 Oscillograph Records

Recording oscillographs not requiring chemical proces-

sing of the filn or paper are most convenient for recording the data. The

oscillographs are also used to provide a visible record of data played back

from FM recorders and for the quick-look examiration of the data. Re-

corders which have been used are CEC models 5-1i 4, 5-124, 5-133, and

Honeywell model 1508. The oscillograph should be capable of relatively

high speed recording (recommended ; 60 ips).
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Among the galvanometers used are the CEC 7-362 and 7-361

which have flat responses within 5 per cent to 2500 and 5000 Hs, respective-

ly. Galvanometers capable of flat response to approximately 25, 000 Hz are

available but generally not required in T-burner operations.

4.4 Filtering

Oscillatory pressure data can be directly recorded on FM and

played back through appropriate filters, or recorded directly on an oscil-

lograph for the permanent record or for quick-look examination. One

procedure is to pass the signal thrcugh a high band pass filter and then

through a eet of band pass filters set at ± 10 per cent of the T-burner

natural frequency.

The Spencer Kennedy Laboratories (SKL) model 302 and Krohnite

models 3700R, 330 MR, and 310AH have been used successfully.

Care must be exercised in setting the filters; experience has indi-

cated that amplification or reduction of the signal may occur if the settings

are respectively too wide or too narrow (ref. 4-5). A signal generator

can be used to determine whether distortion occurs in the amplifiers, or

filters. The appropriate setting of the band pass filters can be de-

termined by examining an oscillograph record of the reference signal

from the generator.

4. 5 Magnetic Recording and Spectral Analysis

FM magnetic recording systems are used to provide a wide fre-

quency band of recording capability. The FM tape also provides a perma-

nent record of the data which can be retrieved, manipulated, and examined

at any time. Saturation of the tape could become a problem for some test

conditions because of the high amplitude pressure signal. Thus, the in.

put signal amplifiers must be adjusted for various test conditions. FM

tape decks which have been used for T-burner data recording are: Ampex

FR-1300: Ampex ES-100, Ampex AR-ZOO, and Sangarno 47B.

The capability of reprocessing the data on the tapes is particularly

helpful for analysis of harmonic content. A Spectral Dynamics Model

10 A (ref. 4-5) and Quan-Tech equipment (ref. 4-1) have been used for

spectral analysis.

The Quan-Tech equipment incorporates an electrically-controlled
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variable band pass filter system havinig a frequency analysis capability

from 10 Hz to 5G, 000 Hz. The data display output of this equipment is in

visicorder format, and several options for data display are available.

The initial display identified all frequencies present in the data over any

given time interval. Specific fr zquencies can be selectively tracked to

provide a plot of frequency versus time and amplitude versus time of the

tracked frequency. Frequency data are accurate to within *5 per cent.

This equipment has the additional capability of performing phase analysis

by reading directly the phase difference between the filtered signals from

two channels of data (ref. 4-1).

4. 6 Instrumentation for Suppression Devices

Control of the time of onset of oscillation growth is discussed in

§ 3. 2 and 3. 3. A Helnholtz resonator coupled to one end of the T-burner

(refs. 4-5 and 4-2.1, a retractable paddle at the vent section (refs. 4-1 and

4-Z), and a rotatit.g valve (ref. 4-3) have been used to control the growth

period onset. Details of the operation can be found in the literature (refs.

4-1 to 4-3, and 4-5).

Monitoring the action of the suppressicn device is recommended to

ascertain its location in relationship to the onset or suppression of the os-

cillatory pressure. A linear potentiometer (e. g. Collins, LVDT model

55-08) attachied to the actuation mechanism is satisfactory (ref. 4-2).

The T-burner pressure, frequency, and propellant influence the

force required to actuate the suppression device. The operation conditions

required to achieve rapid actuation of the suppression device must be de-

termined experimentally.

4.7 Peak Follouer Circuit (PFC)

An electronic PFC has been developed (ref. 4-11) which can be

used effectively in simplifying the reduction of T-burner data.

Many advantages are present in the application of the PFC concept

to the acquisition and reduction of T-burner data, including-

(a) simplicity of data reduction,

(b) higher accurac-,,

(c) consistent results,

(d) time savings.
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As an indication of the time which can be saved in the reductiop of

T-burner data by using the PFC, the growth or decay constant can be ob-

tained from the oscillograph record in approximately 3 minutes. This

data reduction technique enables an investigator to immediately determine

whicn are the linear portions of the growth or decay curves. The PFC

reduction method provides "quick-look' data, for the growth and decay

constants, which are as accurate as the time consuming hand-reduced

data or the expensive computer-reduced data.
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5. ANALYSIS AND REDUCTION OF DATA

The purpose of this section is to cover in some detail the general

f roblem of obtaining quantitative results from T-burner tests. Not all

questions have been settled. further discussion and results may be found in

refs. 5-1 to 5-6. Most of the material in this section rests on the subjects

already covered in § 2-4. Appreciation of many of the courses of action

suggested here, and the difficulties encountered, will require a good un-

derstanding of the preceding material. Some of the problems discussed

here are also encountered in testing with propellants not containing metal.

Consequently, the earlier T-Burner Manual (ref. 5-7 ) contains useful

background information.

5. 1 Methods for Reducing Data

In this section, methods are described for reducing data taken with

the pulsed DB/AB and VATB test methods. For this discussion, it is as-

sumned that the T-burner data are contained on an oscillograph record.

The methods for da'a reduction, therefore, are described in terms of

"hand reduction" approaches. If computerized methods are to be em-

ployed, the same basic information i. applicable in the development of the

computer programming. A few brief remarks and references on work

making more elaborate use of computers are given in 6 5. 1. 3.

5. 1. 1 Pulsed DBIAB Method

5. 1. 1. 1 Measurements from the pulsed DB/AB test records.

A typical oscillograph record from a pulsed DB/AB test is shown

in Figure 3. 3-8. Data that should be extracted from such a test record

are as follows:

t. the time of ignition. This time is defined as the time

when the mean pressure starts to rise, as shown in

Figure 5. 1-1.

t bo the burnout time. This time is defined as the time

corresponding to the intersection of lines r'rawn

through the pressure (during burning) and pressure

decay (after burning) as indicated in Figure 5. I.1.

TABO the time after burnout. The time after burnout is the

time interval between tbo and the first "usable" cycle
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of the A13 pulse as snown in Figu, e 5. 1-1. Thc first
"usable" cycle is the first cycle that is sinusoidal in

shape and is followed by oscillations of decreasing

amplitude.

f frequency. The average frequency for the DB andAB

pulse decays is determined from the number of cycles

measured in the decay period and the corresponding

time inte "val for the total number of cycles counted

(Figure 5. 1-2).

- number of cycles counted
time period of cycles counted

p' amplitude of pressure oscillations during a decay

period. The peak-to-peak amplitude of pressure os-

cillation during the decay period is measured as

shown in Figure 5. 1-2. Lines are constructed between

the mininmn pep.s of adjacent oscillations (shown as

daFhed lines in Figure 5. 1-2); the vertical distance

between that line and the encompassed mhaximum peak

is measured tu give the amplitude of a cycle. This

measured amplitude can be utilized in subsequent cal-

culations or converted to pressure based on the cali-

bration data for the high frequency pressure transducer.

p mean pressure fur the test. This pressure is defined

as the initial pressure in the surge tank. Because of

the small amount of propellant used in the DB/AB

method, the mean pressure rise during burning is

only ?-4 per cent.

5. 1. 1. 2 A Methodof reducing pulsed DB/AB data

In this section, the method used in ref. -l is described. The final

data obtained from a pulsed DB/AB test consist of the iollowing:

run number

propellant type and lot number

grain configuration

T-burner length, L
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burn area ratio. S. . /S or S. IS
I e I CU OS cO

fr.qucny of oscillations, I

mean pressure, p

web thickness
average burn rate, r tbo-t.

during btbrning decay constant, M

after burning decay constant, M 2

The only parameters that require discussion are the decay constants, a 1

and 0. The decay constant can be defined as

Pn POexp(-C(t n )

where

Po is the amplitude of the first cycle,

Pn is the amplitude of the n th cycle,

t is the time interval between A and nn P fl

Ideally, the decay constant can be determined from the slope of a straight

line drawn through the data plotted on a tn(*n)versus cycle number plot.

The decay constant is

0 fl 0 f^l
= or C- n
n T

where n is the number of cycles between the and P measurements.
a n

However, it has been found (ref. 5-8)that the data do not fall along

a straight line on such a plot. More specifically, the slope of the line is

dependent upon the amplitude of oscillations. Thus, this simple approach

to determining the decay ,onstant is not employed. Instead, the data are

fitted by an equation representing a nonlinear oscillator (ref. 5-9 ). With

the assumption that da/d5p- 0 and Ap -0, the form of the equation used

to fit the experirmenal pulse decay data is

S A 2  Ct (5.2. 0 )

Co+C APo2(
e  o

where C and C2 are "curve fitting" parameters.

A computer program can be used to minimize the least squares

deviation of the fitted curve and the data points. The function form of
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Eq. (5. 1. 1) gives a quite satisfactory fit to the data over the range of ex-

perimental data (Figure . 1-3) and also gives a reasonable value of CL

when extrapolated to zero pressure amplitude (ref. 5-1 ). The explicit

expression for C is:
C 2 2eC°t

L Co+C O : : ot (5. 1.2)

C+C 2 Ap2( 1- e 0

A computer data reduction procedure for a set of tests involves the

following steps. The data for the DB pulses are first individually fitted by

Eq. (5. 1. 1); then the mean value of DB pulse data is obtained from a least

squares fit of the data from individual pulses using Eq. (5. 1. 1). The

mean value of c 1 for the set of data is determined from Eq. (5. 1. 2) as a

function of the pressure amplitude. The sample deviation of CL about the

mean curve is also calculated.

The data for the AB pulses are also individually fitted by Eq. (5. 1. 1)

and M versus Ap is determined for each pulse. The "raw" tim- after

burnout (TABO') measured from the time of burnout to the first "usable"

pise cycle is corrected by the amount of time for the pressure to decay

from the first usable cycle to a given amplitude: that time is dcsigi*ated

TABO for that pa.ticular amplitude. The values of 0 from different tests

are plotted as a function of time after burnout as indicated in Figure 5. 1-

4. In order to approximate the reasoning of $ 3. 3. 3. 1 regarding the vari-

ation of a with time for a pulse after burnout, the following is done. The

p )' 'ed points 0. versus TABO are fitted (by a least squares method) wvith

a third order polynomial. The polynomial is constrained so that it passes

through the mean value of a 1 for the DB pulses, at an arbitrary time after

burnout (TABO) 0 less than zero, with slope of zero. Following this fitting

procedure, a d' representing all losses, is taken as the value of a2 at the

maximum magnitude as indicated in Figure 5. 1-4. The sample deviaticn

about the fitted curve is taken as the sample deviation about Od"

The reasoning behind this procedure is depicted in Figure 5. 1-4.

In the case of a destabilizing contribution from the burning propeilant

(positive a ), the relationship between L. and TABO is reasoned to be
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similar to that shown in Figure 5. i-4(a). At TABO's less than zero, az

should have the value of the mean DB decay alpha, i.e. , C1 equal to C&

the imposition of zero slope at (TABO) o accounts for a gradual transition

from C1 to md" The effect of the "arbitrary" choice of (TABO) ° was eval-

uated in ref. 5- 1; it was concluded that a reasonable choice of TABO) did

not critically affect the value of CdP i. e. , t - variation of Cd with (TABO)0

was small compared to the sample deviation about d

In the case of a stabilizing contribution from the propellant (nega-

tive Cc), the relationship between L2 and TABO is also fit by a third order

polynomial as shown in Figure 5. 1-4(b). The same reasoning as above is

applied in this case, except that ad is taken as the "plateau" or inflection

point of the fitted curve. The situation of a negative a. has been observedC

on occasion. If it were a more common occurrence, one would probably

find that a fifth order curve fit (as indicated by the dashed line in Figure

5. 1-4(b)) would be a much better approximation.

With many propellants tested using the DB/AB method, the frequen-

cy of the At3 decay is sufficiently lower than that of the DB decay so that a

correction in frequency is felt necessary in order to calculate Mc from th-e

M1 and CLd data. The procedure used in the DB/AB method is to conduct

tests at various frequencies to develop an empirical relationship between

td and frequency. From the relationship cLd is "corrected" to the fre-

quency of cI before the calculation of .c is made.

5. 1. 1. 3 Some exarniples of experimental results.

An example of pressure amplitude decay data from a pulsed DB/AB

T-burner test was shown in Figure 5. 1-3. The correlating line for each

pulse decay was the least squares fit to the measured data using Eq.

(5. 1. 1). The values ,of CL for pulses during burning were obtained as a

function of oscillatory pressur amplitude by using Eq. (5. 1. 2). the coeffi-

cients C 0 and C 2 were determined by the least squares fit to the amplitude-

time data. An example of these reduced data, aI versus Ap, for a par-

ticular test is shown in Figure 5. 1-5.

The values of M for pulses after burnout are calculated in the same

manner as above. For the general case where those values, obtained as

a function of TABO, are used to determine a d , plots are constructed for

cL ap a function of TABO for a series of pressure amplitudes (usually 1, 2,
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3, 4psi); Lhe data are then fitted by a least squares method to a third order

polynomial for each pressure amplitude. A typical plot is shown in Figure

5. 1-6 for a pressure amplitude of 4 psi; the value of a d obtained from-1
these data is -170 sec .

The variation of CL. with pressure amplitude for ANB 3066 propel-

lant is shown in Figure 5. 1 -7(a) to indicate the degree of OLd dependence

on pressure amplitude. The data bars indicate one standard deviation.

The variation of c with pressure amplitude for ANB 3066 propel-

lant is shown in Figure 5. 1-7(b). This was determined by combining CLI
and Od at the appropriate pressure amplitudes and frequency. The data

bars indicate one standard deviation.

5. 1. t Variable Area T-Burner Method

5. '.2. 1 Measurements from the VATB test records.

A typical oscillograph record from a VATB test is shown in Fig-

ure 3. 4-9. An enlargement of one growth cycle is presented in Fig-ire

5. 1-8 for the purpose of describing methods of data reduction. Data

that should be extracted from such a test record are as follows:

t. the time of ignitionig

This time is measured at the igniter peak pressure as indicated by

the output of the mean pressure transducer shown in Figure 5. 1-8.

tbo the time of burnout

This time is measured at the onset of pressure oscillation decay as

indicated by the output of the high frequency transducer. A line should be

drawn through the limiting amplitude of oscillation preceding decay onset

as shown in Figure 5. 1-8. The intersection of these lines is the time of

burnout.

Pi the initial mean pressure

This pressure is measured from the output of the mean pressuze

transducer after an equilibrium pressure is established following the igni-

tion transient. An example is shown in Figure 5. 1-8.

pf the final meai pressure

This pressure is measured from the mean pressure transducer at

time tbo, For pulsed VATB tests (where there is no limiting amplitude os-

cillation at burnout), an orifice is normally placed in the T-burner exhaust

vent to cause a DC pressure rise. Burnout is then determined as in the

pulse technique, as shown in Figure 5. 1-1.
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P.. the amplitude of pressure oscillations during the growth

(or decay) period

This pressure is measured from the output of the high frequency

transducer during the growth period(s). The peak-to-peak amplitude is

measured as shown in Figure 5. 1-8. A series of straight lines is con-

structed along lines parallel to the timing lines. The measurement of

amplitude should be initiated at a time where peak-to-peak amplitude of

sinusoidal waves first exceeds 0. 10 inches and should be terminated at a

time where a limiting amplitude is achieved. The number of measure-

ments depends upon the frequency of the oscillations and/or the number of

cycles occurring during the growth period. The amplitude of at least 10

cycles should be measured during a linear growth period. If fewer cycles

are found to occur during the growth period, then each cycle should be

measured. If more than 10 cycles occur, then 10 cycles (with approxi-

mately equal spacing) should be measured. If no linear regime is found

from a tnp' versus cycles plot, additional cycles should be exanined in

regimes where linearity is suggested. Of course, the best approach is to

measure the amplitude of each cycle: however, this is very time consum-

ing for cases of high frequency and/or slow growth.
th

t the time of n growth during a VATB testn
This time is measured at the middle of the linear region associated

with the n th growth as shown in Figure 5. 1-8.
th

fn the frequency of the n growth during a VATB test
This frequency is determined by first measuring the distance be-

tween x cycles in the growth period. The distance measured is then con-

verted to time by measuring the distance between y timing marks or cy-

cles. These initial and final timing marks or cycles should be located to

encompass the space interval dictated by the x cycles considered in the

growth period as shown in Figure 5. 1-E. The frequency of the pressure

oscillations is calculated from the expression

f f timing marks x cycles
o distance between y timing marks distance between x cycles

where f is the timing mark frequency.

The number of pressure oscillations to be included in this approach

and the oscillograph paper speed dictate the error in this comptation.
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The following "rule of thumb" is recommended for paper speed:

.05 - .I
paper speed - period of oscillations

and the number of oscillations should be at least ten, or all that occur dur-

ing the linear region of a tnp' versus cycles plot.

It the limiting pressure amplitude

This pressure is measured at a point in time where the acoustic

pressure achieves a limiting value immediately following the growth

period.

t It the time of limiting pre- ' e amplitude

This time is measured at tfl ' ,Lnt where P..is measured (e. g. see

Figure 5. 1-8).

5. 1. 2. Z Methods of reducing VATB data.

The final data obtained from VATB testing should consist of the fol-

lowing parameters (additional nomenclature is shown in Figure 5. 1-9):

run number; propellant type and lot: grain configuration and length; T-

burner length, L; suppressor cycle, n: time of growth, t n inert area as-h
sociated with the leading edge of the grain, IA 2 : end area ratio at the end

cap.. beI/Sc ; end area ratio at the leading edge of the grain, Sbe2/Sco.

side area ratin, S bs/S : cross-sectional area change, S !S : dimension-

less grain lergth; frequency of oscillations, f: mean pressure, p; average

burning rate r: limiting pr.ssure, 1),: time of limiting pressure, t

growth constant, O.

Methods of calculating the geometric parameters are presented in

Table 5. - 1.

5. 1. Z. 3 Some examples of experimental results.

Figure 5. 1-10 shows three portions of a typical pressure record

from a VATB test. Parts (a) and (b) show the behavior during the time

periods when the paddle suppressor is inserted and withdrawn. Part (c)

shows the growth period subsequent to the time when khe paddle was with-

drawn. The oscillations in this case grew with no apparent distortion

(but see also Figures 2.4-1 and 2.4-2). Figure 5. 1-11 is a plot of the

peak - to - peak amplitude for the oscillations. The data are plotted

as measured amplitude versus cycle number. It can be seen that
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(a) Paddle Ins :rted

(b) Paddle Removed

(c) Growth period subsequent to (b)

ire5. 1 -10 Reproduction of Portions of a Typical P Iess ure Record
from a VATB Test (ref. 5-2)
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Figure 5. 1-11 Plot of the -rowth Period Shown in Figure 5. 1 -10
(rei. 5-2)
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the growth period is linear on this semi-logarithmic piot and that th

growth constant is constant over a growth period exceeding thi-ty cycles.

Figure 5. 1-12 shows a plot of VATB data c rrelated in the manner

suggested by the one-dimensional analysis. Eq. (3.2. 1 ). The coordinates

of the plot are described in §3. Z. i and Figure 3.2-1. As noted in the key,

the data were obtained in various laboratories.

In Figure 5. 1-13, some of the data from ref. 5-3 are shown plot-

ted directly as growth constant for three area ratios. The data are for

the propellant ANB 3066 tested at 800 Hz and 500 psi in a ).. 5-inch 'burner.

The oscillations are spontaneously unstable at the two higher area ratios,

but must be pulsed at the low, st. The data were analysed for the propel-

lant response function and damping ,:onstant, with and without the pulse

data included. The results are summarized in Table 5. 1-2;the response to

velocity coupling, introduced in §5.4.4, is assignedthe fixedvalue 5. Includ-

ing the pulse tests reduces the error bands by a factor of 5, showing the ad-

vantage of the pulsed/variable area technique. The reduced error bars are a

result of testing orer a wider range of area ratios.

Table 5. 1-2 Pulsed/Variable Area Data

Case B VF R i) Correlation
S "d I v Coefficient

____ ____ ____(sec-

no pu~sed dat 2.2 *0.5 -66+47 -i 5 0. 853

pulse data included 2.3 0.1 -74±9 -1 5 0.985

5. :. 3 Digital Data Reduction. In ref 5-5, a method for convert-

ing recorded analog data to digital data has been described. Values of the

growth or decay constant ior each period of an oscillation were produced

as part of the c tput. A similar approach was examined as part of the

program reported in ref. 5-2, but discarded because of the expense. The

potexf*al advantages of data reduction by machine are the subjective bias

might -e removed, and spectral content oi the data can be carried out.

The disadvantages are the expense involved; and, particularly in research
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programs, the fact that records for new propellants, and those showing 

unusual behavior, must in any case be examined visually. Automated data

reduction has not been widely used. It may eventually prove more at-

tractive for application to routine testing when large amounts of data must

be reduced. No positive recommendation can be made on tl;e basis of ex-

perience to date.

5. Z Preliminary and Qualitative Evaluation of Data

Considerable expense and effort can be saved if raw data are

carefully reviewed before detailed reduction is carried out. Early display

of the pressure record on an oscilloscope is very useful for detecting
failures of equipment or of experimental procedure. With experience,

more can be learned from records, short of quantitative analysis. It is

the purpose of this section to summarize briefly some of the character-

istics more comnonly encountered, and their interpretation. The central

question is whether or not a reord is to be accepted as valid data.

5. 2. 1 Acceptance Criteria for VATB Data. Ideally, data taken

with a variable-area T-burner should satisfy the following requirements-

(a) ignition of the grains should be simultaneous and uniform,

thereby assuring as nearly as possible identical histories
during burning, and simultaneous burnout-

(b) the growth of the amplitude of oscillations occurs when the

suppression device is totally inactive- the paddle must be

fully retracted, or the resonator disconnected;

(c) the amplitude increases linearly on a semi-log plot versus

time;

(d) the oscillation shown or. an unfiltered trace is a clean

sinusoid at the fundamental frequency, containing little or

no content of higher modes.

The first two items are matters of experimental procedure. Non-simulta-

neous ignition may be exhibited as two humpe in the early rrtion of the

pressure record, or as an unusually gradual decay of pressure at the end.

If a transducer is installed at each end of the burner, a more precise in-

dication is possible. Because the condition of the suppression device,

e. g. the posiiion of the paddle, should be indicated on the oscillograph
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record, it is a simple matter to determinc whether oscillations occur

during an acceptable time interval. 4

The second two items above may not in fact be satisfied, but do not

necessarily constitute a basis for rejecting the data. It is not possible to

generalize, because different propellants may produce quite different be-

havior. If doubt exists, the obvious recourse is repeated tests. Further

comments on the presence of frequencies other than the fundamental are

given below in § 5.2. 3.

If the growth of oscillations is relatively slow, significant changes

in the grain geometry (especially the area ratio Sb/S co) may occur. This

may produce an uncertainty in establishing the geometry corresponding to

the measured growth constant. Roughly, if the growth constant is less

than 20 sec-, the change of geometry should be examined and appropri-

ately taken into account.

5. 2. 2 Acceptance Criteria for Pulsed DB/AB and Pulsed VATB

Duta. In addition to items (a), (c), and (d) listed above, the following

should be noted:

(a) in pulsed DB/AB tests, if the burniLiig time of a test devi-

ates by more than *5 per cent of the average of a set, the

data from the pulse after burnout should be rejected;

(b) if the slope of the decay constant versus pressure ampli-

tude for a pulse is positive (i. e., the magnitude of damp-

ing increases with decreasing pressure amplitude as the

pulse decays), then the pulse data should be rejected.

The first should be enforced to eliminate tests in which simultaneous

burnout does not occur. If the behavior noted in item (b) is observed, it

may reflect abnormal burning, such as the presence of a sliver, or non-

simultaneou; burnout if the pulse is "after-burnout. " The behavior is

rarely seen consistently, but examples of repeated records of this sort

have been found.

S. 2. 3 Presence of Higher Modes in T-Burners. It is an essential

assumption for the test methods described in §3 and most commonly used

that only a single mode -- almost always the fundamental -- is unstable

during a test. However, due to nonlinear effects or broad-band excitation
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(as with a pulse), other modes may be observed. Unfortunately, as re-

marked in 1Z. 5, relatively large amounts of higher modes may not cause

obvious distortion in oscillograph records.

For simplicity, the presence of higher modes will often be re-

ferred to here as "harmonic content. " The importance of harmonic con-

tent,both for the reduction of data and in respect to the fundamental proc-

esses involved in the combustion/flow field coupling, is not understood.

It is necessary nonetheless to examine records at least qualitatively for

the presence oi higher modes. No guidelines can be offered, although it

is clear that if too much harmonic content is present, the data cannot be

interpreted by techniques currently available. How much is "too much"

is not known.

5. 2. 3. 1 Harmonic excitation due to palsing.

It seems inevitable that a certain amount of harmonic content must

accompany excitation of oscillations with a pulse. However, proper se-

lection of pulser location and orientation tends to minimize harmonic

content (ref. 5-5). The pulser may be located one quarter of the burn-

er length from one end and, as nearly as possible, aimed down the axis of

the T-burner toward the nozzle. This orientation seems to generate os-

cillations that have the cleanest waveforms over the longest length of time.

In general, the harmonic content produced will also be a function

of propellant area, pulse amplitude, and vent areas. Consistent trends

are not always observed; but in general, larger pulse amplitudes, larger

propellant areas, and smaller vent areas produce a higher harmonic con-

tent.

5. 2. 3. 2 Harmonic content in the VATB.

Certain conditions in the VATB tend to produce a higher harmonic

content. Long grain lengths (P >0.25) which are used with high area ratios

increase the amount of harmonic content caused by velocity coupling. Al-

so, ir. general, decreasing area ratios decrease harmonic content. Large

negative lips which occur late in a firing with recessed grains are con-

ducive to higher harmonic content (ref. 5-3).

Attempts t,) test at very low frequencies are often frustrated by an

excess amount of harmonic content. This seems to result when the first
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mode frequency is significantly lower than that at the peak of the curve for

the combustion response as a function of frequency. In that case, the

value for the response at the second mode frequency is much larger than

at the frequency of the fundamental, and the second mode may be more un-

stable than the first. As a rough guide, frequencies of 300 Hz and below

may be in the troublesome regime.

5. 2. 3. 3 Other sources.

Another" source of harmonics that can occur even with low ampli-

tude oscillations is the very poorly understood phenomena of mode coupling.

Also, coupling between the surge tank and burner can produce unexpected

frequencies, although these are usually lower than the fundamental.

Finally, vibration of the burner may produce spurious signals that can be

erroneously interpreted as harmonic content or surge tank coupling.

5. 3 Reproducibility and Data Scatter

The problem of obtaining good reproducible data with T-burners is

a difficult one. It has not been satisfactorily solved so far as obtaining

qua.Ltitative data is concerned. Sufficient experience has been gained that

qualitative testing can usually be done successfully with acceptable repro-

ducibility. The discussion in this section is principally directed to ques-

tions associated with tests intended to oroduce quantitative results.

Small variations in propellant composition may cause apparent

scatter in data. This problem is not addressed here. Generally, thosc

directly concerned with a particular program must determine the extent

to which comrositional variables affect the data, and whether it is a mat-

ter for practical concern. For example, unstable oscillations in a T-

burner may exhibit obviously different behavior with different samples of

ostensibly the same propellant tested under the same conditions. If this

is a genuine result, not, for example, due to poorly cast samples, then

one must consider the possible implications for behavior in a motor.

It is the intent here to treat briefly somewhat more general ques-

tions related to test techniques. A fundamental problem is the large num-

ber of parameters and variables. These cannot be controlled with arbi-

trary precision and indeed, some cannot be measured precisely. The av-

erage pressure and temperature can usually be set quite accurately and
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measured. On the other hand. ignition processes are crucial, but can be

assessed only indirectly. The many geometrical variables can be fixed

for a series of tests, but the effects of s-mall changes are not necessarily

known. Viscous effects, for example, change with geometry, but almost

no analyses are available for the problems arising in T-burners.

The -nalyses described in §Z and 3 are by no means complete,

particularly in respect to viscous processes. When they are used to in-

terpret and reduce data, it is therefore difficult, if not sometimes im-

possible, to identify disagreement between analysis and experiment as

data scatter, lack of reproducibility, or simple the consequence of an

incomplete analysis.

'.'or these reasons, statistical analysis of the data, guided by the

available formal analytical results, has become increasingly useful. That

subject is covered in 75. 4. 3 and in Appendix B. The remarks here are

descriptive only.

5. 3. 1 Data Scatter Due to Geometric Effects. A principal con-

tribution to data scatter is the size of discontinuity in cross-sectional

area which occurs at the und of the cup or cylindrical grain. The depend-

ence predicted by the one-dimensional analysis (§Z. 2) of this lip effect is

shown (in Figure .=. ,- 1. Theinfluence of both the area ratios, Sb!Sco and

S /S , as well as the grain length for the modified one-dimensional mod-

el are also shown on the figure. Experimental data as discussed in §3
have been shown to scatter widely, depending on the condition at the end

of the grain. The dependence of the normalized growth constant due to

combustion only, CC /B, shown on Figure 5. 3-1, does not account forC

any viscous effects. Unexpected behavior was observed with the pulse-

decay technique when "vortex generator" rings were placed in the T-

burner (ref. 5-1).

Cylindrical or cup-shaped grains can be tapered to provide a near-

constant area ratio during the burn time and to reduce possible flow ef-

fects due to an abrupt step. This minimizes variations in Sb/Sco during

the measurements of the growth C , thus improving accuracy and elimi-

nating the need to calculate a changing area ratio during the time the

growth constant is measured. Data reduction is simplified, and both data
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scatter and uncertainty arc reduced. The per cent error in a measured

grow h constant can be estimated from the rate of change of area ratio

per unit time, which can be readily calculated for a cylindrical test sam-

ple. The per cent error in the measured growth constant for a cylindrical

(non-tapered) grain is:

At At Aa At A (Sb/S co )Aw
5. Et t -- _6Sb/5 co 0 w ZW At

The time over which a growth constant is measured may be estimated as

Z.3/o sec. The term AO/J(Sb/S co) is approximately the growth constant

due to combustion only. The rate of change _f area ratio with propel-

lant web is D for a cylinder, and L'w//It is the propellant burn rate.Co
The per cent error is then

4.6c (S bS I) 4.6ct (S bS )o
c co c M b co

For ANB i066, the magnitude ';f the error that can be introduced by the

change in area ratio is shown in Figure 5. 3-2. The error is most signifi-

cant in a smaller burner and at lower area ratios. The resultant effect on

response functinn data would be roughly 5 per cent in a 1. 5-inch burner,

and roughly ' per cent in a Z. 9-inch burner. This demonstrates the po-

tential advantage of using the tapered grains, if other uncertainties are

relatively less than that treated here.

5. 3. Z Measurement Uncertainties. As with any experiment, the

T-burner test method should be examined for sources of error and the un-

certainty of numerical measurements should be estimated. in this sub-

section, attention is focussed on measurement uncertainties.

Because measurement uncertainties are governed by the T-burner

diameter, grain size, and the method of data acquisition, a unique set of

uncertainties asseciated with T-burner measurements cannot be stated.

However, ger.eral guidelines for determining the uncertainties can be

stated along with some typical values for an assumed T-burnex.

5. 3. 2. 1 Cuidelines for determining measurement uncertainties.

Table 5.3-1 presents a summary of important quantities that are

me, .red from the T-burner configuration and calculated from the T-

burner data. These quantities are necessary for determining the response
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ft-xnti ,-% of the pronellant. The uncertainty expression for each measured

or calcutated quantity ir. incltded in the table.

5. 3.2.2 Some examples.

A knowledge of measurement uncertainty is useful for identifying

the number of significant figures that should be carried n data recorded

from the T-burner test. In Table 5. 3-1, a set of assumed measured

quantities are listed along with assumed uncertainties associated with the

measurements. Based on the assumed values, the unz-!rtainties for cal-

culated quantities are listed.

5. 4 Methods for Obtaining the Response Functions and Particle Damping

from Experimental Data

An essential problem arising in the use of T-burners to obtain

quantitative results is that the items eventually desired cannot be meas-

ured directly. In principle, pressure records contain the information,

but numerical values for the response functions and particle damping can

be determined only by inaking use of a stability analysis. Consequently,

the resul~s inevitably rest on some approximations and assumptions.

After a brief discussion of the assumptions generally used, the direct

application of stability analyses and statistical analysis are treated in

this section. Some of the material has already been discussed in 5!2 and

3; further details of specific applications may be found in the references.

5. 4. 1 Assumptions and Approximatio s. The major assumptions

and approximations used in the one- and three-dimensional e-nalyses have

been summarized in 62. For the stability analyses commonly used, the

most important requirements, built into the formalism, are that the

Mach number of both the acoustic and average flow fields be small, and,

in fact, the acoustic Mach number should be smaller than the - verage

Mach number. There is no experinental information which will place

more definite limits. It seems to be true that linear behavior (the am-

plitude grows exponentially in time) is observed not only for larger am-

plitudes than one has reason to expect, but also under conditions when

the acoustic Mach number, in at least part of the chamber, is much

larger than the average value. The nonlinear analyses discussed in 62

suggest possible re~aons for this result, but the question is not yet sa -
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isfactorily answered.

In any event, the analyses described earlier are used as presented,

or in simplified form for special cases. Beyond the formal assumptions,

a number of approximations are usually made in respect to physical proc-

esses in the burner: these include the following:

(1) The response functions are independent of position on the

burning surface. Although a distinction has been made be-

tween the values for lateral and end surfaces, the quantities

B and B are almost always assumed to be constant on thes C

side (lateral) and end surfaces respectively.

(2) Possible influences of the mean flow on the response functions

and damping processes are ignored.

(3) The various contributions to both the growth and decay con-

stant are assumed to be independent of time.

(4) The influence of the products introduced by hot pulse units is

ignored.

(5) The influence of flow from the surge tank into the burner due

to cooling after burnout is ignored when the decay constant or

a pulse after burnout is analyzed.

(6) The combustion of the last layers of propellant is assumed to

be unaffected by cool adjacent wall, so that the combustion

products in the chamber after burnout are the same as those

present during burning.

(7) The influences of residual burning within the volume are usu-

ally ignored, so particle sizes are assumed to be independent

of position and length of burner.

(8) The combustion products, in particular the size of particles,

is assumed to be independent of mean flow.

This is not intended to be a complete list. Additional assumptions

and approximations may be usefully introduced in special situations.

Further discussion of these and related questions may be found in 57.

5. 4. 2 Direct Methods for Obtaining the Response Functions and

and Particle Damping. The analyses carried out to obtain the response

functions and particle damping, or particle size, range from quite crude
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(which can he very useful) forms to applicatiop -f the complete results

discussed ir. §2.

j.4.2. I Values obtained from DB/AB iata.

Testing by the pulse method has proved most useful ior obtaining

qualitative information and for quantitative compari3ons based on the de-

cay constants observed during and after burning. In principle, values 'or

the response function can be obtained, but those who have used the tech-

nique most extensiwly (ref. 5-- 1 ) have done so only in an ap"roximate

way. The formula (3. 2. 10) is used,

4f MT bB + M (5.4.1)
Co

with the following assumptions:

(: The value of ad during burning is the same as Md after burnout.

A frequency correction is made (see ref. 5-1) so the value of

a d used is that for the frequency observed during the growth

period.

12 ) The vent is assumed to have no influence.

(3) The average burning rate is computed trom T-burner tests as

the ratio of web thickness to burn time.

(4) 'The velocity if sou.iJ is computed from the length of burner

and observed frequency with the formula a z ?.Lf.

Equation (5.4. 1) may then be solved for B e. Because only end

discs have been used in DB/AE testing, the response function for end

grains is obtained. If on- assumes that Ctd is entirely due to particle

damping, then the values of the decay constant for the pulse after burnout

can be used, with formulas such as that given in Appendix D. 1, to obtain

an ftimate for the average pai cicle size. Values obtained in this way

have been reported, for !xampl.e, in ref. 5-2.

5.4.2. 2 Values obtained from VA[B and pulsed VATB data.

Equation (2. 2. 3), or a modified form, has been most commonly

used t- interpret data takfn witi, variable-area T-burners. The simplest

forins arise in the cases of end grains, or short lateral grains flush with

the walls:
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[ bbe

m L 3-- ]1Be ' Qd (end grais only) (5.4.2)
co

L s B + d(lateral grains) (5.4.3)
co p s

%heie (P/P)s is the pressure fluctuation at the location of the sample. For

(5.4. 3) to be valid, the grain must be sufficiently short that the pressure

is tssentially uniform, but fluctuating in time. Otherwise, the brackets

multiplying B s contain the f,,nction g, , and depend on the length of the

grain as well as its position in the burner. All of the assumptions listed

in §5.4. 1 are used to obtain (5.4. c and (5.4. 3). It should be recalled

(see 6 1 and Appendix E) that the quantity B is related to the real part

of the response function by

(r) , - Ub (r)
B -_ - Rb (5.4.4,

a a

The original suggestion for testing with variable area (see ref. 5-1)

was based on Eq. (5. 4.2). As suggested above, the ratio a/L can be re-

placed by twice the observed frequency. A plot of the measured values of

aversus a S. /1 5 c has slope B and intercept a. if the losses are con-
Ue coe a0-

stant for the series of tests. A similar plot ,ising (5 4. 3), subject to the

many approximations used, will give B s . For metallized propellants,

small disturbances will generally not be unstable if only end grains are
used; to obtain B , one must then either use a pulse technique, nr use cv-

C

lindrical and end grains together. The appropriate simplified equation is

-- bs -2
b -h L e + a - T 13 (15.4.5)

LS e L LS a- s d
CO Co p s

It has already been noted in § 3. 2 that accurate values for B are dif-e

ficult to obtain in this way becz use the first term in (5. 4. 5) is a relatively

small contribution to the right hand side when he-avily metallized propel-

lants are tested.

Perhaps the most obvious indication that one cr more of the as-

s mptions may be violat.td is that the plot of the growth constant versus

the variable brackets in (5. 4. 3) - (5.4. 5) is not a straight line. Significant

causes include the finite length of grains, variable combustion response

Another possible explanatin is that velocity coupling (5. 4. 4) ma-, be sig-
nific ant. 137
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over the burning surface, and dependence of the losses, i. e., d , on ge-

ometry. Nevertheless, this simple approach has ofter- been used success-

fully to obtain estimates of B and B .C 5

Pulsing with variable area serves most importantly to provide data

in the range of lower area ratios. The curve of 0. versus area ratio is

thereby better defined, and yields better values of both B and CLd' Figure

5. 1-3 clearly shows this feature.

To obtain R r) , the real part of the response function, from values

of B, the average speed ub of the gases leaving the burning surface must

be known. This is generally computed in the following way. Conservation

of mass applied to the flow across the solid/gas region at a burning surface

requires

pS r = pgUb +p p u p  (5.4.6)

Assume that the average speeds of the particles and gases are the same,

and that the local value of p p/pg = C at the edge of the combustion zone

is the equilibriumr valule for the pr'opellant. Henze, (5. 4. 6) gives

Sr psRT
--- =I+ LL -- (5 4.7)

N p m 'Yp

where i is the speed of sound for the product mixture in the chamber, and

y is the ratio of the specific heats for the mAxture (see Appendix E). All

quantities on the right hand side of (5.4. 8) are therefore known.

The procedures become increasingly compliLated as the geometry

differs more from a uniform tube, and if the losses (CLd) depend on geome-

trj. In particular, CLd contains partiele damping, wall losses, and the in-

fluence of the vent. All three may vary with geoin.try. The crudest as-

sumption is that only the particle damping is significant, and is independent

of geometry. The formula (D. 24) may then be used ab an approximation to

obtain an effective particle size.

The more complicated result, Eq. (2. Z. 3) or (3. 2. 1), is used in

eesentially the same way as the simpler formulas just described. .ainly.

the differences arise from the attempt to take account of geometrical per-

turbations, and s. rre of the dependence of the losses on the mean flow fild

and geometry. One way of presenting these correction is shown in Figure

5. 1-1Z.
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Uncertainties associated with the losses, geometrical complica-

tions, and difficulties with reproducibility G data have led to quite exten-

sive use of statistical techniques, discussed in the following section.

5. 4. 3 Statistical Analysis of T-Burner Data. Ultimately, the

purpose of conducting quantitative T-burner tests is to pro-uide input data

for predictions of motor stability. To accomplish this, the quantities B s.

Bel and M must be extracted from the T-burner data. Regardless of the

T-burner test method used to obtain the data, it is apparent from the

earlier discussions that unknown processes and uncertainties in data meas-

urement occt'r frequently. Consequently, several tests will be required to

determine the comnbustion response and particle damping for any given fre-

quency and pressure, and a statistical analysis of the data must play an,

important role in the interpretatior of the data.

Wkhen applied properly, a statistical analysis can yield a quantta-

tive assessment of the combustion parameters and an estimation of their

accLuracy. In addition, outlying data points can be identified, and one can

acquire guidanc-. for the conduct of future tests.

As presented previously, the basic equation for the T-burner is

Eq. (2.2. 3):

bl+ cos 2 ( L K beZ B f x+L+
*. ~ -fl e' \2'4\S)1srn

C cO co K Co

acoustic driving from end- acoustic burning froM side-
burning surfaces burning surfaces

S J bs . acoustic driving due to
+ ) ( e t (5.4.8)

K - (P \ S- velocity couplingKIE "co

Both CL and i are quantities measured during the experiment. B e, B ,d'

and R (i) are to be extracted from the data. The term cotaining R
(if

v v

represents the influence 3f velocity coupling, and has been included here

according to the treatment described in ref. 5-6. All other parameters

are functions of the test geometry and observed burning rate and can be

calculated by the piocedures preserted elsewhere in this report. Because

the value of L cannct be set unequivocally. it is important that whatever

value is used be ciearly explained.

The T-burner data should be fit to the model through some formof
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statistical optimization; the method of least squares is commonly used. A

stepwise regression analysis is probably the most infcrmative, but is not

required. Once the data fit has been accomplished and Be' Bs, and 0. d de-

termined, one must evaluate the results and make judgements concerning

the quality of the fit. To accomplish this evaluation the optimization tech-

nique should be capable of computing certain parameters, namely, the con-

fidence interval and/or partial F-ratios for V s , Be , a d ad' the "per cent

variation explained' by the correlation, and a table of residuals showing

the differences between what is actually observed and what woild be "pre-

dicted" by the regression equation. The standard error of estimate (o) is

also us;eful. Definitions of the various quantities are given in Table 5.4-I.

The first step in evaluating the quality of the fit is the identification

of outlying or "bad" data points. If the data bank contained a "normal" dis-

tribution of ooints one would expect that .he residual table would show ap-

proximat , 30 %, 5 and I % of the predicted points to be la, Zo, and 3a

away from the observed data. Significant deviatiun from this normal dis-

tribution is generally indicative of a poor quality fit. For example, a large

quantity "'f i poi. s could indicate a high degree of scatter associated with

the entire data bank. Conversely, a large amount of 39 points could be in-

dicative of outlying or "bad" data points. If one finds a large percentage of

3a he .hould re-examine each of these data traces carefully to ascertain

their validity. Should a basis be found for discarding some of the data,

the data which are retain-d should also be re-examinea by the same pro-

cedure, to avoid a possible bias.

The confidenc, intervals and partial F-ratios for the calculated

combustion parameters should then be examined to establish the accuracy

to which these quantities hav. been determined. Ge .eraly speaking, the

F-ratio should be on the order of Z5.0 and the confidence interval should

be within * 20% of the calculated parameter. UnforcunateAy. this iegree of

precision is not always obtainable. Problems generally arise because one

cannot test over a wide range of one or more of the independent variaLles.

For example, in the variable area T-burnier, the quantity Sbe/S co .annot

be vatied significantly from 1.0 on the other hand, S /S can range from
bs co

Z.0 to 8.0. Consequently, B can be determined to a much greater pre-

cision than R
e
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The "per cent variation explained" and "standard error of esti-

mate" are good indicators of the overall correlation of the data by the re-

gression equation. If one had many data points, a value of 0.9 for the per

cent variation explained would be a reasonable goal. For treatment of

twenty to thirty points. 0.95 is not unreasonable. Certainly one tries to

minimize the standard error or estimate: however, it is difficult to place

levels of acceptability on this paraneter since its absolute value will de-

pend heavily on the mean of the measured data.

As an example of the data interpretation procedure, a sample prob-

lem was constructed from the data reported in ref. 5-3. A summary of

these data is presented in Table 5. 4-1. Note that these data were acquired

with cylindrically-shaped grains; consequently, only B s and CLd could be

extracted. For the purposes of the sample problem, the vent factor, VF,

was set equal t,, zero. Since the vent effect and the combustion driving by

the side wall are both directly dependent on Sbs /S the quantity one as-

signs to the vent effect should have little consequence on the quality of the

data correlation, however, the value of B is affected.s

The data present in Table 5. 4-2 comprise 39 points and reflect the

results of a well-planned test program. The area ratio was varied over a

wide range (1.5-7.2): this should allow for a precise determineation of B s

Note that several tests were acquired at low area ratios and required

pulsing to obtain data. The inclusion of these points will increase the pre-

cision to which CLd will be determined. A least squares regression analysis

yielded the following information:

B1 0. 00752 t 0. 0002,

CLd  -79.9 ± 3.7

The relative smallness of the standard error of coefficient for B and CLd

indicates a high degree of confidence in the data fit. This is further sub-

stantiated by the F-ratios,which were 475 and 1140, respectively. The
"per cent variation explained" by this fit to the data was 0.968. There-

fore, one can conclude that the theory, with these values for B and Qd

desLribes the data bank, only 3 per cent of the data variation is attributa-

ble to "scatter" or to some process not considered by the theory. Finally,

a review of the residual error table (Table 5.4-3) shows that the data fol-

low a normal distribution.
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Table S,4-1

Definitions of Quantities used in Statistical Analysis

a = measured value of growth constant
T Cr - a Im = value given by Eq. (3. 22)

Cppred value of c which is predicted by the theory using the coefficients
extracted from the data by "Least Squares"

mean value of 4P

C pred mean value of Tpred

N number of data points

P number of parameters used in the correlation equation; usa,-lly,
p = 3, the parameters being Bea B and ad.

VE Percent Variation Explained

N(2 N
i (-zp )re Z (qi-pred)
1~ prd i=l 1pe

N -2

i=1 2

a Standard Error of Estimate

N
i - pred

N-P

For the expression y b 0 + bx N

Standard Error of b 0 N

NiE1 i - x )  [1(- i

Standard Error of b

(x. x) 2)2

Partial F Ratio S- z

(Standard Error of

where Z stands for B, B e or ad 142
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A few words of caution concerning the use of statistics to interpret

the data should be mentioned at this point. Since the statistical analysis

will attempt to explain the data in terms of the theoretical expression, one

should attempt to acquire data over a wide variation of the dependent vari-

ables, usually Sbs /S co. For example, consider a bank of 12 data points

taken at three area ratios with cup-shaped grains. The statistical analyses

essentially will fit a three-parameter expression (Be , B s , d ) through the

mean of the data at each area ratio. This is coi,,."able to fitting an ex-

pression with three unknowns through three points. Although the statisti-

cal parameters could indicate a high quality fit, a so-called "false corre-

lation" probably has been obtained. If the experimenter were limited to

obtaining only 12 points, a bank which con'ained six values of area ratio

would be much more preferable.

Even thl most carefully planned test serie- will frequently result

in data points that were influenced by processes not accountable by theory.

Frequently, thu data will have to be screened to extract "bad" data points,

or the basic theory will require modification to encompass all the test

variances and thus ensure a precise determination of the combustion pa-

rameters. Several methods have been tried by various investigators, and

the reader : referred to Appendix B for further discussion.

5. 4. 4 Velocity Coupling. In the variable area T-burner, the pro-'

pellant extending alonz the burner wall is exposed to the acoustic velocity

parallel to the surface while a disc of propellant in the end of the burner is

acted upon by tho acoustic pressure only. The potential effects of velocity

coupling associated with the lateral grains must be considered. It has been

found that, in some cases, the influence of velocity coupling is such that the

response functions for pressure coupling, deduced from the data, may be

significantly affected. The question remains open and is a subject of cur-

rent work.

A derivation of the contribution of velocity coupling in a VATB can

be found in ref. 5-3 and will not be repeated here. The growth constant due

to velocity coupling can be written as

vc-b ) -(Pt)Rv (5. 4. 9

vc co a

where
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P -= C { sin mKt (I -P-0o)-Cos (K P 9] (5.4.1I0)

A response function for velocity coupling has been introduced, ha-¢ing

imaginary part R (i) This is defined analogously to the response function

for pressure coupling; the fluctuation of mass flux normal to the burner

surface is proportional to the local value of acoustic velocity parallel to

the surface:

r ,b z R v  (5.4.11)

a

The value of c. is of course simply another additive contribution to the

growth constant. Figure 5. 4-1 shows the variation of a normalized form

of CLo with P, for a flush cylindrical sample in a VATB. Note Ct 0 in-
vc vc

creases proportionally with frequency, burner diaz eter, and the imagi-

nary part of the velocity coupled response.

By using the general result shown in Figure 5.4-1, one finds, for

the specific case of ANB 3066 propellant at 500 psi and 80 Hz, the be-

havior shown in Figure 5.4-2. The result shows that for the given condi-

tions, the contribation c by velocity coupling can be as large as 10 to 20vc (i) Frarsos fodruiy

times the velocity coupled responsa Rv . For a response of order unity,

this represerts a significant effect: for larger values of the response, ve-

locity coupling cannot be ignored.

In ref. 5-3, calculations were performed, using actial data, to de-

termine the effect of velocity coupling on data interpretation. Typical re-

sults are surnrr arized in Table 5. 4-4. Data from velocity-coupled T-

burners discussed in ref. 5-6 have been included in cases 1 and 6 to ac-

count for the effect of velocity coupling. In the other cases, variable area

T-burner data are treated with the velocity coupled response assumed to

be zero, some fixed value, or left to float. As can be expected from the

preceding figures, very significant errors are introduced if velocity

coupling is not accounted for.

The conclusion is reached here that in the VATB for Z > 0. 1, the

effects of velocity coupling must be accounte- tor, or significant errors

will be introduced. The velocity-coupled T-burner appears to be a way of

evaluatiag velocity coupling, but it is still in the development stage. Be-
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cause of the magnitude of the errors that are otherwise introduced, it ap- 4

pears that data obtained with a velocity-coapled T-burner, or equivalent

information, must be used in conjunction with analyzing VATB data to ac-

count for velocity coupling. This will complicate use of the T-burner, but

it may be a necessary refinement. If velocity coupling is significant for a

propellant used in a T-burner, then it is likely to be significant for the

same propellant used in a motor. Consequently, one should take into ac-

count this potentially important factor, both in the interpretation of data

taken with T-burners .nd in considering the stability of motions in a

motor.

5.5 Nonlinear Analysis of Date.

Nonlinear analysis has been intruduced briefly in § 2. 4. It has not

been used extensively to analyze data, and therefore no standard technique

for data analysis has been adopted. The basic approach usee by one or-

ganization will be referred to here, the interested reader should consult

the references for further details on this subject.

Based on the idea that the unsteady motions in a T-burner might

be approximated a5 a single acoustic inode, Culick (ref. 5-9) has shown

this behavior can be described as a nonlinear oscillator. The envelope

of the pressure oscillation is described bV the first order equation

IRR GR f PR (5. 5.1)

where R is the amplitude of the oscillation and m is the usual linear

growth constant. G and P are nonlineer 2nd and 3rd order coefficients.

In attempting to evaluate the coefficients in Eq. ,5. 5. 1) by fitting

to T-burner data, it was found that equally good fits to a given T-burner

record can be obtained with wide ranges of all three parameters (M, G, P)

(ref. 5-6)_ The three degrees of freedom are too many to fit a simple

curve meaningfully. Approaches have been developed to reduce the de-

grees of freedom, but PvPn so, the results have not produced quantitative

interpretations (rets. 5-6, 5-10). In these attempts at data analvsis, the

data have been fitted to Eq. (5. 5. 1 ) in the form of amplitude ver us time.

Another approach is based on the limitinj amplitude that is ult: ,ately

reached. In Eq. (5. 5. 1) for large times,

I/R - 0

R - Ro (i.e., limiting amrAitude).
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Solving for M/R CDyields

= G4PR .(5.5.2)

in other words, the quantity m./R (which is based on two experimentally

measurable quantities) is a measure of the, nonlinearities of the system.

Normalizing CL with frequency and the limitin~g amplitude with mean pres-

sure yields a nonlinear parameter that has been somewhat successful in

correlating dat,-.. This nonlinear correlating parameter has been defined

a s

1T CL /f(5.5.3)
Rap

Details of the work and results may be found in refs. 5-10, 5-11. and
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6. TEST PROGRAMS AND APP.ICATION TO STABILITY OF MOTORS

In this section the experiences of some of those who have been

engaged in the ise of T-burners are briefly summarized. It is not possi-

ble to Drovide a thoroughly detailed account. Proprietary considerations

prevent incluion of some material, and questions and decisions related

to management problems, euch as budgets, are not discussed. Only the

tecluncal aspects are treated, and largely in an abbreviated fashion.

Test programs may be divided into three classes accordng to

their primary purposes: tests fox comparison of propellants; tests to

characterize thoroughly a single propellant; and tests directed towards

solving a specific problem of instability in a motor. In §6.1 these kinds

of programs are descr-bed, and in §6. 2 the use of T-burner data to study

the st -bility of motors is discussed.

6. , Test Prograrns

6. 1. 1 Comparison of Propellants. A test program designed to

compare propeliants is p:rincipally a matter of qualitative testing. There

is no question of comparing experimental results with a theory, and the

absolute numerical v,-lues of the results are not usually important.

There are three situations in which this kind of testing has been especial-

ly useful: development of a stable (or less unltable) propellant; during

prod-iction, to monitor the behavior of each lot or baich of propellant,

i. e. , a su,-veiliance program; and tests performed to study the conse-

quences of relatively large variations in th. ingredients. Specific ex-

amples are cited below.

Both DB/AB ard VATB test mTethois have been saccessfully used

for establishing the relative behavior of propellants (refs. 6-1, 6-Z).

The t est program is usually not so elaborate as one designed to charac-

terize thoroughly a propellant, but the indivxdual tests must be performed

with the same care. Sloppy procedures can easily destroy the validity of

the experimental results even if they are intended only for comparison.

It is likely that this kind of program will be associated with a

particular propulsion system. The characteristics of the motor serve to

fix the temperatare, mean pressure, and frequencies at which the T-
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burner tests are performed. It is particularly important that the appro-
priate frequencies be used. If the motor in question has exhibited insta-

bilities, then the frequencies and modes can be determined from obser-

vations. Note that a single frequency may not suffice, for two reasons.

First, during a firing as the port opens up, the natural frequencies all

decrease with time. Second, as conditions in the chamber change, a

mode which is unstable early in a firing may subsequently become stable,

and a different mode may become unstable. Should the motor be in the

design stages, then it is necessary to perform an analysis of the cavity

to find the classical modes and frequencies (see 52. 5). At the very mini-

mum, tests should be performed at the frequencies likely to be found in

the motor. If time and funds permit, it is highly desirable to test over

ranges of frequency, to gain some idea of the behavior as a function of

frequency. Often, for example, it is helpful to know whether the response

of the propellant is inc' easing or decreasing with frequency. The infor-

mation may help clarify changes of behavior which may accompany small

shifts of frequency in a motor.

The number of tests required for a DB/AB program has been dis-

cussed in ^3.3.3.1. In that case, the configuration is fixed. If the VATB

method is used, some exploratory firings will probably be required to

establish the best area ratio to use. A good starting point is S bs/Sco 6,

for a single grain; cylindrical grains mounted at the ends are probably

simplest to use. Whatever configuration is finally chosen, it is absolute-

ly essential that the same configuration be used in all comparison tests.

Even small changes in geometry and ignition procedures, which might

appear to be inconsequential, may in fact have very large effects de-

stroying the validity of the observations.

Attention should be paid to the possibility that velocity coupling is

a significant influence. This depends very much on the propellant used,

and is more likely important in the case of longitudinal modes in the mo-

tor. Should velocity coupling be suspected, the type of burner described

in p5.4.4 may be used. Driver grains are placed at the ends, and test

It should be recalled that DB/AB testing with end grains only will give
no information about velocity coupling.
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grains (Sbs/Sco = 3 - 5 is a reasonable first choice) are placed at the

quarter length positions. The behavior with and without test grains is

compared for the propellants being considered. An alternative is to con-

duct tests with cylindrical test grains displaced various distances from

the end. The phase relations between velocity, pressure, and burning

rate are particularly crucial to the net effect of velocity coupling in a

motor (refs. 6-3, 6-4, 6-5). Those relations vary substantially with fre-

quency. The phase relations cannot be determined, with a T-burner,

from tests at a single frequency. Consequently, tests must be conducted

over a range of frequencies, even if one is concerned only with a single

frequency in a motor.

When VATB testing is used, it is difficult to obtain a good value

for the losses by determining the intercept of the curve of growth con-

stant versus area ratio (see . 4). Pulsing at low area ratios, for which
the fundamental mode is stable, improves the values obtained, but also

complicates the test program. For qualitative purposes it may prove

useful to compare values of the decay constant following burnout. How-

ever, care must be used because large uncertainties may result from

poor ignition, continued burning of small slivers of propellant, and pos-

sibly residual combustion within the volume.

At least two attempts (ref. 6-6) have been made to check the losses

determined from the intercept with those found by measurement of the

decay following burnout. Good quantitative agreement has been found

only under limited conditions. The simplicity of making the decay meas-

urement is an attractive feature; use of these data for comparative pur-

poses, at least, might profitably be examined further.

The most elaborate program of qualitative testing to date has been

reported in ref. 6-1, using the DB/AB technique ror a single propellant,

in production. There are two purposes of the program: to monitor the

combustion and particle damping for production lots of propellant; and to

study the consequences of ingredient variations greater than those per-

mitted by the normal manufacturing specifications. Photographic tests

Mr. B. T. Mathes (Naval Weapons Center, China Lake) provided the

material for the examples discussed here.
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n a window bomb, and T-burncr tc sts are conducted in all cases.

For each sample, T-burner tests are conducted at a single pres-

sure and five frequencies: five tests are made at each frequency. Thus,

sufficient data are obtained to determine meaningful standard deviations.

Figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2 show results for the quantity C -M. , proportionalto

the combustion response (see 53. 2. 2. 1) and the decay constant az for the

pulse after burnout. In Figure 6.1-3, the results for CL2-.O 1 are shown for

a number of samples, covering tests at 800 Hz. The mean, and Za , 3o

deviations shown are for all tests conducted on all samples at this fre-

quency. Samples giving results lying between ?- and 3e from the mean

should cause concern: the combustion response is then measurably dif-

ferent from the average of all lots.

For this propellant, lots of propellant showing somewhat higher

response in the T-burner have, in some cases, produced greater than

normal instability in a motor. The T-burner tests have not been used to

reject lots of propellant which have passed the usual tests for burning

rate, impulse and physical properties. On the whole, the specifications

for this propellant appear to provide a uniform product, and variations of

instability in the motors hzve been within acceptable limits.

Figures 6.1-4 and 6.1-5 show data for the decay following burnout,

and for CL, -o 1, for four different compositions, including that specified

for production (labeled 'reference propellant'). In each of the three

other cases, the only change from the reference prop2llant was a change

of particle size of one uf the ingredients.

No attempt will be made here to interpret the results. The main

point is that the tests evidently do provide a means of detecting changes

of behavior due to changes of composition. A similar conclusion has

been supported by the reslts of VATB test programs. It must be em-

phasized that the data shown f.ere serve to characterize qualitatively

bui e features of tr.e behavior, but are insufficient for detern ining quan-

titatively the stability characteristics of a motor.

0. 1. 2 Characterizing a Single Propellant. Complete Characteri-

zation of a propellant involves essentially all the material included in

this report. The test program necessarily becomes very extensive, be-

cause tests should be carried out over a range of temperature, mean
156
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pressure, and frequency. Moreover, to obtain good values with VATB

testing, for the response furictions, tests must be done over a broad

range of area ratios, the smaller values requiring pulsed tests. Both

DB/A5 and VATB tests have been used for detailed characterizations.

By far most of the work to date has been done for pressure coupling, but

for a thorough assessment, tests for velocity coupling should be carried

Out.

To gain a rough idea of how many tests are involved, consider

first VATB testing, for a single propellant at one value of mean pressure.

As noted in 3. 4. 3. 1, the minimum number of tests to define a curve of

growth c onstant versus area ratio is about five at each frequency. To

obtain even an approximation to the shape of the response curve, results

for at least five frequr-ncics are required, yielding a minimum number of

twenty-fiw, tests for ea h value of mean pressure. On the other hand, if

each DB,' A13 tebt gives usable data (i. e., there is no dJ ficulty with the

timing and behavior of the pulse after burnout), the corresponding num-

ber of tests is fifteen -- one at each frequency and pressure.

in practice, more tests will be required, with each technique, to

determine reproduciblity and hence the reliability of the numerical values

obtained from the measurements.

6. 1. "1 Tests for Application to Motor Stability. A test program

designed to give the information required in a stability analysis is essen-

tially like that required to characterize a propellant. The main differ-

ence is that the ranges of pressure, temperature and frequency need not

be so large.

What range of frequency should be studied an be determined only

from observations of the motor itself, or by a preliminary stability analy-

sis. Principally, it is necessary to gain some idea of what modes might

be unstable. Ceneraily, the lowest twu or three niiudezi are rncst li'ely to

be troublesome. Obviously. this cannot be done accurately without

knowing the respo-ise of the propellant, but at least estimates can be

made. Some effox" spent on this task is worthwhile to reduce the possibly

unnecessary expense of testing over too broad a frequency range.

As a practical matter, more tests are likely to be required at

low frequencies and high pressures. In general, the response of a pro-
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pellant is low at low frequencies (it may also be low at high frequencies),

and if the T-burner is only weakly unstable it may be difficult to obtain

with VATB testing a good definition of the curve for the growth constant

versus area ratio. The corresponding difficulty in the DB/AB technique

is that, for small combustion response, 2 -- a I and it is then difficult

to extract reliable values for the response, or CL2-C I. At high pres-

sures, the increased burning rate produces shorter firing times, there-

by reducing the opportunities for obtaining multiple growth periods in a

VATB test.

6. 2 Application of T-Burner Data to Problems of Stability in Motors

A brief introduction to the general problem of stability in motors

was given in .2 ; see particularly Figure 2.1 -1 for a simplified represen-

tation. Analysis of linear stability produces the very important result

that the growth or decay constant M is simply equal to the sum of contri-

butions from the various physical processes taking place in the chamber.

At the present time, T-burner testing is the only practical means of de-

termining the contribution to a from interactions between an unsteady

flow field and surface combustion. In addition, the experimental tech-

niques described in this report provide important clues to the attenuation

of energy associated with particulate matter in the comt-ustion products.

Testing with T-burners therefore is virtually an indispensable aid

to assessing both the principal gain of acoustic energy and a major con-

tribution to the io 3ses. Less obviously, effort which has been expended

on reconciling ,:i - *'' - 2 lf> with analyses of the T-burner is im-

portant zs well to the treatment of full-scale motors.

Because the T-burner is really just a special kind of rocket mo-

tor, the same analyses apply to both. The major formal difference is

that in the T-burner, measured values of the growth constant are used to

determine the combustion response and particle damping; but for a motor,

everything else must be known, and the value of the growth constant is

calculated. The analyses discussed in ,2, and Appendices E and F, are

applicable. Surveys of the general problem may be found in refs. 6-7 to

6-12; examples of calculations for specific motors have been published

in refs. 6-13 to 6-16.
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It is important to appreciate that values of growth or decay con-

stants measured in T-burners are not directly applicable to motors. One

must extract quantities which are normalized to a unit area or a unit vol-

ume. The response functions are in this sense valid representations of

the surface combustion processes. Values of R r ) for pressure coupling

and the corresponding quantity R (i) for velocity coupling can be used di-V

rectly in a calculation of motor stability. It is fortunate that, in principle,

these quantities can be determined from data taken ir T-burner tests

without calling upon a detailed analysis of the combustion processes.

The last statement is really only approximately true. The ap-

proximation is one that must be made, and cannot presently be satisfacto-

rily imprcved upon, namely, that the response functions are independent

of position on the burning surface. It has been emphasized elsewhere in

this report that, on phenomenological grounds at least, the assumption

can not be strictly true (for example, because of the influence of the local

mean flow), but there is no available analysis or date to serve as the

basis for rational improvements.

The situation is similar for particle damping. One can compute

an expression (see Appendix D.l) for the dissipation of energy per unit

volume associated with a given number density of particles having a giv-

en size. This can be extended in a straightforward manner to accommo-

date a distribution of particle sizes. Thus, if the damping due to particu-

late matter in a T-burner could be determined accurately, one could ex-

tract a value for the dissipation of energy per unit volume, which could

then be used in the stability analysis of a motor. The crucial assumption

must be made, however, that the average particle size produced in a T_

burner is the same as that produced in a motor. This is not likely to be

exactly true because of residual burning or agglomeration of particles,

or both.

At the present time, estimates of particles sizes, and hence par-

ticle damping, rest on intelligent guesses. These are justified by the re-

sults of T-burner tests, and direct measurements of particle sizes from

experiments with combustion of single particles, or from collections of

combustion products produced in motors and T-burners (e. g. see refs.

6-17 to 6..19 for recent work). It is really the weight of various evi-
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dences rather than the unquestioned accuracy of any single measurement

which has justified the particular choices of particle sizes.

In the work reported in ref. 6-15, several motors, both sub-scale

and full size, have been studied using the techniques described above.

Tests with T-burners provided data for both the combustion response and

attenuation by the condensed phase. Numerical analysis gave the natural

frequencies and mode shapes. Calculations of the linear growth constant

(C) were carried out prior to the motor firings. Generally, the predic-

tions showed roughlv the trends which were found in the tests although,

as one should expect, the comparison was not particularly good quantita-

tively. This work is the most extensive yet published, and with the work

reported in ref. 6-1, illustrates very well the practical values of T-

burner testing.

Figure 6. 2- 1, taken from ref. 6-15, sho.s one example, for z.

demonstration inotor thirty inches long, having fins in the aft end. Three

propellants, referred to as VMV, VMO, and VMH, were tested in r-
burners and fired in the motors. The motors were all stable initially,

and later in the firing oscillations were observed, a trend predicted by

the analyses. Measured values of the growth constant were substantially

larger than those predicted. 'he discussion in ref. 6-15 contail's several

other examples and includes a detailed description of the results.

The use Of data taken in T-hurners for the study of behavior in

motors raises the question of scaling: generally, T-burners are smaller

than motors. One might hope that the values of the response functions

and particle sizes determined from tests with :T-burners would be appli-

cable to motors. The hope, however, will probably not be fulfilled to

perfection.

In ref. 6-20 an attempt was made to examine quantitatively the in-

fluence of diameter. Six sets of data obtained in the 1.5- and 2.9-inch T-

burners, at pressures of 200, 500, and 700 psia, were examined. Ex-

perience with motors has shown that the burning rate decreases as the

size of motor is increased, tending (roughly) asymptotically to the value

measured in strand burners. If one assumes that the same behavior is

exhibited by T-burners, this suggests plotting the data as shown in Fig-
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ure 6. 2-2 for the response function. The data are shown correlated for

two different combinations of the factors VF and FT.

The value of B s appears to be within ,, 98 per cent of "full scale"

for the 2.9-inch T-burner an, within^ , 90 per cent for the 1.5-inch T-

burner. Th us, typical T-burner data are roughly 5 to 10 per cent in

error relative to the values one might use in full-scale motors, if this

reasoning, is correct. A greater degree of confidence is expressed in the

500 psi data uecause more data were available. The scaling factors that

appear most reasonable for the 500 psi data are 1.06 for the 1.5-inch T-

burner and 1.015 for the 2.9-inch T-burner. The data at 200 and 700 psi

indicate larger scaling factors. However, fewer data were obtained at

these pressures and less confidence is placed in the data.

Based on the data taken at 500 psia, it appears that a scaling

factor of the formi

scaling factor - I I A!D 2
cO

is required to scale T-burner data. For the ANB-3066 propellant at 800
2

Hz and 500 psia, the value of A is ..1 inches 2 . Fur the 200 and 700

psia data. the valuO of A appears to vary with B ; the results are less
s

condlusivr. The postUlated scaling relationship indicates that for a scal-

inz effect (,L around I ucr cent or less, a T-burner diameter of about 3-1

to 4 inches ,vOulI be required.

Similar results were found for the values of the decay constant

associated xith particle damping. The conclusion is that to scale T-

burner data to motors larger than 10 inches in diameter, both B and thes

decay constant nmeasured in T-burners should be increased by 1.06 (data

from the 1.5-inch burner) or 1.02 (data from the 2.9-inch burner). This

conclusion cannot be represented as a general result; indeed, it rests on

very little ev.dence. Moreover, the diameter is of course only one of

several variables. But the intent is certainly valid and must be recog-

nized. 'There is, in all probability, an influence of scale; it appears to

be at most a few per cent, which can nevertheless be significant in cal-

culations of stability. The general question )f scaling remains unan-

swered.
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In summary, the general problem of treating the stability of

small motions in a motor is a bootstrap operation. It is impossible to

produce quantitative results from first principles. Many independent

pieces of information are required, and the T-burner is currently an in-

dispensable source of values for two crucial items: the driving of un-

stable oscillations by surface combustion, and the loss of energy associ-

ated with the particles produced by the combustion of a metallized pro-

pellant.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Despite its apparent simplicity, the T-burner has been the subject

of continued development during the period of almost twenty years since it

was introduced (ref. 7-1). Initially, the purpose was to produce oscil-

la-.ory combustion in a laboratory device so that the phenomenon of com-

bustion instability could be studied systematically under controlled condi-

tions. As studies progressed, the burner was adapted to more sharply

defined objectives, arid the observed behavior was subjected to increasing-

ly detailed measurement and interpretation. Principally as a result of the

trend to widespread use and quantitative interpretation of results, the ex-

perimental and analytical techniques were standardized as far as possible

and summarized in ref. 7-Z.

It has only been since the publication of that report that the T-

burner has been widely applied to testing metallized propellants. The

techniques have been summarized in the preceding sections of this report.

Particular emphasis has been placed on procedures, both experimental

and for interpretation of data, which are currently used. Significant suc-

cess has been achieved, both for research and for direct application to the

design and developinent of motors.

There remain, however, a number of problems and unresolved

issues, some if which have already been alluded to or discussed briefly.

Because the T-burner continues to be the most important laboratory de-

vice for studying combustion instability, it is appropriate here to take

noti-'u (,f thuce oroblems wh;,c-h might profi.,ablv be e.-it.-n .- re ti'or-

-ugh1l - in subsequtent work. Even though the user of the T-burner may not

w- - ..<crnod with fine details, it is essential that he be aware of possible

difficulties that he n Lay encounter.

The following discussion covers a wide range of subjects, none of

which are explored theroughly. No attempt is made to assess the relative

importance of the iternr covered. Indeed, it is impossible to do so, be-

cause the significance of a particular problem will vary with test condi-

tions and the intended application of the T-burner. It is quite possible

that some of the difficulties noted may in the future be either shown un-

important or they may be trivially resolved.
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7. 1 Analysis of the T-Burner and the Assumption of One-Dimensional

Flow.

Analytical modeling of the T-burner serves two major purposes.

IL provides a rational basis for design of experiments and interpretation of

results; and it provides a sufficiently rigorous look at the conservation

argum, nts to avoid any gross omissions. On the other hand, the physical

processes are very complicated, and a tractable analysis is necessarily a

simplified representation. Available analysis of the burner involves the

assumption at some stage that the flow is one-dimensional and/or isen-

tropic. Modifications are then made to "correct" for the more gross de-

viations from the assLunptions, modifications based on theoretical or ex-

perimental examinations of the three-dimensional nonisentropic processes.

Since neither the original analysis nor the corrections provide a rigorous

treatment of these aspects of the T-burner behavior, they merit specific

discussion.

7. 1. 1 Nonisentropic Oscillati ns of the Combustion Zone (Pres-

sure-Coupled). In representing the dynamic response of the combustion

zone to incident pressure disturbances, the admittance function has been

introduced, Eq. (E. 34):

Ab b

This has becn re:at,,d, Eqs. (E. 38) and (Z. 6.4), to the response fPnction

P and nonisentropic tenperature fluctuations AT/T by
Ub ub / AT/T o

A t- b N ( Rb 4 ob - " - b Aa a p/p 0

where mb
R b

R1) n

and

AT T
T 7-'i PTo To Po

0 0 N

The actual fluctuation of temperature at the edge of the (presumably thin)

combustion zone is T, and the second term is the isentropic fluctuation

associated with a pressure fluctuation in the chamber. It may be noted
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that by use of the perfect gas law, one can also relate Ab and Rb by

-- b/ Pf/Po)
Ab  "I b -- I

where Pf is the actual density fluctuation at the edge of the combustion

zone.

The pressure -coupled response function, R has been the subject

of both analytical and experimental studies (e. g. refs. 7-3 through 7-7).

For high frequem \ oscillations, when a small element of gas in the com-

bustion zone does not move appreciably during a cycle of oscillation, it

has often been assumed that the actual temperature and density fluctua-

tions are isentropic,

f P7-i
- p - p

p 0 Y 0

In this cas., A1  7 1)/l.a Most experimental detrminations of the re-

sponse function have used this assumption, but its validity is highly sus-

pect at frequencies of interest. In fact, the assumption appears to be in-

compatible with the assumpti"n of cquasi-steady behavior of the gas phase,

commonly used in analyses of Rb for the combustion zone.

While most analyses will produce formulas for T /T and f/Po

within the context of special models of the combustion zone, it appears

that we are not in a position to separate Rb from f/T 0 (or Pf/P 0 ) in

present experiments. This is especially true for aluminized propellants

with their slow-reacting aluminum droplets and distributed combustion.

7. 1. 2 Boundary Layer - Combustion Zone Interactions. The prin-

cipal combustion reactions occur (in side wall burners) in a region sub-

stantially coincident with the boundary layers of the mean flow and acous-

tic flow. The flow in this region is neither one-dimensional nor isen-

tropic -- but its interaction with the combustion .can apparently be critical

to both combustion response (ref. 7-8) and the droplet size of the"product

A4 2 C3 , and the associated energy dissipation (refs. 7-11,7-12. )These ef-

fects are discussed in greater detail in §§ 7. 3.2 and 7. 6. They appear to

be important to interpretation of T-burner test results, and may be even

more important in motors. One reflection of concern for these effects is
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the use of different response functions (B e l B s) for end and side grains.
A recent calculation, ref. 7-10, is the first to treat the acoustic

boundary layer with average mass flow normal to the surface. Combus-

tion was not accounted for and the results have not yet been incorporated

in the interpretation of T-burner data.

7. 1. 3 Flow-Turning of the Mass Addition at the Sidewalls. The

one-dimensional analysis produced a 'damping' term previously unsus-

pected, a contribution related to the fact that in some burner designs, the

propellant products are introduced at the side walls of the channel, with-

out the axial acoustic momentum of the main stream. In the one-dimen-

sional model, mass addition is accommodated by assuming the mass "ma-

terializes' uniformly over the plane of addition, and shares the state and

motion variables of the main gas column at that axial location- the flow

variables are modified incrementally by the addition of the new mass, in

accordance with the conservation equations. In the one-dimensional mod-

el, this set of assumptions and calculations giveF rise to an acoustic loss

term [see Eqs. (E. 33) and (F. 18)] which, in motor stability analyses, is

often large,,particularly in the early part of a firing when mean flow ve-

locities are high. Because some notors have exhibited first axial mode

instability particularly at this time during burning, one might suspect that

the mass addition flow-turniny losses may not be as large as calculated.

One can judge from the description of the way in which side wall mass ad-

dition is accommodated in the one-dimensional analysis that it does not

represent a mechanistic description of the actual three-dimensional non-

isentropic mixing - flow turning of a two-phase oscillating flow from the

side wall. Thus, it seems reasonable that the indicated loss process is

real, but the magnitude of the loss remains uncertain, and is probably

less than that given by Eqs. (E. 33) and (F. 18).

7. 1. 4 Flow Adjoining Charnel Wall Discontinuities. The one-

dimensional analysis is adapted to accommodate steps in channel area

such as occUr at the ends of side wall charges. However, this does not

cover the effects of three-dimensional viscous flow, such ar' vortex forma..

tion or boundary layer detachment and reattachment. These effects in

themselves may not be important, but they may exert perturbation effects

on the combustion zone that are not encompassed as such in interpretation
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of test results. Because of Uncertainties involved in this area, many in-

vestigators restrict their data-taking to configurations and times during

burning when the test sarmple is nearly flush with the burner wall .(§§

3.3.2.2 and 3.4.2.2).

7. 1. 5 Vent Out-Flow. The reaction products flowing toward the

mid-point of the T-burner must execute a right angle turn to flow out the

vent. Within the one-dimensional model, one is confronted with the ques-

tion, what becomes of the acoustic (kinetic) energy of this exiting material?

One might assume that the acoustic waves with their high velocity propa-

gate through the turning flow without distortion; or at the other extreme,

that all exiting flow carries with it its full complement of acoustic energy

(see Appendix C. In effect, both of these assumptions have had advocates,

although the rosdting debates have led to an intermediate view, which is

currently being qiantified by experiment and by computations of three-

dimensional viscous flow. This vent contribution, first identified in one-

dimensional analysis, may yet turn out to be near zero, but the correct

value or its quantitative dependence on test cnditions remains to be de-

termined.

7. 1. 6 Fl,,w Immediately Following Plses. In the pulsed DB/AB

method, the oscillations often decay rapidly, leaving only ten or so meas-

ureable cycles. The firsi one ;r two cycles are ordinarily excluded from

data reduction beca, se of concern (and evidence) that n -rmal osciil.l-ions

are not established (' 5. 1.1). One probable (but unevaluated) cause of this

anomalous character of the first oscillations is no doubt the three-dimen-

sional nonisentropic injection and mixing of the pulser jet, with its foreign

and possibly reacting materials. At present, this effect, which differs

with the method of pulsing used, has received relatively little study. In-

stead, it has been customary to exclude as many as five cycles at the

start of oscillation when enough cycles are available. Even then, there

may be residual effects related to the presence of the pulser gases -- an

uncertainty that dictates care in pulser design and use of minimum usable

pulse size.

7. 1. 7 DI,-tributeO Combustion. The concept of a combustion re-

sponse function that is characteristic of the propellant is closely linked to

the ass umpti )n of a 1' -. -ombu',fion :one (localized near the propellant
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surface), and our handling of combustion instability problems rests heavily

on these concepLs. The r-no -dimensional modeling of the T-burner behav-

ior makes a provision ior a portion of the combustion occurring in the bulk

gas field, but the process has not yet been treated in detail.

In the case of aluminized propellants, the aluminum droplets often

burn so slowly that their combustion can no longer be regarded as localized

near the burning surface. Combustion of the aluminum droplets as a
"cloud" raises quesLions such as (a) how should the dynamic combustion

response of the cloud be determined and included in the interpretation of -

burner tests'? (b) how should the droplet size distribution and damping be

handled? and (c) how should the spatial distribution of the properties of the

medium (density, temperature, velocity of sound, etc. ) be handled in the

flow and mode calculations'? The magnitude of this problem is unknown at

present, aithou,h it is preswnably less serious for situations where the

aluminum agg] meration -droplet size is small and/or mean flow veloci-

ties are low so that aluminum combustion is concentrated near the burn-

in- surface.

7. 2 Nonr,producibility

Asidc rroni any questions of absolute accuracy of the test measure-

.. ,a'Ltes derived therefrom, the utility of any repetitive experi-

men. ;-; c d - :i,'.-(t on the ability to duplicate the test. The alternative is to

run enoigh repeat tests to have condifence in the average of the results.

From the sample results discussed in -5.4.3 and Appendix B, it is evident

that considerable economy in testing could be realized if more rcpnroducible

results could be achieved. While efforts have been made in this report to

minimize sources of nonreproducibility, unrelenting efforts to find and

control sources of variability appear to be in order. These sources pre-

sunably include the propellant, the burner and component "fit, " the in-

strumentation and calibration, test record measurement, and data reduc-

tion.

7. 3 Some Problems Associated with the Reduction of Data

Tu the present time, "reduction of data" means in the first instance

measurement of the slope of the envelope of oscillations. That this should
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be an important quantity is based on the results of an idealized representa-

tion of linear behavior. Cunsequently, quite apart from the usual diffi-

cult4.es with accuracy of measurement, more fundamental problems arise

because the real behavior in the T-burner is imperfectly accounted for by

the model. Considerable effort must be spent interpreting the numbers

obtained from the data.

7. 3. 1 Nonlinear Growth and Decay. It is a basic result of linear

behavior that an unstable motion grows exponentially with time,

p' - exp(at), and a stable motion decays exponentially, p' - exp(-Ot). The

growth or de'.ay constant, CL, is ideally constant in time. Fortunately --

and in a sense remarkably -- much of the data obtained with T-burners

does produce values of a which are constant over fairly broad ranges of

amplitude well above the noise level. Subst-intial deviations are, however,

seen occasionally during growth but usually during decay. Especially for

the decay following a pulse, the apparent nonlinear behavior cannot be ig-

nored. The scheme for reducing data, discussed in F5.1.1, at best pro-

vides a method for accommodating this difficulty. It can produce essen-

tially no ,xplanation for the physical basis.

In a general bef-se, there are at least two important reasons why

the quantity a may vary with time. One or more nonlinea- processes are

necessarily at ting when an unstable motion approaches a limiting value.

It is an assumption in the linear analysis that such processes are negligible

during some portion of the growth and decay at relatively low amplitudes.

If the quantity CL is not constant, then an obvious possibility is that in fact

not all nonlinear processes are negligible. Another assumption in the line-

ar analysis is that the oscillatory motions take place about constant aver-

age values. If the average values change with time, then one or more pa-

rameters may change, causing apparent nonlinear behavior. One possi-

bility, for example, is a shift of the average temperature which, among

other things, affects the velrity of sound.

7. 3. Z Extrapolation of the Variable Area T-burner Results to

Zero Area Ratio. The original concept of a variable-area burner was

based on the idea that the combustion response should be a property of the

propellant, independent of location in the burner or mean flow conditions.
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Likewise, the damping was viewed as a property of the combustion prod-

ucts and burner, independent of changes related to variation of area.

Under these conditions, the variation of the growth constant with area ra-

tion (Figure 5. 3-3)was viewed as a straight line having a C and intercept

(area ratio = 0) equal to 0 d (ref. 7-13). For the end burner configurations

envisioned in ref. 7-2 this was probably an adequate interpretation. How-

ever. the use of large area ratio side-burning charges, required for test-

ing aluminized propellants, brings in effects producing a curvilinear vari-

ation of CL with area ratio (§§7.1.3, 7.6). Further, because no spontaneousg
oscillations occur at low area ratios, the method requires a long extrapo-

lation of the a. - area ratio curve to obtain the intercept representing theg

value of CL associated with the losses. As a result, large uncertainties

may be introduced. To solve this problem, efforts are being made to fit

the e:Lperimental results for the growth constant versus area ratic in such

a way as to inzlude such effects as velocity coupling, position on the

acoustic mode, effect of acoustics/mean flow interactions and vent effects.

In addition, data points are sought at lower area ratios by pulse-testing,

thus reducing the range of extrapolation. If these corrective measures are

all used, the value of the decay constant CLd obtained by extrapolation should

have more consistent meaning in successive experiments. However, the

proper value of some of the corrections (e. g. vent effect) are still uncer-

tain; and the use of data from pulsed tests brings the uncertainties associ-

ated with that experimental method. For best results, according to ac-

cepted practice, the procedures treated in §5.1 should be followed.

7. 3. 3 Reconciliation of Results of Different Test Methods. Ideally,

the combustion and damping effects of interest should be measured by two

or more independent methods, and found to be consistent among methods.

In the work conducted in support of the present report, a concerted effort

was made to achieve consistent results with different forms of the T-burner

experimer.t, particularly with ANB 3066 propellant. The trend of results is

suggested by Figure 5-3.3 for a given test frequency and pressure. It will

be noted that the results from the pulsed end burner tests are not a natural

extension of the data from tests on cylindrical test samples. This differ-

ence has been demonstrated to b2 a consistent effect for aluminized propel-
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lants. While the difference may be retated to systenatic errors in one or

both experimental methods (pulsed DB/AB and VATB), the same contrast

in results did not occur in tests on an un-aluminized propellant (ref. 7-11).

Thus, it seems likely that the combustion-flow coupling is different for

end burners and side burners with aluminized propellants.

The difference must ae accommodated Ln the interpretation of data:

accordingly, the two response functions 13 and B e have been introduced.

To date, the daca available are insufficient to merit any quantitative con-

clusions. Work devoted to this aspect of the problem must continue, par-

ticularly because of the relevance to understanding behavior of motors.

7. 3. 4 Correlation of Particle Damping. In view of the importance

of A) 0 3 particle damping, it is notable that the T-burner measurements

of particle damping are .subject to some undertainties, and information of

the particle siz!! distribution (critical to the damping) is minimal. Ulti-

mately, one would hope that systematic measurements of damping and of

particle size distribution will be made and successfully correlated. In the

event that the droplet size distribution is dependent on flow conditions

(J7.6.Z), burning surface orientation, or any unsuspected variable, this

will presumably have to be reconciled before successful correlation of T-

burner results will be achieved (§7.3.Z, 7.3.3). Once again, the informa-

tion involved will probably be crucial to accurate calculation of motor

stability as well.

7. 4 Nonlinear Behavior

Modeling of the T-burner and interpretation of the data are based

primarily on th" one-dimensional small perturbation theory summarized

and used in this report. The extent to which nonlinear processes are im-

portant in detail is as yet undetermined; but, for example, the observa-

tions of limiting amplitudes, non-sinusoidal oscillations, and non-expo-

nential decays after pulsing are evidences of nonlinear behavior. There

are specific processes that are believed to exert nonlinear influences;

among these are nonlinear gasdynamics, velocity coupling, particulate

danping, and droplet combustion.

As far as interpretation of linear behavior is concerned, the non-

linear processes are unimportant if they do not cause inaccurate measure-

ment of the behavior of the first axial nmode of the burner, and do not af-
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fect the behavior in the first axial mode (e. g. transfer of first mode en-

ergy to higher modes). The report directs considerably attention to the

questions of signal conditioning (filtering) and data processing to deal

with the presence of higher modes and non-exponential pulse decays

(§§3.3.1.5, 5.1.1, 5.2.3) so as to obtain accurate measurements.

Our knowledge of the nonlinear processes is too limited to assure

that they are not affecting the behavior of the first mode during the periods

of growth or decay when linear behavior is normally assumed. The non-

linear analysis of data described in §5. 5 is a crude attempt to study the

observed limiting amplitudes. Linear behavior at very low amplitudes is

built into the representation, ani whatever nonlinear processes are acting

are all contained in coefficients evaluated from the data. A few specific

processes should be noted.

7. 4. 1 Casdynarnic Nonlinearities; Mode Coupling. The develop-

ment of a small-amplitude compressive wave into a sharp-fronted wave,

or shock, is of course a well-known and basic phenomen.r. in gasdynamics.

One of the remarkable aspects of the unsteady motions in both motors and

T-burners is that quite large amplitude sinusoidal waves are observed to

have unexpectedly little content of harmonics. The tendency for a low am-

plitude wave (usually the first mode) to develop sharp fronts, or other

forms of distortion, seems to be mitigated by other processes in the sys-

tem. Because any sort of distortion of the fundamental mode can be inter-

preted as a generation of higher modes, mode coupling associated with the

gasdynamics has become an interesting and potentially important phenome-

non to study.

A complete treatment of non-linear behavior necessarily must be

done numerically (e.g. refs. 7-16 to 7-19). It is difficult to extract de-

tailed information about the generation of higher modes, but some features

- - e. g. the behavior of the sum of all even mode * - - can be displayed

quite easily. The approximate analysis constructed in ref. 7-19 is based

on an expansion in the normal modes and therefore provides more direct

information about mode coupling.

7. 4. 2 Nonlin.earities Associated with Combustion Processes. With

a relatively simple model as the basis, treatment of nonlinear pressure
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coupling has been studied in numerical analysis, refs. 7-16 to 7-19. The

results suggest that there are conditions under which the driving of waves

by the cormbustion processes will depend on the amplitude of the motions,

even at modest amplitudes. Because of the many approximations involved,

and because the results are limited, it is not possible to state how im-

portant this influence may be in practical situations. It has never been

accounted for in reducing data.

There is an intrirnsic nonlinearity associated with velocity coupling,

namely rectification, which tends to couple modes. This will cause the
response of a burning surface to depend on the amplitude of the disturbance,

and both the growth and decay of oscillations will depart from the ideal ex-

ponential behavior. Although an increasing amount of work has been de-

voted to velocity coupling (see §5. 4.4), most aspects remain poorly under-

stood. What has been done relates mainly to the kinematics of the problem.

Very little is known about the crucial physical processes involved

in the nonlinear combustion of either surfaces or droplets. It is amply

clear from combustion photography that, particularly for aluminized pro-

pellants, the processes occurring at and near the gas/solid interface

must be very sensitive to the anpiitudes of oscillation.

7. 5 Assumptions Concerning the Mode Shapes

All calculations .)f stability, for both motors and T-burners, in-
volve integrals containing the mode shape. For example, the total acous-

tic energy itself is the integral of the square of the mode shape. One

would anticipate that both combustion and mean flow should affect the mode

shape; it is certainly not a priori obvious how precisely one must know the

actual mode shape. What is required for most practical applications is

surprisingly simple. According to the formal analysis outlined in Appen-

dices E and F, a proper and good first approximation is that the mode

shapes to use are those appropriate to the real geometry, with a closed

boundary, and with no mean flow. In T-burners, it is important that

changes of area long the duct be accounted for. Additional corrections

might be necessary under some conditions, but n'i detailed results are

a-vailable. It is worth remarking upon the sources of possible refinements.
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7. 5. I Heat Transfer. The analysis in §2 and Appendices E and F

involves the assumption that tie mean local density and velocity of sound

in the conbustor cavity are uniform (i. e., independent -)f position). In

tests where propellant surface area (and therefore the total mass flow) is

small and burner wall area is large (low frequency burner), the effect of

heat loss is large and the assumption of uniform conditions in the burner

mpy need attention. For example, Figure 3. 3-2 shows the reduction of

f-equency with increasing length due to heat losses. This is accompanied

by internal temperature gradients which influence the speed of sound,

mode structure, and natural frequency. Apart from a correction noted in

ref. 7-2, this problem has not been treated.

7. 5. Z Strong Acoustic Sturces and Sinks. For all calculations of

stability which have been carried out to date, t-p classical mode shapes,

undistorted by combustion, mean flow, or any other sources or sinks of
acoustic energy, have been used. There are broad conditions under which

that approximation will be entirely adequate for computing the growth or

decay constant, M.. Of course, the actual mode shapes in a combustion

chamber are in fact slightly distorted, and the formal analysis can be

used to produce ccrrections to first and higher orders in the average Mach

number of the mean flow. The formulas fo," 4 and w given in Appendices

E and F are really the first terms for an iterative solution.

For high burning rates, and in motors early in a firing when the

Mach number may be high over large regions of the chamber, the distor-

tion of the acoustic field by the average flow may be so large that the ap-

proximation calculation should be carried cut to higher order. There is

no fundamental difficulty in doing so, but no numerical results are avail-

able; there are no experiments relevant to this problem.

7. 5. 3 Rate of Change of Oscillation Amplitude. A further assump-

tion that is built into the analysis is that the amplitude of oscillation does

not change rapidly: specifically, /w << 1. This is a consequence of the

fact that the correction to the unperturbed frequency is proportional to the

average Mach number, Mb, but C. itself is proportional to M Thus,

a. /w Mb , which is required to be much less than unity. If observed val-

ues of o./w are large, then the analysis used must be changed to accom-

modate this. Formally, and on physical grounds, one might expect that
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this situation and the problem discussed in 7. 5. Z are intirately conncted.

7. 6 Influences of the Mean Flow

The basic analysis includes the presence of mean flow in the burn-

er insofar as the conservation laws for the gas motion are concerned.

However, the mean flow is apparently responsible for some effects that

are not encompassed in the data reduction, effects that have yet to be

evaluated quantitatively.

7. 6. 1 Assumption of Spacewise Uniformity of Combustion Re-

spons_. It has been noted ('7.3.2) that interpretation of test results has

incluced the ass-.rnption that the combustion response is not affected by

the sL rrounding mean flow field. However, it is observed that with high

area ratio (long) propeilant charges, the mean burning rate is higher to-

ward the downstream end of the charge, indicating that the mean flow en-

croaches on the combustion zone. It is reasonable to assume that such

encroachment will modify the dynamic behavior of the combustion zone

as well, although there is no information regarding the magnitude of this

effect. In the case of charges with high area ratio, Sb/Sco, it may be

necessary to relax the ass-.rnpt'on of uniform response function -- just as

present rcsults indicate that a different value of the response is needed

for end burners and side burners (§7.1.Z and ref. 7-11). This is a matter

of greater concern with roclket motors, where very high mean flow ve-

locities prevail. It is the acoustic counterpart of the classical erosive

burning problem. As an alternative to assuming that the response func-

tion may vary with position on the burning surface, which would greatly

complicate interpretation of data, it might be better to limit the length of

grains us' d. Experimental measurements bear only indirectly on this

problem: the influence of mean flow may be partly responsible for the ob-

servations leading to the restriction on S b/Sco (or P) noted in §3.4.4.2.

7. 6. 2 Aluminum Oxide Droplet Size. The size distribution of the

At zO 3 droplets in the combu.;tion products is critical to the damping in

T-burner tests (and motors). The factors governing this droplet size

distribution are qualitatively understood; of the steps involved, the key

process of formation of aluminum accumulations on the burning surface

appears to be particularly responsive to mean flow in the burner (ref.
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7-9) aiud hence of charge area rate. .-. ,odification of the alum. inu. ac-

cumulation could thus change At20 3 droplet size diutributirn in a manner

dependent on area ratio of the charge, and hence on location in the burn-

er and time during burning (these effects could be misinterpreted as "lip

effects," stay-time effects," et .. ). The data available to date suggest

that this is a significant effect, which is probably dependent on pressure,

frequency, and type of aluminized propellant. It has obvious implications

for §§7. 3.2 and 7. 3.4, and for quantitative applicability of Eqs. (2.2.2)

and (2. 2.4). it is also of concern in motor applications.

7. 6. 3 Comparison of During Burning and After Burnout Pulses.

The accuracy of the assumption that decay rate of a pulse (proper'ly timed)

after burnout is a measure of damping during burning (§3. 1. 1) is suspect

on several grounds. One is the presence of mean flow to the vent during

burning, and possible flo-.v into the borner from the surge tank during the

pulse after burnout. Until the irmportance of the mean flow - associated

vent effect is established, the test technique using pulses during and af-

ter burning involves a potentially serious uncertainty. Because of the

low mean flow Mach number in pulse tests, ,he uncertainty is not a large

percentage error in damping determinations (the two pulse decay rates

are nearly the same). But the combustion response is calculated by

forming the difference between two large and nearly equal numbers- the

error may then be quite substantial.

7.7 Closure

The preceding paragraphs encompass a broad spectrum of prob-

lems which remain unresolved. Neither are they all of comparable sil-

nificance nor should the recognition of them be allowed to obscure the

demonstrated value of the T-burner as a test device for both research

and applications as discussed in §6. It is important to emphasize that

many of the questio-is which have been raised during work with the T-

burner arise also in connection with motors. Most of what is learned

from experience with the simpler and much less costly laboratory de-

vice is directly applicable to full-scale motors.
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APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE

A few symbols defined in the text and used but briefly are not

included in this list.

a speed of sound for a two-phase mixture, Eq. (E. 19)

A parameter in the response function, Eq. (2. 6. 6)

Ab admittance function foi a burning surface, Eqs. (2. 6. 3) and
(E. 34)

B parameter in the respons, function, Eq. (2. 6. 6)

Be admittance function with mean flow, end surface, Eq.,
(2.6.5)

B admittance function with mean flow, lateral or side sur-
face, Eq. (2. 6. 5)

C specifi: heat for the particulate material

C~n  mass fraction of particulate material, C, pp/p

C specific heat for the gas only
P (C +C C)

C specific heat for the two-phase mixture, C = I
p p - 1+

C specific heat for the gas 0
v (C +0 C)

C_ specific heat for the two-phase mixture, ' = --

C 41 coefficient defined in Eq. (C. 7) and given by Eq. (C. 11)

C I function defined in Eq. (C. 16)

D diameter of the chamber

Dc Cport diameter for a cylindrical grain

DB/ AB abbreviation for "during burning/after burnout" pulsed test

stagnation internal energy for the gas

e stagnation internal energy for the particles

e ose p o s e 0 and epo evaluated at the surface

E time-averagd tot-J acoustic energy in a chamber,
E E/2pa 187



E2 integral defined by Eq. (E. 39) for the Ith longitudinal mode

E2 integral defined by Eq. (F. 16) for the N th three-dimensional
mode

energy source, introduced in Eq. (F, Z)
2 2

normalized acoustic energy, = E S coL

f function defined by Eq. (F. 14)

f function defined by Eq. (E. 17)

(FT) flow-turning factor, introduced in Eq. (E. 51)

F force of interaction between particles and gas, Eq. (D. 6)P

5F differential force of interaction, Eq. (E. 11)
p

hL function defined by Eq. (C. 15)

h function defined by Eq. (F. 13)

hI function defined by Eq. (F. 16)

hos stagnation enthalpy of the gas, evaluated at the surface

k2, wavenumber for the , th longitudinal mode, k, t, /a

kN  wavenumber for the N th three-dimensional mode, k N=,r1) N

K1 dimensionless wavenumber, K= Lk 1/ = L 2-/Za

L length of the burner, Figure C-I1

* 0displacement of a cylindrical grain, Figure C-1

Lb  length of grain along the lateral boundary, Figure C-1

m mass flux (mass/area-sec.)

mb mass flux of gas at and normal to a burning surface

m) mass flux of particulate material at and normal to a
burning sur"face

M b  Mach number for the gas leaving a burning surface,
M b = Ub/ a

n unit vector outward at a boundary

p pressure
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p spatial mode shape of pressure for the tth longitudinal mode

a thN spatial mode s-hape of pressure for the N threc-dimen-sional mode

Po stagnation pressure
P' function defined by Eq. (F. 10)

Pt function defined by Eq. (E. 18)

Pr Prandtl number, Pr z C u/kp

q perimeter of a surface

o heat source defined in Eq. (F. 20)

Qp heat transfer between particles and gas, Eq. (D. 7)

6Q differential heat transfer, Eq. (E. 12)P

R gas constant, for the gas only

R. gas constant for the two-phase mixture, Ea. (E. 4)

R b response function, defined by Eq. (E. 35)

Re Reynoids number based on the particle diameter and rela-
tive speed, Eq. (D. 8)

Sb  area of burning &urface in one-half of a T-burner
Sbel defined in Figure C-1

S defined in Figure C-ibe 1

Sbe area of burning surface on one end of a T-burner, Figure
C-b

Sbs area of burning surface on the lateral boundary in one-half
of a T-burner, Figure C-i

5 port area for a cylindrical grain, Figure C-iC

S cross-sectional area of the burner, Figure C-ico

t time

T temperature (usually, of gases in the chamber)

r stagna.ion temperature
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rI

T temperature of the particulate material 4p

6T differential temperature defined by Eq. (E. 10)
P

AT temperature difference betweei the gas in the chamber and
the gas leaving the burning surface, AT . T-T

u velocity

u b speed of gas leaving a burning surface

u velocity of particulate materialP

6u differential temperature defined by Eq. (E. 9)p

V volume, V = LS for a uniform tubeCO

VATB abbreviation for "variable-area T-Burner"

(V F) vent factor, introduced in Eq. (E. 51)

w source of mass, rate of conversion of particulate material
to gas (mass/volume-sec.

z coordinate parallel to the axis of a T-burner, z : 0 at the
left-hand end

OL decay or growth constant, in exp(Qt)

a I decay constant measured for a pulse during burning

a. decay constant measured for a pilse after burnout

acgrowth constant due to combustion, Eq. (3. 2. 12)c

CL Pdecay constant due to particle/gas interactionsP
FT

Ldefined by Eq. (E. 48)m
v

CL v defined by Eq. (E. 50)m

P - ZL b/L

PO Po Z0L

y ratio of specific heats for the gases, y = C /Cp v

N- ratio of specific heats for the two-phase mixture,

p v
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complex function of the dimensionless frequency, n, ap-
pearing in Eq. (2. 6. 6): X(X-1) = i

Lviscosity

kinematic viscosity, /pg

p density of the two-phase mixture, p = p +p
pg9

pg gas density

pp density of particulate matter, mass per unit volume of
chamber

PO average density of the two-phase mixture

Ps density of the condensed material

a average diameter of the particles

T d  relaxation time defined by Eq. (D. 11)

-rt relaxation time defined by Eq. (D. 12)

Subscripts and Superscripts

C-) time-averaged value

fluctuation value

C) amplitude fur a harmonic motion, e.g. p' exp(iwt)

)o average value for the two-phase mixture

value for an end surface
e

value for the J, longitudinal mode

)N valhe for the Nth three-dimensicnal mode

S)s value for a side (lateral) surface

)(P) value for particulate material

)(i) imaginary part

)(r) real part
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APPENDIX B

Statistical Analysis of Data

Difficulties with reproducibility of data, and limitations of the theo-

retical description of the T -burner have been thoroughly discussed in the

body of this report. Frequently, data scatter is such that many points are

act-ially "bad" data and should be discarded. This has been mentioned in

§ 5.4. 3 where it was suggested that the points 30 or greater from the "pre-

dicted" values be re-examined for possible reasons to exclude them. Often,

however, significant differences between theory and experiment may be due

to the fact that the data are not acquired under conditions to which the simpli-

fied expressions for the T-burner apply. For example, large variations in

ScoIS c can produce significant deviations from the intended fundamental fre-

quency. If the combustion response and the losses are assumed to be constant

when the analytical results are used to correlate the data, considerable errors

may be introduced.

Additional complications may arise from the influence of velocity

coupling. Most applications of the analysis to interpretation of data have

accounted only ior pressure coupling; this produces an erroneously high value

for the pressure coupled response if the test data include tests with long grains

(large P).

Other errors may be introduced simply due to assumplions used in the

development of the statistical optimization procedure. As an example, the

procedure known as "least squares" inherently assumes that the data scatter

(error) is independent of the magnitude of the quantity being measured. Since

very high or very low (near zero) values of growth constant are difficult to

measure, this assumption frequently fails for data presently available.

Among the problems likely to be encountered are those associated with

velocity coupling and large variations in the measured frequency. To illustrate

possible techniques for accounting for these effects a sample problem has been

compiled from the data for ANB-3066 prope'lant reported in refs. B-l and

B-2, summarized in Table B-1. In contrast to the sample case discussed in

§ 5. 4. 3, these data contain information related to end burning grains. A

least squares fit of the data to Equation (3. 2. l)without velocity coupling yields

the following values: 192 )
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B " 0. 00747 ± 0. 00024

B = 0. 00290 ± 0. 00132
e

ad = -79.48 ±4.11

VF = 0. 974

= 29.32

The effects of velocity coupling could be analyzed by using the ex-

pression used in Ref. B-3 and shown in Eq. (3.2-3). One tests the data for

the influence of this phenomenon by adding this term to the T-burner expres-

sion and extracting a value for R v . When this is accomplished for the data

set of Table B-I, the following results are found:

B = 0.00578 ± 0. 000385

B = 0. 00Z75 : 0. 00106
e

a d -75. 1 ± 3.40

R =3.00 ±0.58v

, = 7.46

VF = 0. 984

The inclusion of velocity coupling did improve the quality of the fit; the de-

crease in a is significant. A substantial improvement in VF could not be

expected because the relatively low values of p preclude a significait impact

due to velocity coupling. Although Rv appears to have been determined to a

high degree of precision, it is probably safest to follow the recommendations

presented earlier, namely, minimize the effects of velocity coupling by

testing at relatively low values of 0 and Sbs/S co and conduct specialized tests

to measure R

The data shown in Table B-1 cover tests conducted over a frequency

range of 770 Hz to 835 Hz. Because both the combustion response and particle

damping depend on frequency, it is probabie that the data are affected. In

Ref. B-i, the following expression is used for particle damping:
W2

-Cm WTd
d  2 l+(wr d) +Gm

The regression analysis then fits to T rather than the constant damping
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t

term a d" This approach requires a nonlinear regression analysis rather

than the simple linear techniques presently under discussion. Another ap-

proach is to assume that the frequency variation is narrow enough that

particle damping is nearly linear with frequency. The damping could then

be represented by

ad - Kd f

The correlation analysis would extract Kd.

Another approach to the problem of frequency variation involves the

combustion response. One could use, instead of B and Be, the formula for
S 

e

the combustion response discussed in ref. B-4. However, this expression is

fairly complicated and would require a no-i-linear regression analysis. As

an alternative, the procedure suggested above for particle damping may be

used, with the approximation to Ba:

B s = Bso + Bsf f

The regression analysis then extracts Bso and Bof. This approach was

applied to the data of Table B-1 and yielded the following:

B 0.00237 +0.00106
e

Bo = 0. 00499 +. 000240

B = 1.550 X 10
- 5 ±Z. 97x10

-6

ad = -78. 4 ± 3.29

VF = 0.984

a = 7.44

This correlation does not appear to offer any significant improvement over

the case where velocity coupling was added to the theory. However, this

is somewhat to be expected since pressure coupling alone is explaining

-7'A of the data. The result that Bsf is positive suggests that B is increas-

ing with frequency at 800 Hz. However, because only data over a narrow

frequency range have been used, no firm conclusion can be justified.
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The data were tested further by adding both velocity coupling and

frequency dependent terms to the correlation analysis. The best fit was

obtained with the following values :

B =7. 84 X 10 - d 4.7 X10-

B =0.0s c

B = O.00256 *0.00096e
R = 2.08 t 0.58v

Cd = 76.0 * 3.14

VF = 0. 986

= 6.86

The "best" overall correlation of data was obtained with B equal to non-
Sc

zero value. However, the inclusion of Fsc significantly decreased the

precision of the other parameters, and it was decided to eliminate the Btic
term. This problem is most likely due to the limited number of data

points -vailable for the correlation.

It should be emphasized that the methods outlined in this appendix

are indended as guidelines to be followed in the event that one has difficulty

interpreting any given collection of T-burner data. The procedures have

not been fully explored to ascertain their validity and have not yet gained

universal acceptance. The T-burner experimenter is definitely encour-

aged to follow the procedures presented earlier to ensure that velocity

coupling is minimized and that the frequency is carefully controlled.
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APPENDIX C 4

CALCULATION OF THE ACOUSTIC MODES FOR A T-BURNER

All analyses of linear and nonlinear behavior require complete

knowledge of the unperturbed acoustic modes for the geometry of the

cl.amber. In general, for motors it is necessary to carry out numerical

calculation; closed-form solutions cannot be found for configurations hav-

ing slots and fins, re-entrant nozzles, or ports other than simple cylin-

derr. In T-burners, the geometry is relatively simple, but the perturba-

tions due to extended lateral grains are often significant. For theqe cases,

both numerical analysis and a one-dimensional analysis can be used.

C. 1 Oue-Dimensional Analysis of the Acoustic Modes

A complete description of this problem may be found in refs C-i

and C-2. The analysis is carried out for configurations of the sort

sketched in Figure C-1, in which the various geometrical variables are

defined. As shown in Appendix E, Eqs. (E. 28) ard (E.Z9), the prob-

lem of finding the normal modes for a chamber having variable cross-

sectional area S reduces to the problem of solving the wave equation withc

boundary condition:

I d/(' ~ ZA (.1
c _ T _- k +k -p (C.I

-, 0 (z -0, L) (C. 2)
ciz

For general distributions of area, S (z), the problem cannot be solved in

closed form; but for the cases sketched in Figure C-l, the cross-sectional

area is uniform (i. e., S is constant) between abrupt discontinuities, andc

piecewise solutions can be found without great difficulty. Really, one has

to solve the equation

d 2

+kI c (C. 3)dz C i

The right hand side is either zero or, at the discontinuities, infinite. The

problem is solved by using solutions to (C. 3) with the right hand side

equal to zero, and matching at the discontinuities so that the pressure and

mass flow are continuous.
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(a) CUP GRAINS

L ]

5vbs
Sb.2  Sco S0

(b) CYLINDRICAL , DISC GRAINS

SeSc Sco

IE=

Sc = CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF THIN CYLINDRICAL GRAIN
Sco= CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF THE BURNER
S>= AREA OF BURNING SURFACE ON THE LATERAL BOUNDARY
She= AREA OF BURNING SURFALE ON THE ENDS
Lb = LENGTH OF GRAIN ALONG LATERAL BOUNDARY
L o = DISPLACEMENT OF CYLINDRICAL GRAIN FROM THE END
L = TOTAL LENGTH OF BURNER BETWEEN THE END GRAINS

DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

13 = 2Lb/L
j o= 2Lo,/L

KI = Lkj/2 = Lwj/ 2 E

Figure C-I Configurations and Definitiors of Geoxiietrical Variables



That the pressure should be continuous is obvious. To see that

continuity of mass flow is the correct second condit.ion to apply, multiply

(C. 1) by Sc and integrate the result from just downstream to just upstream

of a discontinuity located at, say, z °
+6 € AP z +€

S(s d + k j S pdz = 0

z -C z -e
0 0

For C - 0 , the second term vanishes, because in any case both ' and S

are finite. The first term gives 4

(S dz 0 + S d ) (C. 4)
-- z z +€ C=z 0- C

But the acoustic velocity is proportional to d^/dz, so after multiplication
by T, (C. 4) obviously represents continuity of mass flow for the acoustic

field.

It is simplest to divide the hierarchy of modes into even and odd

classes. Since mainly the fundamental mode is excited in T-burner firings,

only odd modes will be examined here, Since cup grains (Figure C-Ia) are

special cases of the cylinder/disc configuration, results will be given here

for the latter. For odd modes, in addition to the boundary conditions (C. 2),

the pressure fluctuation itself must vanish at the center of the chamber:

p = 0 at z = L/Z. Thus, for the geometry shown in Figure C-lb, the pres-

sure field may be represented in three pieces for a half-chamber:

0 z L 0 : cosktz (C.5)

L z L L+Lb p z cosk4z+Bt°sink (z-L) (C. 6)

L+Lb z < L 2 pt = C 0 sink (L/Z-z) (C. 7)

Continuity of pressure and mass flux a. z L and z L Lb lead

to the four relations:

z=L
cos(K.P o ) = cos(K o ) (C. 8a)

Sco sin(K .0) S Csin(K o)-B 1 (C. 8b)

z=L oL.

cosK (P+po)+BO sinK i  0 , sinKL(I-Po) (C. 9a)
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SctsinKt(pip 0 )-BI0 COSKt3 C coa K.(l.I0.P) (C.

The first of these is an identity becauke of the way in which the represen-

tations (C. 5)-(C. 7) were chosen. Hence, there are three equations for the
0 O

three unknowns, K, - Lk,/2, Bj . and C I . It is a matter of algebra to

find the results:

SBt s(nK - o)sinKP. (C. 10)

c

CaKI IOP sInK+ riK.1 1
casKK (IJ3 -P)

'~ 0

Equation (C. 1Z) is, of course, a transcendental equatean for K., and must

be s~lved numerically.

Somde typical results are shown in Figures C-2- to G-5 for the fre-

quencies and mode shapes. Note that all results are for unit pressure

amplitude at the ends of the chamber. The acoustic velocity a't the center

vnisproportional to C It. Hence, C, ° is an interesting quantitybe

cause it enters explicitly in discussions of energy losses due to the vent

(see Eq. (2.2.4 ) and Appendix C). A few values are shown in Figures

C-6 arnd C-7. More extensive results may be found in ref. C-2.
Another important quantity is the acoustic energy in the chamber.

The time-averaged total energy is

LoK(1~ -(. -' 2C12

The second term can be integrated by parts, and after use of the wave

equation (C. 1), ie finds that it is equal to the first term. Henced the
time-averaged energy is simply Ee2,- C, where E,s quanty be

e i ref e a.1

0
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The energy in the chamber depends on the geometry; some results for the

normalized energy, e 2 = ZE a /So L , are shown in Figures C-8 and C-9.

The expressions (C. 5) to (C. 7) have been used to . valuate pZ in (C. 14).

Two other integrals arise in the analysis of the stability of T-

burners:

1 L 1 d t ' ) d.

g 9.~--T f-dqdz (C. 15)
b s 0 k

I L
C= S Sdqdz (C. 16)

g bs 0oP

The first is a measure of the magnitude of the "flow-turning" loss, Eq.

(2.2 . 4 ) and the second weights the energy grain due to combustion of

lateral surfaces, Eq. (2. 2 .3). Figures C-10 and C-I I show some nu-

merical results.

C. 2 Numerical Calculation of the Acoustic Modes

For analyzing the stability of small disturbances in practical mo-

tors, it is necessary to be able to compute numerically acoustic modes

and frequencies. The geometries are usually such that analytical solu-

tions cannot be found. For most work with T-burners, the one -dimen-

sional analysis discussed above is adequate: limited two-dimensional nu-

merical calculations have shown that the one-dimensional approximation

is satisfactory for the grain configurations commonly used. More to the

point, recent tests (ref. C-4) have been conducted in chambers at room

temperature with no flow. The predicted fre -encies are really quite

close to the measured values over the range of geometrical configurations

normally used in T-burners.

If very large discontinuities in cross-sectional area are used (a

precise statement of the limits cannot be given), then numerical calcuia-

tions may be necessary. Difficulties may also arise if the diameter of the

vent is comparable to the diameter of the burner; this problem has not

been examined. In ref. C-3, a brief description is given of one numerical

technique which has been successfully used.
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APPENDIX D

APPROXIMATE FORMULAS FOR PARTICLE DAMPING

AND SURFACE LOSSES

For ideal conditions it is possible to compute quite accurately the

dissipation of energy due to the particles suspended in a gas. The early

analysis reported in ref. D- gave results from non-interacting inert

spherical particles. Measurements (refs. D-Z and D-3) have supported

the predictions, and also the validity of later simplified calculations (ref.

D-4). The formulas for the decay constant and change of the speed of

sound are in the first instance valia for particles having the same size.

By simple superposition, however, they can be generalized for distribu-

tions of particle sizes.

In a T-burner, and in motors, the particles are neither all spheri-

cal nor inert. Moreover, the distribution of sizes is unknown, and ag-

glomeration may occur. It is within the limits of what is presently known

to use rather simple formulas, and to assume that the particulate matter

can be characterized by a single average size. These approximations

have been used in practically all analyses of data obtained in T-burners.

It is the purpose of § D. I to show how the simplified for-.,ulas can be de-

duced from the linear analyses described in Appendices E and F.

Similarly, the classical formula for the di:sipation of energy in a

laminar acoustic boundary has been verified (e. g. refs. D-5 and D-6) by

measurements within about 8 - 10 per cent. The analysis is valid only for

a flow having uniform average temperature, and the measurements have

all been taken at room temperature. Especially the influence of non-

uniform average temperature through the boundary layer may be impor-

tant in T-burners (ref. D-6). Present knowledge is such, however, that

an improvement on the classical formula cannot be accomplished; some

sort of average temperature must be used and the results accepted as

estimates. For testing with heavily-loaded metailized propellants, the

surface losses are generally much smaller than the losses associated

with particle damping. A derivation of the decay constant for surface

losses iq given in D. 2, also based on the linear analysis of Appendices

E and F.
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D. I Attenuation of Acoustic Energy by Particle!Gas Interactions

If only the contributions from the particulate matter are retained,

and the residual combustion of the particles is ignored, the imaginary

part of Eq. (F. 17) becomes a formula for Ct , the decay constant due to the

presence of particulate matter.

2) E "CV M J-" N R 6  (r). dV
N a c d p PN(DI

v

The calculation of 6F i' - and 6 0 r) is done for linearized motions of the
p

particles and with no average flow. Moreover, it is perfectly adequate to

assume one-dimensional flow, so that in fact one can use Eq. (E. 33). The

problem solved here is therefore that of the attenuation of waves in a

closed box having rigid walls.

The differential force and heat transfer are given by the linearized

forms of Eqs. (E. 11) and (E. 12):
_d6u

6Fp = p dt (D.Z)

d6T
6Qp Z -pC -2 (D. 3)

Hence, it is necessary to compute 6u and 6T . These are found by solv-

ing the linear forms of the equations of motion, (E. 7) and (E. 8), for the

particles:

du

- Fp (D. 4)

p
dT

( Q (D. 5)

ppC

Approximations to the force and heat transfer have been quoted in ref.

D-7:

Fp pp - (u -u)lC+Re , (D. 6)

12GC.P 23 55 7
Qp = p - (T -T)[l+.23Pr' Re' (D.7)

PPr ps a

whe re
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b4.
Re JA lu p-U (D. 8)

The diameter and material density of the particles are 0 and ps the vis-

cosity coefficient and specific heat of the gas are k4 and Cp.

The linear motions (Stokes' flow), Re-, 0 and (D. 6) and (D. 7) be-

c ome

F - 5u (D. 9)
P 'd P

Qp P & T (D. 10)p C"

' t
where

2

Ps (D. 11)

3 C
t P C r "d (D. I Z)

p

are the relaxation times for momentum and heat exchange between the par-

ticles and the gas.

With (D. 9) and flY D, Frs. (D)- 41 and ID. 5) can bc. written

dbu du
--d 5 -a . (D. 13)

7d T

d b T + 1 -  T dD .14 )

Here, u and T represent the local acoustic velocity and temperature.

Short-term transients, behaving as exp(-t/r d ) and exp(-tItr) are ignored,

and the solutions to (D. 13) and (D. 14) are

-t/I t 'T

bu e j udt-u , (D. 15)
P d 0

-t/r t tf rt

bT = -e I e Tdt-T (D. 16)
P t 'JO

Because the short term transients have been ignored, arbitrary initial con-

ditions, 6u (0) and 6T (0) don't appear. Substitution of (D. 15) and (D. 16)p p
into (D. 2) and (D. 3) givus the formula
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-t!',d t t/'"
P e ,r dud~j - d

PF = re " "d t udt-uj+ - (D. 17)

ep /-lt t t/7 d
TP t - Ti + C (. 18)e0. L Tdt-Tj+P CT

p t *t 0 P

What is required here are the results for harmonic motions in the

N th acoustic mode:

S u N e  NTNe (D. 19)

where

N NU7 (D. 201"

N 0F

To p-

Use of (D. 19)-(D. 21) in (D. 17) and (D. 18), plus a Lit of arithmetic, leads

to N t

6F = 3ei

with

b P N +d d( D. 22)
P d
P CT

6QPN -t -1) (ND. 23)6 pP I + ia " t o).
t a

(The fact that a 7-T -TPAip has has been used here: see Appendix E

for a summary of the properties of the mixture.

Finally, substitution of (D.22) and (D. Z3) into the I-n--dimensional

form of (D. I ) leads to

M. C N tNNd) C "N Nt ;(T)24)
CLp 21" (l+C N)d )2 (r ty - 1)2J"

m 1 4 0 1!d, C p I + ( -.IN t

Particular note should be taken of the factor C /(!tC M) multiplying the

Note that - and N" here are the average density and ratio of specific heats
for the gas/particle mixture.
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brackets and the fact that 7Y and C are properties of the mixture. Both

p
are consequences of combining the equations for the two-phase flow (Ap-

pendix E) in such a manner that the equilibrium properties of the mixture

are correctly used in zeroth order. The accuracy of (D. 24) has been

demonstrated by comparison with exact numerical results for waves in a

box (ref. D-8); agreement within about 1 - 2 per cent has been obtained for

some special cases. The factor P4C m is crucial for the agreement. It

should be noted that the same formula can be obtained by the method of

ref. D-4, although the result does not appear as the form (D.Z4) in that

work.

If the real part of (F. 17) is treated in the same way as the irnagi-

nary part, then a formula for the frequency is found. This shows the in-

fluence of particle size un the speed of sound, and auain is equivalent to the

result given in ref. D-4. Changes in the speed of sound with particle size

are much smaller than the reduction already accounted for in the formula

(E. 19) for the gas/particle mixture. It has not been possible to detect the

influence of particle size on the speed of sound in T-!jurners or motors.

D. 2 Linear Visc ous Losses on an Inert Surface

Consider waves in a uniform tube, closed at the ends, with no mean

flow or combustion. in thre three-dimensional formutation discussed in Ap-

pendix F, let the only non-zeru perturbations on the right hand sides of the

conservations equations be the force F in the momentum equation and the

heat addition F . Then the imaginary part of Eq. (F. 17) gives the formula

for O. , the decay constant associated with surface losses:
S'

Z (N N's f, dV iN ()pd (D. 25)7 N N - -
a a Cv

Now F and PE are net force and heat addition per unit volume, they may

therefore be taken equal, respectively, to 7- . and -V- Q where " is the

viscous stress tensor and Q is the heat flux vector.

In particular, for one-dimensional viscous motion in the acoustic

boundary layer near a surface,
- . (D. 6)

7 - Q 2 (k (D. 2.7ay ayr
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where 1 is the unit vector parallel to the surface. Once again, u and Tz

represent unsteady velocity and temperature, the velocity being parallel

to the wall: the coordinate y is measured normal to the surface. Both F

and E are supposed to be significant only near the surface, and vanish far

away. The volume element dV is dSdy where dS is the element of surface

area; then the terms on the right band side of (D. 25) can be partially inte-
grated as follows:

-4d N co i)) (i y dPN (D.(i)8

A i'P Uz 0 aYJ Z UYw

A~r~d = ~d (r)r) co .. (k af(r)dS(.9
o ( ay )dy d

Subscript ( )w denotes values at the wall. Hence, (D. 25) iszQ ~~- d= 8(i\ W " fr
E2 (U Nau()N)I = -61 T----, dS-k :T - P~(T- dS. (D. 30)

a w a C
v

The known solutions for the velocity and temperature in an acoustic

boundary layer are (ref. D-9)

A A - .y i d N -Xy
u N [ 1 -e 1= =- u [1-ee d (D. 31)

"Y 0

where LUN N are the acoustic solutions far from the wall, given by (D. 20)

and (D. 2!) above. The complex quantity ) is

Si) (D. 33)

where

SL /-7-/7 (D. 34)

is essentially the thickness of the acoustic boundary layer. The kinematic

viscosity of the gas/particle mixture is j = p/ •

For a cylindrical tube having diameter D, the surface element is

dS = rD dz. With (D. 31) - (D. 33), the integrals in (D. 30) are easily car-

ried out to give
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r d NN 5 N
fN-J--Ii-. ) vw n. E

w p a r, /4

Substitution of these results into (D. 30), and use of the relation k/u-

C /Pr , gives eventually

PN

w p + .I '. (D. 35)

Note that the kinematic viscosity is based on the density of the mixture,

v u/p, which is a function of temperature. The temperature to be used

evidently lies between that of the gas and the wall temperature. A brief

discussion is given in ref. D-6. The experimental results reported in that

work, for un-metallized propellants, suggest that (D. 35) should be used

with caution. The dependence of frequency has apparently been verified,

but not the variation with diameter. This failure seems to be due to the

connections between diameter, heat transfer, amplitude of w;cillations,

and surface temperature at inert walls, but the matter has not been settled.

The preceding cal( ulations not only provide the two useful formulas

(D. 24) and (D. 35) but alsu show how the general linear analysis described

in Appendices E and F can be used to produce the correct forms for the

contributions to the constant CL, for both surface and volume processes.

Also, (D. 35) applies only if the inert surface extends the entire

length L of the tube. For a VATB, this is not so, and the integrals over

the surface in (D. 30) must be carried out only for the regiuns on the lateral

boundary not covered by burning propellant. Incidentally, it should also be

noted that one should not assume a priori that the nume-arical value of (D. 35)

is negrligible compared w-th the decay constant (D. 24) for particle damping.
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APPENDIX E

ONE-DIMENSIONAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

Because the one-dimensional analysis has been discussed in great

detail elsewhere, in references (S-1 to E-5) which are readily available,

the treatment here will be quite brief.

All linear analyses for unsteady motions in a combustion chamber

are based on the idea that the influences of combustion and flow may be

represented as perturbations of an acoustics problem in a closed cham-

ber. The accuracy of the results obtained for the problem vith combus-

tion and flow -- i. e., the situation one is studying -. depends very much

on how much can be incorporated in the unperturbed problem. This is a

general feature of perturbation analysis which is particularly important

for the case at hand, unsteady motions in a variable-area T-burner used

with metallized propellants.

The simplest unperturbed problem is that of purely longitudinal

waves in a uniform tube containing only gas. Then the perturbations of

this problem include the mean flow, the combustion at the burning sur-

faces, residual combustion within the volume, the influence of condensed

material in the gas, and nonuniform cross-section area. Of these, re-

sidual combustion will be represented in the analysis but, owing to the

lack of quantitative information, no numerical results will be obtained.

The mean flow and surface combustion will be treated entirely as per-

turbations.

However, the influences of the particulate matter and nonuniform

geometry are so large that they must partly be included in unperturbed

("zeroth order") problems. To zeroth order, the particles in the flo,; af-

fect the speed of sound, causing a reduction which may be as large as 20

per cent or more in realistic cases; and nonuniformities in the cross-

section area affect both the frequencies and the spatial st""icture oi the

normal modes. Treatment of the nonuniform tubes has ben discussed

in refs. E-I to E-4, particularly the last two: but the ccrrect handling of

the influence of the condensed phase had not been done until more recent-

ly, ref. E-5.

The basis for the computations is the set of ;onservation equations
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for the two-phase flow. As usual, the gas is assumned to be a single aver-

age species, obeying the equation of state for a perfect gas. Allowance

must be made Lor combustion of the lateral grains, which is represented

as a source of mass, momentum, and energy in the conservation equa-

tions. After some rearrangement and combination of the primary conser-

vation equations, discussed in refs. E-3 and E-5, one finds the two equa-

tions * for the velocity parallel to the axis, and the pressure:

u + u0 u Sc( 6 FpC) (E. 1)
Pc + Puscz + Sc az = p- Q

-z c c z -C (hs-e T)dq

+-( -)n(Pdq - S r(up-U)F +u1(eos-e b c pp

+ -- S_ (e o-e oc T)w +(Q+6Q ) (E.Z)
IfC PO 0  v p P

v

The symbol p stands for the density of the two-phase mixture having spe-

cific heat C and "gas" constant R. Thus, if pg is the gas density, and

Pp the mass of condensed phase in a unit volume of chamber,

Pg + p p 9(+C ) (E.3)

R R/(I+C m ) (E.4)

C +C C
_- I+ C  (E. 5)

C n - p /pg (E.6)

It will be assumed that even under unsteady conditions, the mass fraction

Cm is constant and fixed by the original composition of the propellant.

The force of interaction F and heat transfer Q between the particles and
p p

gas are defined as

It is assumed that the flow through the lateral boundary enters or leaves
in directions normal to the axis. See ref. E-4 for the general case.
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-8u au

F~ ~ 'rk~ + u - (E. 7)4

Qp .p-U + u 72Z j (E. 8)

With

6u u -u (E. 9)p p

6T = T -u , (E. 10)p p
a the differential values of F and Q are

p p

a6u au

8ST aT60 z -_ -_Vz + (u LI -u. 2l

Momentum exchange between the gas in the chamber and the flow entering

at the boundary, and between the gas P.Iready present and that produced by

residual burning, is represented by a:
l~ r F (p 1

cPP

The fou- groups of terms on the right hand side of (E. 2) represent

respectively:

I energy addition associated with flow of gas through the lateral

boundary;

2 energy addition associated with flow of particulate material

through the lateral boundary;

3 dissipation of energy associated with gas/particle interactions

and momentum exchange represented by C

4 energy addition associated with residual combustion of the

condensed phase, homogeneous chemical reactions, and heat

transfer between the particle3 and the gas.

For stability analysis, Eqs. (E. I) and (E. Z) must first be linearized ac-

cording to a procedure based on expansion in two small parameters (see

Refs. E-1 and E-4, for example). They may then be combined to produce

the following wave equation and boundary condition for the pressure fluc-

tuation: 2Z3



(S ) =h I  (E.'14)

wher c ft 1 4

c a c

Sfl (z 0 , L) (E. 15)!

whe re 1

h2 a -Pt(n') at 'Si

fl =  au, + p  8 (u u') - (6Fp-71 +U'! ( E. 17)

and P in h is the linearized form of P"

v

+-S D(U OuF +U01+ Sc( -eo+(l+C )if T)w +(Q+6Q )] (E.18)c P_ p mc p p
C C

The speed of sound a appearing here is that for the mixture, given by the

formula

2 Y p - PO
a- =~ N y : RT (E. 19)l+C m -g

where
C i C mC

C p m (E. 2O)
V m

and po, T are the average values of pressure and temperature. This

speed of sound is the ra-&e at which a small disturbance travels when the

particles and gas are in both mechanical and thermal equilibrium: u = uP
and T = T at all times; ref. E-6 contains a good discussion of the be-P
havior of a two-phase flow.

The functions h1 and f 1 contain the perturbations of the classical

acoustics problem of waves in a tube having variable cross-section area

S (z). Thus, the zeroth order problem is governed by the equationsc

(S = 0 (E.21)

c a a

ap'/az 0 (z = 0, L) (E.ZZ)
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Note that the speed of sound in the unperturbed problem is that for the

gas/particle mixture.

Now for linear stability analysis, it is unnecessary to solve the

general problem of time-dependent behavior. The idea is that an arbitrary

disturbance can be decomposed into its Fourier components. For the dis-

turbance to be stable, all of the components must be stable; and if one is

unstable, so is any small disturbance containing that component. The

Fourier components are the normal modes of the chamber, which by defi-

nition vary harmonically in time. In practice, it is almost always the

case, particularly in T-burners, that at most only one normal mode is

unstable. Thus, if the burner is intrinsically unstable, the pressure re-

cord shows a single well-defined frequency. The primary purpose of

linear stability analysis is to produce formulas for the growth (or decay)

rates of all the normal modes in the presence of conbustion and mean flow.

The first step is to assume that all fluctuations vary harmonically

in time; thus, the pressure fluctuations in the real flow and for the tth un-

perturbed normal mode are expressed in the form
-iakt

p pet EF. Z3.)p' -- I;e tF.2
i ;, 1 t

i e (E. Z4)

The complex wavenumber k is related to the frequency x and growth con-
stant a by

sk = w -iOL .
(E. Z5)

Consequently, p' is proportional to exp(ctt) and increases in time (i. e. , is

unstable) if a. is positive. The actual mode shape p and that for khe normal

mode, p,,, are functions only of the axial position z. They satisfy the

equations

Z_( 1z +kp h (E. Z 6)

d /dz = _f (z 0,1) (E.Z7)

1 d(scdat_+ k 2 0 (E. 28)

c

d/dz = 0 (z 0, L) (E.Z9)
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The wavenumbers for the unperturbed modes are real numbers:

kt = /. (E. 30} 

A formula for k may be deduced, as covered in more detail in

the references, by the following method. Multiply (E. 26) by ^0, (E. 28) by

, form the difference of the results and integrate over the chamber.

One eventually finds:

2 2 2 (+Cm) L-

(k -k )E 1P Mxpk4LLab+- -ubn )S]' dd
p pa 0

combustion and exhaust aozzle

k (l+C)L d dq -

mean flow/acoustics interactions ("flow turning")

L . d ' k t, jf L L - d ,I P z
p Z 0 p . C p--z

contributions from particulate matter
k 11 L dL

+ F 7S azjb -

-z i '[ l t( p w fp ip r n Pp + C.

- J( Crn -7 -jP- ~ +55d 1

v
residnal combustion

For simpler writing, the terms arising from residual combustion

will hereafter be dropped. A direct comparison with the three -dimensional

calculation (Appendix F, Eq. (F. 17)) shows that those terms and the first

two involving the condensed phase are the same in the two computations.

However, the one-dimensional calculation produces a new -- and impor-

tant, both physically and numerically -- term, called "mean flow/acoustics

interactions" above. The boundary conditions associated with surface com-

bustion and the exhaust nozzle also appear to be different for the lateral

and end surfaces. (It should be rioted that it is the form shown for the end

surface which arises naturaUy in the three-dimensional analysis.) The

2z6
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difference is only apparent, however, for one can show (refs. E-4 and E-5)

that

(lC m) _ Fm b AT

5 b f %  - b b m mb L _--- + --- ( E . 2
p a p 0 m b  o '1

Hence, the two representations have the same form. However, as argued

in several places, one should allow for the possibility that the combinaLion

(E. 32) will have different values for different elements of burning surface.

The velocity fluctuation U in (E. 32) is in the direction normal to

the burning surface and arises because the burning rate fluctuates in re-

sponse to an external disturbance (pressure or velocity). One must ex-

pect that the response of the propellant may be different, for the same

unsteaiy disturbance, if it is exposed to a different steady flow field.

For example, particularly for aluninized propellants, the presence of a

steady erosive velocity (i. e. , parallel to the surface) may well affect the

response to unsteady disturbances: and for a given pressure fluctuation,

the response may be different for the two extreme cases of acoustic ve-

locity all parallsd or all normal to the surface.

Consequently, even though the formal representation of the cou-

pling between the unsteady field and the surfaces -- the first two terms of

(E. 31)-- is the same everywhere on the boundary, one must assume that

the values will in general be a function of position on the surface. More

detailed discussion is given in ref. E-5, particularly related to the ques-

tion of representing the surface response for a general acoustic field, a

problem which arises in application to motors.

The growth constant CL is computed from the imaginary part of

(E. 31),because a k :T Z-iwu-QL. One eventually finds, with residual

combustion ignored

'The last form itvolves the assumrption that the density of the mixture

leaving the burning surface is the same as the average value p in the

chamber. Thus, rnb P pgUb 1- (l+C )"

**The factors (l+Cn) have been suppressed by making use of the obser-

vation appearing in the previous footnote.
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SL(r)

(-~ ,.r) Ubo irri L!b + TCL A + .S )cJ ubJ% - -r J qz S
ZE pa 0 mb 0

combustion and exhaust nozzle

1 L I ( dPt. 2 ud
"= j - -' dd

2 E t , 0 k t

mean flow/acoustics interactions ("flow turning")

-L L .d1 )(i) z d &J6 r)~cdZ_ d~1 - r--pd- d
+ - j mb aqdzj

contributions from particulate matter (E. 33)

It should be noted that in work prior to that reported in ref. E-5, the line-

arized equations for the two-phase flow were not combined in the manner

described here. The result (E. 33) is to be preferred, both for accuracy

and rigor; the main points to bear in mind are

(1) the properties f , a , R , Cv are for the two-phase mixture:

(2) the representation of the contributions from the particulate matter

(6F p, 6Q p) are new.

Recent comparison (ref. E-7) of calculations with exact numerical calcula-

tions show that the result (E. 33) is a substantial improvement over earlier

work.

When applied to T-burners, the purpose of Eq. (E.33) is to produce

numerical values for some quantity characterizing the coupling between

surface combustion and the unsteady flow field. It is useful and coniven-

tional to introduce admit*ance or response functions Ab , Rb , defined by

- - b / , (E. 34)

Rb lb (E. 35)

P/po

It must be enaphasized that b i/a is a convenient definition. While

ub is the average speed of the gases leaving the burning surface, a is the

speed of sound in the chamber, not the local value.
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Because of the potential dependence tof the response function on the poai-

tion of the surfac,!, and because it is the real part which appears in (E. I,

it is convenient to use the notation

Be Ab(r ) 4 erd surface (E. 36)

B ; A (r) Mb side (lateral) surface (E. 37)
S b b

It is easy to show by using the definiti s of Ab and Rb that (E. 3Z) implies

the relation

__0 (,~~ (bM: oM(b 0). -''b u T-
pa plo p o ap

(E. 3b)

Hence, the combustion terms in (E. 33) are readily expressed in terms of

B and B
e s

In ref. E-2, and in more detail in ref. E-8, Eq. (E. 3 ) has been ap-

plied to variable area T-burners. The configurations treated and the def-

initions of the geometrical variables are shown in Figure C-I and discussed

in Appen~dix C. A siripler and more explicit form of (E. 33) for practical

purposes is obtained in the following way. In the one-dimensional repre-

sentation, the mode shapc p; for the pressure depends only on axial posi-

tion. The integral of its square over the volumne of the chanber is

L
E - p .Sdz (E. 39)

0

Numerical val-P for the dimensionless quantity ? have been given in

Appendix C:

./LS C (E. 40)

With the definitions (E. 36)-(E. 38), and a the conbus-

tion terms in (E. 3) :ai be written
L

a -1 1a -. P.S1 jL I2Idd" (E. 41)

P E r L 0 0
Because of symmetry, the terms at the two ends are equal, and because

(Appendix C) p I at z - 0, L

[L. 2 SBej = 2S bele (E.42)
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if the ends of he lateral arains are not inhibited, a second contribution

to end-burning arises,

2 Cos (P 4 ) Sbe2Be (E. 43)

where the factor cos (OK is the value of k at the ends of the lateralLI
gra.ns. If one assumes that the response of the lateral surfaces, and

hence B 8 , is independent of position, then

L
I Bdd Bsqt ?d. ZC 'tS beB s (E. 441
0 0

where the area of lateral surface is Sbe qL b and the dimensionless

function C, is

C LIZ 2 E.45)

For short grains, C- 1, and for grains extending the entire length of the

chamber, C,- 0. Numerical values for C have been published in ref.

E-8; see also Appendix C.

When E in (E. 41) is replaced by (E. 40), the ratio a/L appears.

The speed of sound is not directly measured, so it is common practice to

replace this ratio by

a t (E. 46)'

Here, % 4 represent6 the measured angular frequency. and Kt is the di-

mensio:iless wavenurnber, k L/2 , calculated according to the prescrip-

tion given in Appendix C. With these results, (E. 41) is writter.

CL {'be1 Cos2 Sbe2 B+C Sbs (E.47)

K . S +P- -co B

The mean flow/acoustics interactions provide two contributlons.

First, over the burning surface only, if ub is assumed iniependent of po-

sition, th. integral over the perimeter can be carried out to give

CLF T:_ __7 Sbsg(E. 48)
m LS o '

where 2

9 doj r (E. 49)
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Like C and P t the finction g@, depends on the grain configuration.
When there are no lateral surfaces, -,0 and g. -_ 1 if the grains ex-

tend the entire length of the burner. Some numerical results appear in

ref. E-8.

A second contribution arises formally from the center vent. Be-

cause the flow is out from the chamber, the sign changes, and the mean

flow/acoustics interaction according to the one-dimensional representa-

tion provides a gain. The formal result (refs. E-2 and E-8) is

V b S0 C ) 2E . 50)

cO

where S b is the total area of burning surface in one half of the burner,

and C 0° is essentially the amiplitude of the pressure oscillation at the

vcnt, defined in Appendix C. Equation (E. 50) is valid for a center vent

only, and vanishes for the even modes.

Because both (E. 48) and (E. 50) are at best approximations to real

processes, it has become fairly common practice when data are correlated

to introduce unspecified numorical factors, FT and VF. The values of

FT and VF are then determined as part of the statistical analysis of data.

The total influence of me mean flow/acoustics intoractions is therefore

written

CL (FT) F! (VF): (E. 51)m M M'I

The last set ,>f terms in (E. 33) are collectivelv the 'particle

damping", denoted by a D

_ 2 , L (13 LP K r
a Sdz E - A1Q P;S dz

M ^ ) Fl*r - (P)
cu 4 m b dqdz, (E. 52)

It happens that the last term, irepresentiny essentially a mean flow/acous-

tics interaction for the particulate matter entering at the burning surface,

is a relatively small contribution. In Appendix D an approximate calcula-

tion is given; the result is Eq. (D. 24), an explicit form for the first two

terms of (E. 52). That result is restricted to the (ase when the particles

are assumed to be adequately represented by a sin-lc size.
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APPENDIX F

THREE -DIMENSIONAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

The stability of three-dimensional motions has been analyzed in

two different ways: by constructing the integral balance for energy in a

combustion chamber (refs. F-i and F-2); and computation of the complex

wavenumbe-rs of the normal modes, by using the differential equations of

motion (refs. F-3, F-4, and F-5). Both methods will be summarizcd

very briefly here.

F. 1 Calculation of the Complex Wavenumber

Recent numecrical calculations (a preliminary report has appeared

in ref. F-6) have shown, by comparison with exact calculations, that for

satisfactory accuracy, Lhe equzitions for the owo-phase flow should bc

combined as described in Appendix E for the one-dimensional problem.

If an additional force F (per Unlit voIlume) is introduced in the momentum

equation, and ano~ther source term , C, is included on the right hand side

of the energy equation, then the equations for the velocity and pressure

can be written:

~' dl7u -p F -F -(F. I)

- RU - - F4 [u (--)'-l .ti. \'p-i (-l)p u L(U-L)F u(CFa( -C0 )W. -(Q+Q)
tC P p o0p p

v v
j(V"C )c Tw +C.1 (F. 2)

where the properties for the mixture are~ defined in Appcndix E, and cor-

respondintz to (E. 9) - (E. 12) one has now:

'U U - u (F. 3)
p

T T - T (F. 4)

-* p PL a P (u 1) .,u p-.'.u (F. 5)

a6T . -
-Qp p CL i- (u 1)- T p-u- 7T)j UP6

These are included for the calculations discussed in Appendix D.
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The momentum exchange represented by a is only that related to residual

co'nbustion if the purely three-dimensional problem is treated. If, how-

ever, one includes additional source terms w in the original continuity

equation for the gas, and wtp) in the original equation for the particles,

then

(-uWP)W +u+ u uj~ P U w + W (F. 7)

The linearized forms of (F. 1) and (F. 2) are

P-n- + Vp' (u, V ,+u'. Vu )+6F + -'-' , (F..8)

t -. p(-+)p'.ip , (F. 9)
C C

where

P' = [(l+C )(e''w + w')-C C6T', Q'+6Q' +P'] (F. 10)m p p p m pp p
v

Upon differentiating (F. 9) with respect to time and substituting (F. 8) for

)/l'at, one fin4s the wave equation for the pressure,
1 2  1

V~p --. = h , (F. 11)

a at

with the boundary condition

n. Vp' = -f 2(F. 1)
The functions h and f are

-- -- .r,.. - 1 IP--pV.(u.,'+'Vu)+ .V-E 4- -'LV.(6'''- -- ,
a a a

(F. 13)
f P-T-- '7- V -u

au,--n+p~.u.u. (F Fa) (F. 14)" _p
The square of the wavenumber for the N th perturbed mode is given by the

formula
Z  k 1 "hN fPNdS (F. 15)k kN + = ( "hP dV +(.15

EN

where
2

E = dV, (F. 16)
NN

and kN' PN are the wavenumber and mode shape for the N th unperturbed

(i.e., claesical) mode. After some of the integrals are worked out and
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combined, (F. 15) becomes

2k
2 2 2 N dS- 6F . AdV kN

(k -kN )EN N ipaN Vu PN -- + -a p a C v

combuistion and exhaust contributions from particulate
nozzle matter

k N I r- .-

-- -v-uu. IT I dV- - SpN N(+Cm)(e w 4e w
a Pg C v  pp p P

residual combustion

~CT w R vCm C63 w , tddV -.. 7 N dV :A PNdVi i 2iNdV

v

(momentum) (mass) (energy)

additional source terms
(F. 17)

Equation (V. 17) is to I)., cmpar,_-d with the one-dimensional result, eq.

(E. 31). First note that in the scuond combusti(n term in (E. 31), the inte-

gral over the periniter (I ohlA,,ed by the integral over the length, can be

replaced by the intc.rai (o,.r the surface arca, S. Hence, in view of the

equality (E. 2L), all th.. ,.,mbustion ternis have the same form. However,

the possibility ?sec remar,-.- following (E. 3Z) that the numerical values of

the response may le different for surface elements exposed to acoustic ve-

locities having diffetrnt orienLations must be accounted for. This problem

has been discussed in refs. F-4 and F-5.

In the one-dimens inal problem, the volume element is dV = S dz.c
Hence, all the volume integrals arising from the presence of the particu-

late matter and residual c ~mustion are identical in (E. 31) and (F. 17).

The "flow-turning" ternm and the surface term involving W in (E. 31) do
P

not appear (xplicitly iii (.. 17). These are the new contributions found in

the one-dimensional analysis On the other hand, the last brackets in

(F. 17) contain contributions from source terms representing undefined

processes.

It is worth noting that recent numerical calculations have shown that the
term involving ,u is probably negligible under most conditions which pre-
vail in T-burners rand motors.
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Because the source terms F, W, and P are not defined specifically,

one may use them in various ways. If they are taken to represent proc-

esses occurring in a thin region near the surface, then it is possible (ref.

F-5) to reproduce the one-dimensional terms referred to in the preceding

paragraph. As given here, Eq. (E. 3 1), the one-dimensional contributions

apply to the limiting case in which the unperturbed acoustic velocity is en-

tirely parallel to the burning surface. The inviscid three-dimensional

analysis produces results which are entirely correct only for a limiting

case when there is no component of acoustic velocity parallel to the sur-

face. The way in which the general case is handled rests on a separate

argument given in refs. F-4 and F-5.

For the limiting case of acoustic velocity all parallel to the surface,

the three-dimensional cc':nterparts of the two one-dimensional terms are:

(I+C m )
i (V N)Z bdS (flow-turning) (F. 18)

p akN

and

6U pu* V N iab P)ds. (F. 19)

The sc :ce terms may also be used to represent the influences of

baffles an<, suppression devices, although little has been done in this re-

spect For example, a baffle may be characterized by a pressure drop,

which may be represented by the force F in the momentum equation. Dif-

ficulties arise in the representation for unsteady flow conditions.

F. Z Construction of the Balance of Acoustic Energy

The analysis provided in ref. F- was done for gases only: the in-

fluence of the parL.culate matter was subsequently included as an additive

term in the formula for the growth constant. This procedure presupposes

that one knows how to compute the contribution from particle damping. As

shown in Appendix D, the form to be used for accurate results is far from

obvious. If the approach of ref. F-I is followed, the first step is tu con-

struct the balance for the total energy, Cv + u /2, in the chamber. The

rate of change of total energy within the entire chamber must equal the

rate at which energy flows in due to convection plus the -ate -.t which

work is done on the material within the cbamber, plus the rate of heat ad-

dition:
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2 2-]
d Sp(CT )+ )u + -)dV fQdV (F. o)

If all variables arc written as sums of steady and time-varying parts, the

time average of (F. 20) car eventu;,llv Ie written

j'v2 -

p a a

= -- ,-2 - - 4 -'- ,
- n^A 19 Lip - t' 1.. W;~ ) ( fQ'dV)

L~ L'~~ j.-~ -p .I ~
pa a (F.21)

For simplicity, all other contributions associated with residual combus-

tion and the particulate matter have ber-n i.:norcd.

The reasonin- of . V -1 is nw that the left hand side of (F. 21)

may be interpreted as thr tinL-averazod rate of change of acoustic energy

in the chamber (actital]%, ii is the lim average of the time-varying part

of the total energy). Henc,, if the do fir.it i,1 (2. I) of CL is used, the formu-

la is obtained

( P p -' - . ) (u i' )Li - Q'dV)
.2a a fF. 22)

L 71) a

Note that two terms have been rlro~pped iii pa.ssinm from (F. Z 1) to (F. ZZ):

this approximation restricts all s Tbsec.unt results to first order in the

average Mach number (see refs. F-4 and V-5).

Because all terns in the numnerator will be of first order in the

average Mach number, zeroth order quantities must be used in the de-

nominator. (If, say, a Cirst order term is retained in the denominator, it

will eventually contribute a second order term to a, which must be

dropped. ) 1-lence, one must Us, unp)erturlmnd acoustic values for u' and p'

in the denominator; it is then easy to show (see ref. F-4 among others)

that

redV(' u 2 )  - dV P2 (F. Z3)

2p a

2 --- 2Hence, the denominator of (F. 22) is simply E / r a . The term in Q'
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vanishes, because 0 varies harmonikally in time and hence has average

value equal to zero. This is a consequence of working with the total

energy in the chamber rather than the acoustic energy. If the acoustic

energy is treated, Q' is weighted by p' (see below, and also Eq. (F. 17),

for example): in that case, the average value does not vanish. This re-

sult is typical of any process occurring completely within the volume, and

shows explicitly why in this approach one is forced to add arbitrarily

extra terms in X ; see refs. F-4 and F-5 for further %etails.

If flow-turning terms are represented by ZI and other losses (in

particular, the attenuation due to condensed material) by .d, then (F. 22)

can be written
--- Al
La-a2 pu u E+pu. u)u j ndS+aL m +LdaF 4

ZE N pa

Although it is not indicated, it is the maximum amplitude in time which

should be used for u in the third term under the surface integral: this

becomes clear when the time averaging is done.

Following Eq. (2. 3. 4). it is remarked that the third term tinder the

integral also arises in the analysis involving calculation of the wavenum-

ber. It is fairly clea:- that this must be so, but to show it requires more

detailed manipulations than are appropriate here. The demonstration re-

quires carrying further some second-order terms which were dropped

early in the calculation outlined in §F. I .
It has also been shown in ref. F-4 (§8. 2) that if the acoustic energy

balance is formed by beginning with the linearized equations (F. 8) and

(F. 9), then eventually an expression for CL can be found which is identical

with that deduced from the imaginary part of (F. 17). The procedure fol-

lows the more traditional path. First, take the scalar product of u with
--- 2Z

(P.8): m utiply (F. 9) by p'/p a ; and then add the results. The first

terms on the left hand sides of (F. 8) and (F. 9) combine to give

-- ' ad' a a. '22
P + W- / U,+12-)." - F-a t - Tt'-2 +2--Z

pa pa

This is just the rate of change of acoustic energy, as required in the

definition of M. Details of the computation are given in the reference.
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APPENDIX G

REMARKS ON THE PROBLEM OF THE VENT

G. I Analysis

The problem of determining the loss or gain of acoustic energy due

to the vent is complicated, because there is an average flow through the

vent; and because for much of the wvork with T-burners, the flow is not

choked. At the time of writing, the problem is not only unsolved analyti-

cally, but no unambiguous conclusions have been drawn from experi-

mental data (see § G. 2).

There are several sources of energy transfer associated with un-

steady flow at a vent. Consider first the case of no average flow. There

are two mechanisms causing loss of energy from the acoustic field in the

chamber: radiation and internal d ;sipative processes. Non-zero pres-

sure fluctuations cause the gas in the vent itself to oscillate, and this mo-

tion is communicated to the outside world. The result is an acoustic field

which, far from the vent or hole, consists only of outgoing waves. As far

as the waves in the chamber are concerned, this constitutes a loss of en-

ergy by radiation. Viscous stresses and heat transfer cause additional

losses, principally in the vicinity of the hole itself.

The simplest case of radiation is that for a hole in a plane wall.

A treatment of the radiation from a hole at the end of a duct has been

worked out in ref. C-i. based on the acoustical analog to a result of scalar

diffraction theory in optics. The starting point is the formula for the os-

cillating pressure at an observation point P far from the hole:

ikr I
(P) -4o T e anS

bole

where rol is the distance frum an arbitrary point on the hole to the obser-

vation point. The gradient of pressure normal to the plane of the hole, in

the out-ard direction, is dp/an. This is equal to -i'tri . However, the
n

acoustic velocity fluctuation u' , through the hole, is unknown except inn
special cases.

For example, a standard problem discussed in texts on acoustics

concerns the energy radiated by a piston in a wall. Then u' is constant
n

over the hole (now a piston), and the integral in (C. I) can be worked out.
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But for T-burners, with wave motions parallel to the hole, the .re-
4

locity u' is unknown and must be found as part of the solution. This
n (r)

amounts, of course, to a calculation of the admittance function u' Ir/p forn

the hole. An approximate analysis has been reported in ref. 0-2 for a T-

burner with an annular vent, encircling the entire tube. The result is that

for odd modes, the contribution to the decay constant is

-L4( 2I) (4
an a -L (8".44)? L ,

where d is the width of the vent and D is the diameter of the burner. Sup-

pose i = 3500 ft/sec, L = 2 ft. D = 1. 5 in , d = 1 in , and take L = 0 (the

fundamental mode). Then C. o 7. 4 sec . But this is for an annularn
opening. If the vent is, say, square, one inch on a side, then the value of

CLn is reduced by the ratio of the area of the square vent to the area of the

annulus, i.e. , (G. 2) is multiplied by d 2/d1D = d/rD. For the numbers

given above, '%n is then approximately 1. 6 sec- 1 This is a rather large

vent, but even so, the radiation loss is negligible compared with other

losses in the system. For the even modes, the pressure of the acoustic

field has an anti-node at the vent and the radiation loss is large; numerical

values will not be examined here because the question at hand has to do

with the influence of the vent on the fundamental mode.

Approximate formntlas for the losses associated with sonic and sub-

sonic vents have been given in ref. G-3, based on essentially the same

representation as that used here. Both of the analyses covered in Appendix

F lead to the general expression for the decay constant due to the vent or

exhaust nozzle:
- a iVi'[A(r)- AZ ,03

CL A (r-N "+ P dS (C. 3)
n ZE e N

where the admittancc function A n = (^n! 1)(yp0 !) has been introduced. For

the fundamental mode of a T-burner, .N vanishes at the center of the burn-

er, so for a vent at that location, M n given by (G. 3) is negligibly small. It

is on this basis that until recently the influence of the vent (either sonic or

unchoked) on the fundamental mode has been ignored. The formulas given

in ref. G-3 are deduced from Eq. (G 3) and hence show 4 n= 0 for the fun-

damental mode if the vent is at the center of the burner.
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What is meant by "the problem of the vent" is the conflict of two

non-zero results deduced for a center vent: one is a formal deduction

from the one-dimensional analysis: the other is based on Eq. (F. 24) for

three-dimensional flow, but involves an additional assumption in respect

to the interactions between the average flow and the acoustic field at the

vent.

It should be noted again that the one-dimensional analysis already

incorporates certain assumptions concerning the behavior of the flow. In

particular, it is assumed that the flow passing through the boundary has no

component of momentum, parallel to the axis of the chamber, when it is

outside the boundary. This applies equally to flow entering and leaving.

To see the difficulty, write equations for the real part of (F. 17)

with the flow-turning term (F. 18) included, and (F. 24),

Ob+dCm (3- plus 1-dimensional analysis, 6F.1) (G. 4)

CtC Rb +d+Mv (3-dimensional analysis, §' 2) (G. 5)

where Mb represents the contribution from surface combustion; C.d stands

for energy losses, mainly particle damping and viscous losses at inert

surfaces; and
1 -- Ub

-(+CM ) _ v ) b dS Z Z , (G. 6)
m ZpEN kN ZE Nk N

*--2-4 2.-

Pa q (u. u) u. AdS . (G. 7)_Zv2EN

First, a remark on sign convenctions:

(i) mb is positive for flow into the chamber at the boundary,

(ii) .e norma '.ctor A points outward, so u . n is positive for

flow ojtward through the boundary.

Because or the convention (i), CL given by (G. 6) is negative at a

burning surface and hence represents a loss of energy, the "flow-turning"

As noted in §F, this term also arises in the three-dimensional analysis
covered in F. 1, but in the original work it was always dropped as a high-
er order term. Hence, the term is identified as ?art of the analysis (.F.2)
in which it has not been omitted.
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los, denod FT . But at the venL, nb is ngativ , so L. is positive-

and represents a process causing the waves in the chamber to gain energy.

denoted C v A more explicit formula can be obtained; suppose that tlie

outward flow is approximately uniform over the vent. Then, because for

the longitudinal modes

(VpN~z =(ktsink tz) e k I (center vent)

and
a , L 2 ,

EN dV = S L cos kNZ dz c

so (G. 6) applied to the vent gives

m L - vent

The term in brackets is the total time-averaged mass flow through the

vent, which must equal bsb p UbSb , the total average mass flow in

from the burning surfaces. Hence, the contribution from the vent is-
v % Sbr s- (center vent, odd harrnonics) (C.8)

c

It must be understood clearly that this is a formal consequence of the one-

dimensional analysis. Because the flow is strongly three-dimensional in

the vicinity of the vent, the approximations used in the one-dimensional,

analysis may be very poor. In particular, viscous effects (including sepa-

ration) may be so important that the approximate analysis is simply not

applicable. The factor VF in (G. 14) below is a crude means of incorpo-

rating viscous effects.

If the T-burner is operated with short lateral grains at the ends

(or only end grains), then the flow-turning loss is negligibly small and C1m
consists only of the positive contribution from the vent, the "vent gain."

Now consider the term Cvi,, Eq. (G-7). Over the burning suriace,

the mean flow is in the formal direction, so the velocities in the inte-

grand become
: -b un)2j -u. u) u . - -ub(U n (G. 9)

See also Eq. (E. 50) and remarks there.
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where and n are both positive inward. Becausc u is non-zero at a

burning surface only because of the combustion response, it is of the

order of the mean flow speed; thus, (G. 9) is of the order of the cube of the

nean flow speed and is negligible -- indeed, it must be dropped,

At an exhaust vent, .b Z v because the flow is outward, and ((-.7)

is

pZ .4 (a dS (G. 10)

Consider first a center vent. 1f the unperturbed acoustic field is a longi-

tudinal mode, the quantity n represents a perturbation due to the openingn
in the lateral boundary. It is the fluctuating velocity causing the rr.diation

of acoustic energy from the chamber.

If, in addition, there is an average flow through the vent, there

will be a further contribution to the perturbation &^n The position taken in

refs. C-4 and C-5 is that this additional perturbation (which has never

been calculated) must be at most first order in the average speed, and the

right hand side is therefore negligible, being of secand (or higher) order

in small quantities. The acoustic and mean flow streamlines appear

roughly as sketched in Figure G-1(a).

On the other hand, the authors of refs. G-6 and C-7 assume that

the component of acoustic velocity parallel to the mean flow leasing the

venft has the full value appropriate to the unperturbed acoustic field at the

centcr of the chamber. That is, if 6N - cosk ) , then from the momentum

equation for the acoustic field, the unperturbed velocity parallel to the axis
is

d -kL i

is -z sink ?* sin k~z

The factor i is dropped for use in ((. 10) because time-averaging has al-

ready been done. Hence, beLause sin tz - L!/2 (C. 10) becomes

-- 2 S ; S
a v v ( St(C. I1)

c F, a c

If in has the large value implied by this substitution, then the acoustic

streamlines would look something like those sketched in Figure 0-1(b).
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supported by the data; and a loss as large as that given by FV = -I is also

not shown by the data.

Some tests, referred to in §G.2, have been done with burners hav-

ing no center vent but one end open to the atmosphere. Without a sonic

exhaust nozzle, the unperturbed acoustic field is that for an open organ

pipe; the burner is approximately a quarter-wave tube. In that case, the

acoustic velocity is a maximum at the open end, and the integral in (G. 7)

is correctly of first order in the mean flow speed. The contribution to a

is then, with no other assumptions, correctly given by (G. 1 1).

G. 2 Experimental Results

As noted in §G. 1, there is uncertainty concerning the proper

treatment of some acoustic/mean flow interactions in the T-burner, par-

ticularly those associated with flow through the vent. Neither the use of

formal analysis nor the use of pressure-coupled T-burner data has satis-

factorily resolved the difficulty. Therefore, special tests have been per-

formed to obtain results that would assist in the selection of the correct

representation. The following pages contain a summary of the useful

equations, a description of the tests, a summary of the results, and the

conclusions reached.

The equations used to describe unsteady motions in a T-burner,

refs. C-4 and G-8, include mean flow terms that combine in such a way

as to prevent one from evaluating their magnitude from pressure-coupled

T-burner data. Special T-burner configurations have therefore been se-

lected to obtain appropriate data and to resolve uncertainty.

Figure G-Z shows one burner used with the test variable being the

amount of propellant surface area near the vent. The grains are rela-

tively short and, for the conditions under which data are taken, essenti-

ally flush with the wall. The contribution to the flow-turning loss at the

end grains is negligibly small, because the local acoustic velocity goes

to zero at the ends. At the center of the burner, the acoustic velocity is
FTa maximum for the fundamental mode; the flow-turning loss, Mrn , due

to the sample grains near the vent, exactly cancels the "vent gain" con-

tribution in Eq. (G. 12) if the formal results are assumed to be valid.

Hence, the change in growth constant due to a small change of surface
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But in Figure G_-(b), much of the acou'.,tic field has a node at the center
of the burner, so the half-wavelength X/Z approaches LIZ; and because

the frequency is always equal to the speed of sound divided by the wave-

length, the frequency associated with the field suggested by Figure G-l(b)

is much less than a/L. The frequency for the field sketched in Figure

G-1(a) is approximately 2 a/L, which is essentially that observed value for

the fundamental mode in T-burner tests.

However, (G. l1)has been proposed as a representation of losses

for the fundamental mode, and a number of tests have been done in attempts

to determine the true influence of the vent. To summarize, the formal ap-

plication of (G. 4) and (G. 6) to the ve.nt leads to

CL + b iSFT + Ub b
brim d -C

(vent)
FT

where FT represents only the "flow-turning" loss associated with the

flow at the burning surface. Equations (G. 5) and (C. 7) plus the crucial

assumption noted above give
b Sb

a L S (G. 13)
c

(veut)

Equations (G. 12) and (G. 13) can be written together as

C, + - (F T) + S b  (0.14)

co E

where VF is the "vent factor" and FT is the "flow-turning factor." Equa-

tion (E. 49) has been used for OLFT

Obviously, VF - +1 if the vent provides maximum gain of energy,

?nd VF - -I if the loss is that expressed in (G. 13). Because of the doubts

co-. :erning the true value of VF, this has often been treated as a floating

parameter in the interpretation of experimental data. To date, the re-

suilts are not conclusive ( G.Z), primarily because it is not possible to

senarate totally the influence of the vent from other contributions. How-

ver, it does seem that a vent "gain' (i.e. , VF positive) is not strongly
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area of the sanple grain van.shes.

ia (0 15)d(Sbs/Sc )  O 5

Equation (C. 15) is based on the purely one-dimensional analysis.

On the other hand, if the flow-turning loss is ignored, and the vent is as-

sumed to contribute the loss shown in Eq. (C. 13), one finds
dL 2 Eub(G16

d(S bs/S) L(.16)

Here, and in the following, Sbs denotes the burning surface area of the

sample grains on the lateral boundary i, one half of the T-burner.

Other tests have been done with a special combustor called the

quarter-wave burner, shown in Figure G-3(a). The acoustic velocity

reaches a maximum at the open end, and the contribution defined by Eq.

(C. 7) must be retained. The flow-turning loss is negligible for the grains

at the closed end, and because t- -re is now no side vent, both approaches

described in §G. 1 produce the same result,

dcm ub 1C. 17)
d(S bs/Sc) - L .

Finally, some tests have been done with sample grains displaced

from the ends, shown in Figure C-3(b). The two approaches then lead to

dr (r) 2
d( '_ z -E LR b ( -_) - J (G. 18)

da Z LR'(r)(~ 1 (C.. 18)
bc p s

d(Sbs/S ? Z t L b + 1 () (0. 19)bsc P s

The first is based on the thr e-dimensional analysis, and the second on

the one-dimensional analysis described above and summarized as Eq.

(G. 14). It has been assumed that the grains are short, so that the pres-

sure fluctuation is essentially uniform over the samples, and represented

by ( /fF)5.
Equations (0. 15) - (0. 19) have been used as the basis for several

series of tests. One series of tests was conducted in the burner shown in
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Figure 0-2, with the test samples being located as near the vent as physi-

cally possible. The hardware and instrumentation systems used were the

same as those used in variable-area T-burner testing (ref. C-9) and for

velocity-coupled T-burner testing (refs. G-10 and C- 11). The tests were

performed -,Aith CYI1 propellant at 300 psi and 450 Hz. Because of the

proximity of the test sample to the vent, the normal propellant sample

holder could not be used. Therefore, the test sample was located one

inch away from the centerline of the burner, and was machined to fit into

the 1.5-inch ID of the T-burner wall (e. g. the sample had a 1.25-inch ID

and 1.5-inch OD). The test sample near the vent therefore had a smaller

web thav the driver sample. Consequently, the test sample burned out

while the driver sample continued to burn, showing an instantaneous ef-

fect of the test sample. The driver sample was chosen large enough to

drive the T-burner spontaneously unstable with a growth constant of-1
roughly 80 sec and a limiting amplitude of - 80 psi peak-to-peak.

Another group of tests, ref. C-7, was conducted at a test pressure

of 215 psia in the T-burner shown in Figure C-3(b), which differed from

those commonly used. First, it was smaller than most described in the

literature, having a crus-sectional area of approximately one square

inch. Second, the cross section was nearly square rather than circular.

Third, there were recesses machined in the internal walls of the burner

into which flat slab-shaped propellant samples could be placed. For some

tests, additional propellant samples were placed at various positions be-

tween the ends and tho vent. In different runs, the additional samples

were placed at different positions and thus the instability determined as a

function of sample position.

The quarter-wave burner shown in Figure ,-3(a) was constructed

with the same square tube material and the same type of sample holders

as were used in thfe square T-burner. To simulate an opening attached to

an infinite flange, the open end of this burner was attached to a two-foot

square plate of steel. The metal plate had a hole in the center that matched

the hole in the burner.

Both square burners were equipped with a retractable air-driven

paddle loLated at the vent. The propellant was ignited with the paddle in-
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serted into the burner, so that unstable motions were suppressed. When

steady burning had been established and the propellant samples had burned

to the point where the burning surface was very nearly flush with the tube

walls, the paddle was rapidly (within approximately 20 msec) retracted

and oscillations were permitted to grow.

Another series of tests was conducted in a T-burner that had no

vent pipe but simply a hole in the side of the burner. This burner was

fired at atmospheric pressure and the plume behavior studied through the

use of high speed photography.

The results of the first series of tests were rather dramatic and

showed that after the test sample burned out, both the limiting pressure

amplitude and the measured growth constant were larger than while the

test sample was burning, indicating that the test sample at the vent

caused a loss in the system. 'The test records also showed that the

change in both C. and amplitude become greater for larger test samples.

Figure G-4 shows a plot of 0. versus the test sample area ratiu

(because the data were taken at very nearly flush conditions, the correc-

tions for nonunifornities are negligible at all area ratios). Calculated

curves are superimposed using values of Bs , cid, and R. determined

from extensive testing with CYH propellant at these conditions (refs. G-

10 and G-Il). The resuits are striking. The only curves that fit the data

are those resulting from an arbitrary use of a large mean flow damping

that has no theoretical basis. The damping is not only larger than that

predicted as the flow turning or vent loss alone, but also larger than

their sum. It should be noted that there is considerable curvature in the

predicted curves, whereas Eq. (C. 14) suggests a linear variation. The

reason is that the samples were not located precisely at the center

of the burner, as Figure G-2 shows. Moreover, the large samples

(S biSco 7 ) were 2. 75 inches long, extending a significant distance

along the burner. The pressure varies over the sample, so that both

Cb due to combustion and gI depend on the length of the grain.

The equations for a different series of tests, ref. G-7, were used

to compute response function values for two PBAA-AP propellants (refs.

C-17 and C-18) tested in the T-burner and also in the quarter-wave
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burner. This was done from the least-squares, beut-fit slopes for the a

versus Sb /Sco data plots. The computed response functions are tabulated

in Table C-1. It is apparent that the use of a vent loss term yields more

consistent response function values from the two different burner con-

figurations.

TABLE G-I. Experimental Values of the Response Function

Rb

Theory A- 17 A- 18

Three -dimensional

T-burner 1. 6 1.

Quarter-wave burner 1. 5 .9

One -Dimensional

T-burner -0.4 0. 1

Quarter-wave burner 1. 5 2. 9

Finally, data have been taken in the T-burner shown in Figure G-

3a), in which the position of the test sample was varied. In reducing the

data, it was assuned that the mode shape was a simple cosine. Then the

incremental growth constant caused by the additional propellant samples
was determined by using the appropriately simplified forn', of Eq. (G. 14).

Figure G-5 shows the data from these test; plotted as *-C versus

Z/L , where Z represents the average distance of the variable position

samples f-.om the ends of the burner and L is the burner length. M is the

growth rate with samples present only in the extreme ends of the burner.

The least-squares best-fit values of R b for the data are listed in

Table C-2. The combination of R b  Z.64, VF= -2 and FT : -l resulted in

an amazingly good correlation of the data, substantially better than the

other combinations that xere tried and better than could be expected from

the precision of the data. As with the other data, the.-e values for VF and

FT indicate a large magnitude of mean fl'w damping and also a flow-

turning loss.
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Figure G-5 Comparison of Experimental Resualts and Calculations for
a Smokeless Propellant Tested in the T-Burner Shown in
Figure C-3(b)
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TABLE; G-2. Statistical Comparison of Theory and Data'

Theory Best R b  (CL _4
FT VF b

-1
0 -1 2.46 831 sec

+1 +1 - .02 3201 sec~1

+1 -Z 2.64 25 sec'

E-(CL-CL) is the sum of the squares of the deviations between the best-fit

theoretical line and the individual data points.

Part of the theoretical description of the vent involves the question

of whether or not there is a "convection' of acoustic energy out of the vent

of a T -burner. In a brief study (ref. G-12) of this problem, high-speed

motion pictures we-e taken of the flow exhausting through a hole cut at the

center of a T-burner. The flow exhausted directly to the atmosphere,

and there was no vent pipe attached to the burner. When oscillatory com-

bustion began, the exhaust was perpendicular to the T-burner. Later,

oscillations began to grow, and the exhaust began to vibrate. As the oscil-

latiors grew trx largp amtlitude, so also did the vibrations in the exhaust.

Ultimately the vibrations, whose frequency matched that inside the burner,

became quite violent. These visual observations suggest that, at least for

the geometry Used, the oscillatory motion parallel to the burner is indeed

communicated to the exhaust flow.

One interpretation is that the acoustic energy is convected from

the burner even though the acoustic and mean flow vectors are perpendicu-

lar. Such a convective loss cannot be formally described by Eq. (G. 7 ),

but the following intuitive approach to its use is proposed. First, note that

a loss term of the magnitude 4fMb Sb /S results formally if the mean

flow and acoustic flow vectors are parallel at the vent. Physically, this

nt-ans that all -)f the local acoustic kinetic energy is convected from the

t hamber by th- exiting gases. It is suggested that in a T-burner, all of

the local acoispic kinetic energy is carried from the burner into the vent

pipe. Thus, even though the vectors are perpendicular. there is a loss

term whose magnitude is 4fMb S b/Sc . The result is that one artificially

treats the flow prcblem as if the two velocities are parallel and the term
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r, .4C. 7) is retained in thc analysis of the T-burner and treated as beln,

pa u u

rather than "-

C. 3 Summary

Taken as a whole, the results seem to support the conclusion that

both a flow-turning and vent-loss term ought to be used in the analysis of

T-burner data. However, for various reasons, this is only a tentative

conclusion. One reascn is that the experimental work is incomplete, and

is continuing. Another is that many of the tests were carried out at at-

mospheric pressure where conditions are far removed from those en-

countered at the higher pressurp used in motors. Lastly, many of the

results were obtained in burn,.rs and geometries which have seen very

limited use. It is possible +hat these systems may not behave as one

would expect based on exp.erience with other T-burners. The oest pro-

cedure to follow for interpreting experimental results is to allow the coef-

ficients VF and FT to vary, and determine those values producing bebt

correlation of the data.
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